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Documentation List
Laws of Florida, 1983
Chapter 83-86

"An Act Relating to the Practice ofPhysical Therapy"
01.

Laws ofFlorid�l957, Chapter 57-67, in Vol. I, Part 1, pp. 106-114. (Note: This was the

first enactment of legislation regulating physical therapists. The 1983 legislation
substantially reworded this original enactment).

02.

Joint Legislative Management Committee. Division ofLegislative Information. History of
Legislation, 1983 Regular Session, SB 1049 (p. 329) and HB 879 (p. 277).

03.

Senate Bill (SB) 1049 (1983).

04.

Senate. Committee on Governmental Operations. Bill Action Report on SB 1049, 5/20/83
(with lobbyist's appearance cards attached). (In the Florida State Archives (FSA) Series
18, Box 1335).

05.

Committee Substitute for Senate Bill (CS/SB) 1049 (1983).

06.

Senate. Committee on Governmental Operations. Staff Analysis ofCS/SB 1049, 5/18/83.
(FSA, Series 18, Box 1335).

07.

Journal ofthe [Florida] Senate, 6/2/83, p. 715, re: amendments to CS/SB 1049.

08.

Laws ofFlorida, 1983, Chapter 83-86. In. Vol. I, Part 1, pp. 293-305.

09.

House Bill (HB) 879 (1983) [Similar Bill].

10.

House. Committee on Regulatory Reform. Bill Summary ofHB 879, 4/21/83, amended
4/22/83, with amendments attached. (FSA, Series 19, Box 1266).

11.

____. Bill Summary ofHB 879, 5/9/83, amended 5/9/83. (Ibid.).
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CHAPTER 57-67

an application to destroy public records. Upon the request of:, 'id.infra red rays, ultrasound, water and apparatus and equipment
state librarian, any public records the destruction of which'! �d in the application of the foregoing or related thereto. The use
been approved by the public records screening board shall bet !roentgen rays and radium for diagnostic and therapeutic pur
livered into the custody of the state librarian and shall not! 1r;es, and the use of electricity for surgical purposes, including
destroyed except in his discretion. Photographs made pursuanl ilterization, are not authorized under the term "physical thera
as used in this set.
this law shall have the same force and effect as the originals th
,.
would have. Section 92.35, Florida Statutes, relating to admissibil.;
"Physical therapist" means a person who applies physical
in evidence, is applicable to public records photographed pur. ·
'irapy
as defined in this act upon the prescription, and under the
to this law. This law is supplemental in nature and provid�
r�ction
and supervision of a person licensed and registered in this
alternative procedure to other provisions of law authorizing;
fte
to
practice
medicine and surgery, and whose license is in good
photographing of public records.
_ilding.
[�,Approved by the Governor May 8, 1957.
"Board" means the state board of medical examiners.
�*
Filed in Office Secretary of State May 8, 1957.
;(4) Words importing the masculine gender may be applied to
iniales.
•%"�·

iit

Section 3. To be eligible for registration by the board as a
·''"
J;lysical therapist an applicant must:
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SENATE BILL NO. 118

t(l) Be at least twenty-one years old and a citizen of the United
AN ACT providing for the practice of physical therapy; defining; �tes of America, and
regulating the practice thereof; prescribing in the duties of� -.,,�,,
Be of good moral character, and
State Board of Medical Examiners under this Act; prescri�
penalties for violation of this Act; and repealing Chapter}
Have been graduated by a high school, and
Florida Statutes, 1951, and all acts amendatory thereto, an�.,.•
laws in conflict herewith.
{(4) (a) Have been graduated from a school giving a course in
liysical therapy, which course, as given by such school has been
i
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
,proved for training physical therapists by the a1wropriate sub
Section 1. This chapter may be cited as· the "Physical The fY of the American Medical Association, if any, at the time of his
"liduation; or if graduated prior to 1936, the course was approved
Practice Act".
.;1 hhe American Physical Therapy Association at the time of
his
Section 2. In this chapter, unless the context otherwise requ'· iduation and pass to the satisfaction of the board, and examination
i
by it to determine his fitness for practice as a physical
(1) "Physical Therapy" means the treatment of any disabi nducted
.,.
erapist
.
as
hereinafter provided; or
injury, disea�e, or other condition of health of human beini
the prevention of such disability, injury, disease or other condil ..(b) Be entitled to registration without examinatio
n as provided
of health and rehabilitation as related thereto by the use of, !section 7 or section 8 of this chapter.
physical, chemical and other properties of air, cold, heat, elec · ..:::
A person who desires to be registered as a physical
ty, exercise, massage, radiant energy, including ultraviolet, vi_

i
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therapist shall apply to the board in writing, on a blank furnished
by the board. He shall embody in that application evidence under
oath, satisfactory to the board, of his possessing the qualifications
preliminary to examination required by section 3. He shall pay to
the board at the time of filing his application, a fee of twenty-five
dollars, no part of which shall be returned.
Section 5.
(1) The board shall hold examinations for applicants for regis
tration as physical therapists at least once a year, and more often
at the discretion of the board, at a time and place to be determined
by the board. Examination of applicants for registration as physi
cal therapists shall be made by the state board of medical examiners
according to the methods deemed by it to be most practical and
expedient to test the applicant's qualifications, including oral and
written tests and practical demonstrations. In the written tests
each applicant shall be designated by a number instead of by name
so that his identity shall not be disclosed to the members of the
board until after the examination papers are graded. Examinations
shall be given in the following subjects: The applied sciences of
neuroanatomy, kinesiology, psychology, physics, physical therapy
as defined in this chapter, applied to medicine, neurology, orthope
dics, pediatrics, psychiatry, surgery, medical ethics, and the techni
cal procedures in the practice of physical therapy as defined in this
chapter.
(2) The board shall employ three registered physical therapists
for a term of three years each to aid in such examination, and the
board shall fix their compensation and pay their expenses, provid
ed, however, that the registered physical therapists presently so
employed shall serve until the expiration of their respective terms
of employment or until their successors shall be employed. At any
time there is a vacancy to be filled by the employment of a regis
tered physical therapist, the Florida chapter of the American Physi
cal Therapy Association shall recommend to the board in a number
of not less than twice the vacancies to be filled, and the board may
appoint from submitted list, in its discretion, any of those so re
commended; provided however, that all monies paid out under this
108
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chapter shall be paid solely from the revenue received pursuant 1,
the terms of the law. An annu1;1l registration fee of five dollar,'
shall be required of all registered physical therapists to provid,·
these funds. Time and place of payment to be determined by tl 1 ,
board.
Section 6. The board shall register as a physical therapist an,
shall furnish a certificate of registration to each applicant who sm
cessfully establishes his eligibility under the terms of this law, arn i
any person who holds a certificate of registration pursuant to thi
section may use the words "Physical Therapist", Physiotherapist"
"Physical Therapy Technician", or "Registered Physical Therapisr·
and he may use the letters "P. T.", "Ph. T.", "P. T. T.", or "R. P. T."
in connection with his name or place of business to denote his IT
gistration hereunder.
Section 7. (1) The board shall register as a physical therapisi
and shall furnish a certificate of registration without examination.
to any person who applies for such registration on or before OctP
her 1, 1957, and who:
(a) as of July 1, 1957 meets the qualifications for a physic,il
therapist, as set forth by (1) the American Physical Therap,1
Association, or (2) the American Registry of Physical Therapists, o,
(b) as of July 1, 1957 has, practiced physical therapy in th,
state of Florida for six (6) years or more, and has, in the opinion
of the board, sufficient training and experience in physical theram·
as to be entitled to registration without examination.
(2) Any person who holds a certificate of registration pursuant
to subsections (1) or (2) of this section may represent himself a:,
a "Physical Therapist", "Physiotherapist", "Physical Therapy Tech
nician", or "Registered Physical Therapist", and he may use th P
letters "P.T.", "Ph.T.", "P.T.T.", or "R.P.T.", in connection with hi :-c
name or place of business to denote his registration hereunder. At
the time of making application for registration pursuant to the
terms of this section each applicant shall pay to the board a feP
of tvJenty-five dollars, no part of which shall be returned.
Section 8. The board may register as a physical therapist and
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furnish a certificate of registration without examination to any
applicant who presents evidence, satisfactory to the board, of having
passed the examination in physical therapy of the American Registry
of Physical Therapists, or an examination before a similar lawfully
authorized examining board in physical therapy of another state,
District of Columbia, territory or foreign country, if the standards
for registration in physical therapy in such other state, district,
t_erritory or foreign country are determined by the board to be as
high as those of this state. Any person who holds a certificate of
registration pursuant to this section may use the words "Physical
Therapist", "Physiotherapist", "Physical Therapy Technician", or
"Registered Physical Therapist", and he may use the letters "P.T.",
"Ph.T.", "P.T.T.", or "R.P.T.", in connection with his name or place
of business to denote his registration hereunder. If the board deter
mines that the applicant has not passed such examination as to
entitle him to a certificate of registration without examination the
board may, if it determines the applicant possesses sufficient other
qualifications for the practice of physical therapy, issue the applicant
a permit allowing him to practice physical therapy, pursuant to the
terms of this chapter, until the holding of the next examination
provided for by this chapter, but not for a longer period of time.
At the time of making application for registration without examina�.
tion, pursuant to the terms of this section the applicant shall pay
to the board a fee of twenty-five dollars, no part of which shall
be returned.
Section 9. The board, after registered notice in writing to the
party in interest, shall hold a hearing within thirty days after the
mailing of said notice, may refuse to register any applicant and
may suspend or revoke the registration of any registered person:
(1) Who is addicted to the habitual use of intoxicating liquors,·
narcotics, or stimulants to such an extent as to incapacitate him for
the performance of his professional duties; or
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viction of any offense which, if committed in the state, wou,
�onstitute a felony under the laws of this state; or
(4) who is guilty of treating or undertaking to treat ailmen
of human beings otherwise than by physical therapy, as authoriz,
by this chapter; or
(5) who has undertaken to practice physical therapy indepc·
dently of the prescription, direction, and supervision of a pers,
licensed by the state to practice medicine; or
(6) who has been found by a court of competent jurisdicti,
to be a mentally ill person and has not thereafter been restored
legal capacity; or
(7) who is guilty of conduct unbecoming a person register•
as a physical therapist or detrimental to the best interest of f 1
public.
Section 10. It shall be unlawful for any person who is n
registered under this chapter as a physical therapist or wlw
registration has been suspended or revoked, to use in connecti,
with his name or place of business the words or letters "Physil'
Therapist", "Physiotherapist", "Physical Therapy TechniciaJ1
"Registered Physical Therapist", or the letters "P.T.", "Ph.T
"P. T. T.", or "R. P. T.", or any other words, letters, abbreviations
insignia indicating or implying that he is a physical therapist or wl
in any other way, orally, in writing, in print or by sign, directly ·
by implication represents himself as a physical therapist.
Section 11. It shall be unlawful for any person registered und,
this chapter as a physical therapist to treat human ailments I
physical therapy except under the prescription, direction, a,
supervision of a person licensed by the state to practice medicine.

(3) Who has been convicted in a court of competent juris
diction of a felony. The conviction of a felony shall be the con-

Section 12. The state board of medical examiners may admi:
ister oaths, summon witnesses, and take testimony in all matlr'
relating to its duties under this chapter. The board is authoriz•
to adopt only those rules and regulations needed to carry out t 1
mechanics and procedures to effectuate this chapter and may ame,
and revoke such rules at its discretion. If the board determines :

110
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(2) Who is guilty of fraud in the practice of physical therapy
or deceit in obtaining his registration as a physical therapist; or
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applicant for registration is qualified to practice physical therapy
the board may issue the applicant a permit allowing him to practice
physical therapy pursuant to the terms of this chapter until the
holding of the next examination provided for by this chapter, but
not for a longer period of time. The board shall have power to
pass upon the good standing and reputability of any school or
college offering courses in physical therapy, and whether the
courses of such school or college in physical therapy meet the
standards fixed by the board. In determining the standing and
reputability of any such school and whether the courses can be
approved by the board, the board may investigate and make
personal inspection of the same. The powers and duties of the
board, as set out in this chapter, shall in no way limit or interfere
with its powers and duties as set forth in chapter 458. All powers
and duties of the board, as set forth in this chapter, shall be
supplemental and additional powers and duties to those conferred
upon the board by chapter 458.

by the provisions of this section. The secretary of the state board (lr
health shall issue to any duly registered physical therapist in th i
state, upon his application therefor, a certificate of registration mi
der the seal of the state for the year ensuing and ending December
31, and provided further, that nothing in this section shall prohibi I
the collection of any state, county or city occupational license tax.

CHAPTER 57-67

Section 13. Any person who holds a certificate of registration
under this chapter shall not be required, in order to practice phy
sical therapy, to register or obtain a certificate, license, or other
evidence of authority from any other state board, provided, how
ever, every registered physical therapist shall, on or before Janu
ary 1, of each year, apply to the secretary of the state board of
health for a certificate of registration, and at such time pay a fee
of one dollar. A physical therapist in making his first registration
under this law shall write or cause to be written upon the applica
tion blank so furnished by the secretary of the state board of health
his full name, post office, and residence address, the date and number
of his certificate of registration, and shall duly execute and verify
the same before an officer authorized to take acknowledgements, and
shall file the same with the said board. Registration subsequent to
the first registration need not be upon sworn application. The sec
retary of the state board of health, on or before October 1, of each
year or after the first registration, shall mail or cause to be mailed
to each registered physical therapist, a blank form of application
addressed to the last known post office address of such physical
therapist. The form of such application shall be such as to contain
space for the insertion by the applicant of the information required

112
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Section 14. It shall be unlawful for any person to obtain or al
tempt to obtain registration as a physical therapist under this chap
ter by any willful misrepresentation or any fraudulent represent;i
tion.
Section 15. Any person who violates any of the prov1s10ns o i
this chapter shall upon conviction be guilty of a misdemeanor all( 1
shall be punished by a fine of not more than five hundred dollars 01
be imprisoned in the county jail for a period not exceeding si :-;
months, or both, in the discretion of the court.
Section 16. No provision of this chapter shall be construed t,,
prohibit the following persons from using physical therapy as a parl
of or incidental to their profession, when they practice their pro
fession under the statutes applicable to their profession: Chiro
practors, Chiropodists, Doctors of Medicine, Masseurs, Nurses, Ostl'
opathic Physicians and Surgeons, and Naturopaths.
Section 17. Any person holding a certificate of registration 1"
practice physical therapy issued by the board which is valid when
this act takes effect shall be deemed to be licensed as a registered
physical therapist under the provisions of this chapter.
Section 18. If any provision of this act or the application thereof
to any person or circumstances is held invalid, such invalidity shal I
not affect other provisions or applications of the act which can be
given effect without the invalid provision or application, and to this
end the provisions of this act are declared to be severable.
Section 19. All laws or parts of laws in conflict herewith arc
hereby repealed and the following laws and parts of laws and all
acts amendatory thereto are hereby specifically repealed: Chapter
486, Florida Statutes, 1951.
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Section 20. This act shall take effect immediately upon its pass
age and approval by the governor, or upon its becoming a law
without such approval.
Approved by the Governor May 8, 1957.
Filed in Offiice Secretary of State May 8, 1957.

CHAPTER 57-68

HOUSE BILL NO. 1228
AN ACT to appropriate any unused funds as provided for in chapter
31498, Senate Bill 38XX, 1956 special session, for the purpose of
financing the investigation of impeachment proceedings before
the House and Senate through special committees of either House
or Senate; providing effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

Section 1. Any unused portion of the appropriation made pur
suant to chapter 31498, 1956 special session, shall be used and ex
pended under the direction of the special committee investigating
impeachment proceedings of the house or senate. Should such im
peachment investigations be incomplete by July 1, and extended by
authority of the house or senate, any unexpended funds appropriat
ed under chapter 31498 shall not revert on July 1 but may be used
to finance the activities of such investigation.

Section 2. This act shall take effect immediately and shall be
retroactive to April 1, 1957.

Approved by the Governor May 8, 1957.

Filed in Office Secretary of State May 8, 1957.
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-SJ 0065't; FURTHER ACTION REQUIRED FOR FINAL PASSAGE
IN IIESSAI.ES
C.ONCUIUlED; PASSED AS AMENDED; YEAS 104 NAYS
-HJ 01112
ORDERED ENGROSStD, THEN ENROLLED -SJ 00803
SlGNcD BY OFFICERS AND PRESENTED TO GOVERNOR
APPROVED 8Y GOVERNOR CHAPTER NO. 83-231

S 1051 GENERAL BILL/CS BY JODICIARY-CIVIL, SCOTT (IDENTICAL 1:NG/H 04�81
i.E&¥�e&�; ALLOWS SERVICE OF PROCESS ON PERSONS 15 YEARS OF AGE
OR OLDER RESIDING Al USUAL RESIDENCE OF TENANT IN AN ALTION FOR
POSSESSION OF RESIDENTIAL PREMISES; AUTHORIZES SUIIKOt.s TO 8E SERVED BY
ATTACHING COPY TO Co.lSPICUOUS PLACE °'1 PROPERTY, ETC. AMENDS 48.183.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
04/18/83 SENATE FILED
04/21/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY-CIVIL -SJ 00147
04/2!>/83 SENATE ON COIIIIITTEE AGENDA- JUDICIARY-ClVlL, O't/27/83, 2:00
04/27/83 SENATE
05/03/83 SENATE
05/05/83 SENATI:

PM, RH. B

COMII. REPORT: C./� PLACED ON CALENDAR BY
JUDICJARY-CIVlL -SJ 00201
C /S READ FlRST TIME -SJ 00199
PLACED CJt SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; IDEN./SIM. HOUSE 81LL
SU8STITUTl:D; LAID ON TAB LE UNDER RULE,
IOEN./SIII./COKPARE BILL PASSED, REFER TO Ho 498 (CH.
83➔9) -SJ 00226

S 1052 GENERAL BILL BY JENNE llUENTlCAL H 0892, S 0923)
��IA.ll....Allll!.�; SPECIFIES BENEFITS FOR CERTAlN ASSISTANT
STATE ATTIJRNEYS; INCLUDES ASSISTANT STATE ATTORNEYS WITHIN OEFINITlllt Of
•sPECIAL RISK MEMBER• FOR PURPOSES OF F.R.s.; INCL UDES ASS ISTANT STATE
ATTORNEYS WITHIN SPECIAL RISK CLASS OF F.R.S., ETC. AMl:NOS ,7.25,
12l.02l,.05l5. EFFECTlVE DATE: 10/01/83.
04/18/83 SENATE FILED
0�/21/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO PERSONNi:L, RETIREMENT AND
COLLECTIVE 6ARGAINI NG, APPROPRIATIONS -SJ 00147
04/28/83 SENATE WITHDRAWN F ROM PERSCJtNEL, RETIREMENT ANO COLLECTlVt
BARGAINING, APPROPRIATIONS; INDEFINITELY PO STPONcU
-SJ 00183
S 1053 bENERAL BIL L bY dARRON
AIR CQMMANDO 8QLILEVARQ; DESIGNATES PORTION OF u.S HIGHWAY 9b IN OKALOOSA
r. SANTA ROSA COS. EXTENDIN G WEST FROM FORT WALTON BEACH THkOUGH
COMMUNITY OF IIARY ESTHER PAST HURLBURT FIELD TO COKIIUNlTY OF NAVARRE;
AUTHORIZES O.G.T. TO ERECT APPROPRIATE MARKERS DESIGNAllNG SAME AS •AIR
COMMANDO BOULEVARD•. EFFECIIVt. DATE: 06/22/83.
O't/18/83 SENATE FILED
04/21/83 SENATE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO TRANSPORTATION -SJ 00l't8
04/2'1/83 SENATE EXTENSICJt OF TIME GRANTED COIIHITTEE TRANSPORTATlON
05/03/83 SENATE ON COIIKilTEE AOENDA- TRANSPORTAJION, 05/05/83, 2:00
PH, RH. C
05/0 5/8� SENATE COM. REPORT, FAVOllABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR 6Y
CONTINU�D ON kEXT PAbE
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REPORlS; PROVI�ES F� NOlICE: REQUIREMENTS TO EMPLOYEES WITH Rt SPECT TO
TOXIC S UBSTANCES, tTC. EF FECTIVE OATE: 10/01/83.
O't/Oo/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSt INTRODUCEU, REFERRED TD NATURAL RESOURCcS, JUDICIARY,
A PPROPRlATIONS -HJ 00143
04/13/113 HOUSE S USREFEAAEO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
04/2&/113 HOU5.E COM. RtP�T: FAVORABLE B Y NATURAL RESOURCE:S -HJ 00280;
NOW IN JUUICIARY
05/0U83 HOUSE S UBRcFERRcO TO SUIICOMHITTEE ON OP EN GOVERNMENT LAWS; ON
COMMITTEt AbtNDA- SUBCOMM, JUDlCIARY, 317 C, &:00 AH,
05/04/&3
05/04/113 HDUSt ON COMMITTEE AGt NDA- JUDICIARY, 317 c, a:oo AM,
05/0o/83
05/0o/83 HOUSE ON COMMlTTEE AGENDA- JUDICIARY, 317 C, 9:30 AH,
05/10/83
05/12/83 HOUSE COMM. RtPOi\T: FAVORABLE WITH JMEND. BY JUDl�IARY
-HJ 00311'o; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/27/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- APPROPRIATIONS, 21 HOB, a:oo AH,
05/30/83
05/31/83 HOUSE COHII. Rl:.l'CJRT: FAVORABLE, PLACED ON CALENDAR IIY
APPROPRIA TIONS -HJ 00874
\Jb/02/113 HOUSt PU.CEO ON SPtCIAL ORDER C ALENDAR
Oo/03/83 HOUSE INOEFINITtLY POSTPONED, W/D ISCR 12091; WAS ON
CALENDAR
�-GENERAL IIILL IIY JOHNSON, R. M. (SIMILAR CS/S 10491
� PHYSICAL THERAPY PRACTICc; PROVIDES POWERS, DUTIES OF MtDICAL EXAMINERS
BOARD WITH RESPtCT TO REGULATING PRACTICE OF PHYSICAL THERAPY; PROVIDES
POWERS, UUTIES, � MEMBER�IP OF PHYSICAL THERAPY COUNCIL; REQUIRES
LICE NSURE OF PHYSICAL THERAPISTS, ETC. Al4ENUS CH. 486; REPEALS 486.141.
EFFECTIV E DATt: 07/01/83.
04/0o/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSt INTRODUCtO, REFERRED TO RtGULATGRY REFORM, FINANCE,
TAXATION, APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 0014 4
04/18/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- S UBCOMM.1 REG. i.EFORM, 24 HOB,
9 :45 AM I u<t/20
04/25/83 HUUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- REGULATORY REFORM, 24 HOB, 10:30
AM, 04/ 26/83
U5/0�/83 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM- FINANCE, TAXATION -HJ 00359
05/10/83 HOUSE COMM. REP URT: FAVORABLE WITH AMEND. BY REGULATORY
REFORH -HJ 00383; NOW IN APPROPRIATIONS
05/30/83 HOUSE WITHDRAWN FROM APPROPRIATIONS -HJ 00781; PLACED ON
CALtNDAR
Oo/01/83 HOUSE PLACED CN SPECIAL ORDER CALtNDAR
Oo/OL/83 HOU:,E I OEN./SIM. SENATE BILL SUBS TITUTEU; LAID ON TABLE UNDER
RULE, IDEN./SIM./COHPARE BILL PAS SED, REFER TO C/S SB
1049 (CH. 83-1161 -HJ 01015
H Ob80 bENEkAL BILL/CS bY HEALTH� REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, OGDEN, ABRAMS
(COMPARE ENb/H llol, S Oll'oB, CS/S 09881
l:ifAL�_L.Q,S_T CONTAINMENT: INCREASES MEMBERSHIP OF FLA. TASK FORCE ON
COHPETITICW & CONSU11ER CHOIC�S IN HEALTH CARt & PROVIDES ADDITIONAL
DUTIES; REQUIRES HOSPITALS TO FILE ADOITIONAL DATA WITH H05.PITAL COST
CONTAINMENT BOARD, ETC. AMENDS 395.017., 504,.508,. 513, 119.07.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMING LAW.
1>4/0b/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/8� HOUSE INTROOUCcO, REFERRED TO HEALTH, REHAbILITATIVt
SERVICES, JUOlCIARY, APPROPRIATIOkS -HJ 00144
04/14/83 HOUSE S UBREFERRE:D TO SUBCOHHITTEE ON HEALTH CARE COST
CONTAINMtNT; ON COMMITTEE AbENDA-- H.R.S. 1 317 C, 2:30
PM, 04/ 18/83
05/24/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- H.R.S., 317 C, 8:00 AH, 05/25/83
05/25/B3 HUUSE ON COMMITTEE AGcNDA- H.R.S., 317 c, a:oo AM, 05/26/83
C,5/30/83 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S BY HEALTH, REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
-HJ 00613; NOW IN JUDICIARY
Oo/03/83 HUUSE INDEF. POSTPONED, W/0 ISCR 12091 ; WAS IN COMM; ISC
BILL PASStO, SEE HB llol ICH. e::.-2091
H 0881 GENERAL BILL/CS BY HEALTH� REHABILITATIVE SERVICES, OGDEN
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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lifAI-TH CARE Lil.ST CONTAINMENT: REQUIRES PHYSICIANS & OSTEOP ATHIC
PHYSICIANS TO PROVIDE PATIENT WITH SPECIFIED COST DATA WHEN REFERRING
SAHE FOR CLINICAL LABORATORY TEST. CREATES 458.324, 459.0ll�.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
04/06/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE INTROOUCEU, REFERRED TO HEALTH & REHABILIIATIVE
SERVICES, COMMERCE -HJ 00144
04/14/83 HOUSE SUBREFERRt:0 TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH CARE COST
CONTAINMENT; UN COMMITTEE AGENDA-- SUBCOHM., H.R.S.,
317 C, 1:00 PH, 04/18/83; ON CCIMHITTEE AGENDA, PENDING
SUBCOHHITTEE ACTION- H.R.S., 317 C, 2:30 PH, 04/18/83
05/24/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- H.R.s., 317 c, a:oo AH, 05/25/83
05/25/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- H.R.s., 317 c, a:oo AH, 05/20/83
05/30/83 HOUSE COM. REPORT: C/S SY HEALTH� REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
-HJ 00813; NOW IN COMMERCE
Oo/03/83 HOUSE INOEFlNITELY POSTPONED & W/D ISCR 12091; WAS IN
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE
H 0882 GENERAL BILL BY GOROON ANO OTHERS
Qill-Q CUSTUQY: REMOVES PROVISIONS RE •SHARED PARENTAL RESPONSI BILITY• IN
AWARDING OF CUSTODY & AUTHORIZIN G COURT TO AWARD C USTODY JOINTLY OR TO
EITHER PARENT; DELETES CERTAil'I PROVISIONS RE ACCESS TO CERTAlN RECORDS
RELATINb TO CHILD; REMOVES SPECIFIC FACTORS TD BE CONSID tRED, ETC.
AMENDS 01.13. EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
0-./06/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO JUDICIARY -HJ 00144
05/00/83 HOUSE S UBREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON CDNSIJl1ER, PROBATE AND
FAMILY I.AW; ON CDHHITTEE AGENDA- SUBCOMM., JUDICIARY,
212 HOB, 8:DO AH, 05/10/83; ON COMMITTEE AbENDA,
PENDING SUBCOMMITTEE AC TION- JUDICIARY, 317 C, 9:30
AH, 05/10/83
Oo/03/83 HOUSE INOEFINITELY POSTPONED & W/0 ISCR 12091; WAS IN
COMMITTEt ON JUDICIARY
H 0883 GENERAL BILL BY MURPHY IIDtNTICAL S 04501
WORKERS' C.OMPENSATICW: CHANGES THE HEHBERSHIP OF THE PANEL THAT
DETERMINES HAXIMUH MEDICAL FEE SCHEDULES. AMENDS 4 40.13.
EFFECTIVE DATE: UPON BECOMlNG LAW.
04/0o/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE INTROOUCEU, REFERRED TO COMMERCE, APP ROPRIATIONS
-HJ 00144
04/14/83 HOUSE S UIIREFERREO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROPERTY ANO CASUALTY
Oo/03/83

HOUSE

INSURANCE

INDEFINITELY POSTPONED, W/D CSCR 12091; WAS IN
COMMITTEc ON COMMERCE

H 0884 GENERAL BILL/CS BY NATURAL RESOURCES, WARD ISIHIL AR CS/S 0436 1 COMPARE
H 0227, CS/H 1129, H l32o, H 1327, CS/S 0489, CS/S 07831
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL: CHANGES SHORT TITLE TO INCLUDE REFERENCE TO SOLID
WASTE; INCLUDES REFERENCE TO S OLID WASTE WITHIN LEbISLATIVE INTENT
PROVISIONS OF FLA. RESOURCE RECOVERY, SOI.ID WASTE MANAGEMENT ACTN;
PROVIDtS FOR U.E.R. TD DESIGNATE AREAS TO DEVELOP, ETC. AMENUS CH. 403.
EFFECTIVE DATE: 10/01/83.
04/0b/83 HOUSE FILED
04/11/83 HOUSE INTRODUCED, REFERRED TO NATURAL RESOURCES -HJ uul44
04/13/83 HOUSE SUBREFERllEO TO SUBCOMMITTEE ON �VIRONMENTAL QUALITY
0,,/29/83 HOUSE ON COMMITTEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES, 413 c, a:oo
AM 1 05/03/83
05/00/83 HOUSE ON COMMIT TEE AGENDA- NATURAL RESOURCES, 413 C, 1:30
PH, 05/10/113
05/23/83 HOUSE COMM. REPORT: C/S PLACED ON CALENDAR BY NATURAL
RESOURCES -HJ 00567
Oo/03/83 HOUSE PLACED CN SPECIAL ORDER CALENDAR; INOEF. POSTPONED &
W/0 ISCR 12091; WAS ON CAL; ISC BILL PASStO, SEE C/S SB
783 (CH. 83-293)
ub/24/ij3
ALSO REFER TO HB 47-tl (CH. 83-310)
H 0885 GENERAL BILL/CS BY JUDICIARY, DRAGE, FRIEDMAN, GRI NDLE, LIBERTI, VOi.ti&
ANO OTHERS (SIMILAR CS/S 0402, S 0794 1 COMPARE H 02941
CONTINUtD ON NEXT PAGE
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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to the practice of physical
therapy; creating s. 486.015, Florida Statutes;

4

providing legislative intent; amending s.

5

486.021, Florida Statutes; providing

6

definitions; renumbering and amending s.

7

486.121, Florida Statutes; providing powers and

8

duties of the Board of Medical Examiners with

9

respect to regulating the practice of physical

10

therapy; providing powers, duties, and

11

membership of the Physical Therapy Council;

12

renumbering and amending s. 486.071, Florida

13

Statutes; requiring licensure of physical

14

therapists; amending s. 486.031, Florida

15

Statutes; specifying requirements for

16

licensure; amending s. 486.041, Florida

17

Statutes; providing licensure procedures and

18

fees; providing for temporary permits; amending

19

s. 486.051, Florida Statutes; directing the

20

Department of Professional Regulation to

21

provide for licensure examinations; amending

22

ss. 486.061 and 486.081, Florida Statutes;

23

providing for the issuance of licenses and for

24

licensure without examination; requiring

25

certification by the council; renumbering and

26

amending s. 486.052, Florida Statutes;

27

providing for biennial renewal fees and

28
29

delinquency fees; providing conditions for
reinstatement of a license; amending s.

30

486.102, Florida Statutes; providing licensure

31

requirements for physical therapist assistants;
1
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1

amending s. 486.103, Florida Statutes;

2

providing licensure procedures and fees;

3

providing for temporary permits; amending s.

4

486.104, Florida Statutes; directing the

5

department to provide for licensure

6

examinations; amending ss. 486.106 and 486.107,

7

Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of

8

licenses and for licensure without examination;

9

requiring certification by the council;

10

renumbering and amending s. 486.105, Florida

11

Statutes; providing for biennial renewal fees

12

and delinquency fees; providing conditions for

13

reinstatement of license; renumbering and

14

amending s. 486.072, Florida Statutes;

15

providing for the disposition of fees;

16

renumbering and amending s. 486.091, Florida

17

Statutes; providing grounds for the refusal,

18

revocation, or suspension of licenses;

19

authorizing the department to compel a physical

20

therapist or physical therapist assistant to

21

submit to certain examinations; renumbering and

22

amending s. 486.101, Florida Statutes;

23

prohibiting false representation and

24

prohibiting misrepresentation in obtaining a

25

license; amending s. 486.151, Florida Statutes;

26

providing penalties for violations; providing

27

for injunctive relief; amending s. 486.161,

28

Florida Statutes; providing exemptions;

29

amending s. 486.171, Florida Statutes;

30

providing that current licenses are valid under

31

certain circumstances; repealing s. 486.141,
2
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l

Florida Statutes, which prohibits fraudulent

2

representation to obtain registration;

3

providing for review and repeal; providing an

4

effective date.

5
6

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:

7
8
9
10

Section 1.

Section 486.015, Florida Statutes, is

created to read:
486.015

Legislative intent.--The Legislature finds

11

that the practice of physical therapy by unskilled and

12

incompetent practitioners presents a danger to the public

13

health and safety.

14

difficult for the public to make an informed choice about

15

physical therapists and that the consequences of a wrong

16

choice could seriously endanger their health and safety.

17

sole legislative purpose in enacting this chapter is to ensure

18

that every physical therapist practicing in this state meets

19

minimum requirements for safe practice.

20

intent that physical therapists who fall below minimum

21

competency or who otherwise present a danger to the public

22

shall be prohibited from practicing in this state.

23
24

Section 2.

The Legislature finds further that it is

It is the legislative

Section 486.021, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

25

(Substantial rewording of section.

26

s. 486.021 1 F.S. 1 for present text.)

27

486.021

28

The

See

Definitions.--In this chapter, unless the

context otherwise requires:

29

(1 )

"Board" means the Board of Medical Examiners.

30

( 2)

"Department" means the Department of Professional

31

Regulation.
3
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"License" means the document of authorization

2

granted by the board and issued by the department for a person

3

to engage in the practice of physical therapy.

4

( 4)

"The practice of physical therapy" means, upon the

5

prescription of a physician licensed by this state pursuant to

6

chapters 458, 459, 461, or 466, the examination or evaluation

7

of human beings utilizing physical therapy procedures such as

8

the determination of joint range of motion, motor power,

9

postural attitudes, biomechanical function, local motion,

10

functional abilities, or psychosocial consequences of

11

disability to detect, assess, prevent, correct, alleviate, or

12

limit physical disability, bodily malfunction, or pain from

13

injury, disease, or any other bodily or mental condition, and

14

includes the administration, interpretation, or evaluation of

15

physical therapy tests in the aid of treatment; the planning,

16

administration, evaluation, or modification of treatment or

17

instruments, including the use of physical measures,

18

activities, or devices for preventative or therapeutic

19

purposes including such exemplars as the following modalities:

20

physical, chemical, and other properties of air, cold, heat,

21

electricity, exercise, massage, acupuncture only upon

22

compliance with the criteria set forth by the Board of Medical

23

Examiners, when no penetration of the skin occurs, radiant

24

energy, including ultraviolet, visible, and infrared rays,

25

ultrasound, water, and apparatus and equipment used in the

26

application of the foregoing or related thereto, or the

27

performance of tests of neuromuscular functions as an aid to

28

the diagnosis or treatment of any human condition or

29

electromyography as an aid to the diagnosis of any human

30

condition only upon compliance with the criteria set forth by

31

the Board of Medical Examiners; and the provision of
4
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1

consultive, educational, or other advisory services for the

2

purpose of reducing the incidence or severity of physical

3

disability, bodily malfunction, or pain.

-:
6

7

( 5)

"Physical therapist" means a person who is

licensed and who practices physical therapy in accordance with
the provisions of this chapter.
(6)

"Physical therapist assistant" means a person who

8

is licensed in accordance with the provisions of this chapter

9

to perform patient-related activities, including the use of

10

physical agents, and whose activities are performed under the

11

direction of a physical therapist as set forth in rules

12

adopted pursuant to this chapter.

13

(7 )

"Physical therapy" or "physiotherapy," which terms

14

are deemed identical and interchangeable, means a health care

15

profession.

16
17
18
19
20

Section 3.

Section 486.121, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.025 and amended to read:
486.025 486�¼�¼

Powers and duties of the board ef

Meaiea¼ EKaMiftePs�-ill

The board ef Mea�ea¼ EKaMiftePe may administer

21

oaths, summon witnesses, and take testimony in all matters

22

relating to its duties under this chapter.

23

the assistance of the Physical Therapy Council, is authorized

24

to establish minimum standards of practice and adopt eft¼y

25

those rules necessary afta Pe'J'd¼a�iefte fteeaea to administer

26

eaPPY eH� �fte Meeftaft�ee aHa �Peee&HPee �e ef£ee�Ha�e this

27

chapter, and it may amend or revise Peveke such standards and

28

rules from time to time.

29

ieP pe�ie�Pa�ieft ie g,:ta¼iiiea �e �Pae��ee �Rys�eai �RePa�y�

30

�fte eeaPa May �eeHe �Re a��¼�eaH� a �ePM�� aiiew�H� P.�M �e

31

�Pae�iee �Rysiea¼ �RePa�y �MPSHaH� �e �Re �ePMS e£ �R�s

The board, with

if �fte eeaPa ae�ePMiHee aft a��iieaH�

5
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l

eAa��er Mft��i �Ae Aeia�ft� ei �fte fteH� eHaM�fta��eft �rev�aea ier

2

l!ty �ft�e eAap�er, l!tM� fte� ier a ieft�er per�ea ei ��Me� The

3

board shall have power to review pass Mpeft the good standing

4

and reputability of any school or college offering courses in

5

physical therapy and whether the courses of such school or

6

college in physical therapy meet the standards established

7

i�Hea by the appropriate accrediting agency referred to in s.

8 I 486.031 (3) (a) l!teara.
9

In determining the standing and

reputability of any such school and whether the school and

10

courses meet such standards eaft l!te a��revea l!ty �fte l!teara, the

11

board, with the assistance of the Physical Therapy Council,

12

may investigate and make personal inspection of the same.

The

13

powers and duties of the board, as set out in this chapter,

14

shall in no way limit or interfere with its powers and duties

15

as set forth in chapter 458.

16

board, as set forth in this chapter, shall be supplemental and

17

additional powers and duties to those conferred upon the board

18

by chapter 458.
(2)

19

All powers and duties of the

The board shall appoint thr�e physical therapists

20

to ��rve on the Physical Therapy Council, each for a term of 4

21

years.

22

duties as are proper to carry out the provisions of this

23

chapter.

24

compensation and pay their expenses.

25

vacancy on the council, the Florida Physical Therapy

26

Association shall recommend to the board a list of physical

27

therapists, containing the names of at least twice as many

28

physical therapists as there ar� vacancies to be filled, which

29

list the board may use in filling any such vacancy.

30
31

The board may delegate to the council such powers and
The board shall fix the council members'

Section 4.

Any time there is a

Section 486.071, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.028 and amended to read:
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486.028 486�9�¼

License Re�is�Pa�iea required.--No

2

person shall practice, nor hold himself out as being able to

3

practice, physical therapy in this state unless he is licensed

4

in accordance with the provisions of this chapter ¼aw;

5

provided, however, that nothing in this chapter ¼aw shall

6

prohibit any person licensed in this state under any other law

7

from engaging in the practice for which he is licensed.

8
9
10

Section 5.

Section 486.031, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.031

Physical therapist licensing Re�is�Pa�iea

11

requirements.--To be eligible for licensing Pe�is�Pa�iea ay

12

�Re seaPa as a physical therapist an applicant must:

13

(1)

Be at least 18 years old;

14

(2)

Be of good moral characterL 7 and

15

(3)(a)

Have been graduated from a school of �ivia� a

16

ee�pse ia physical therapy7 which eeHPse7 as �ivea ay sHek

17

sekee¼ has been approved for the educational preparation of

18

physical therapists by the appropriate accrediting agency

19

recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

20

(formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the

21

Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher

22

Education) or aRS the United States Commissioner of Education

23

at the time of his graduation and have passed to the

24

satisfaction of the board an examination administered

25

eeaa�e�ea by the department i� to determine his fitness for

26

practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or

27

(b)

Have received a diploma from a program in physical

28

therapy in a foreign country and have educational credentials

29

deemed equivalent to those required for the educational

,::

preparation of physical theraoists in this country, as
recognized by the appropriate agency as identified by the
7
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1

Physical Therapy Council, Wft�eft pre�rem ftee seen epprevea sy

2

�fte epprepr�e�e e�eney es �aen�i£�ea sy �fte Bivieien eE

3

Pftyeiee¼ i'fterepy7 Beera eE Mea�ee¼ Sxam�nere7 and have passed

4

to the satisfaction of the board an examination administered

5

eena�e�ea by the department i� to determine his fitness for

6

practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

(c)

Be entitled to licensure re�ie�re�ien without

examination as provided in s. 486.081.
Section 6.

Section 486.041, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.041

Physical therapists; application for

licensing.--

ill

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

14

therapist shall apply to the board in writing, on a form s¼enk

15

furnished by the department seers.

16

application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the board, of

17

his possessing the qualifications preliminary to examination

18

required by s. 486.031.

19

at the time of filing his application7 a fee not to exceed

20

$125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part of which

21

shall be returned.

22

(2)

He shall embody in that

He shall pay to the department seers

If a person desires to practice physical therapy

23

prior to becoming licensed through examination or endorsement,

24

he shall apply to the board for a temporary permit in

25

accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this chapter.

26
27

Section 7.

Section 486.051, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

28

(Substantial rewording of section.

29

s. 486.051 1 F.S., for present text.)

30

486.051

31

See

Physical therapists; examination of

applicants.--The department shall provide for examination of
8
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Section 10.

Section 486.052, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.085 and amended to read:

3

486.085 486�95�

4

(1)

Physical therapist; aftftHai fees.-

A biennial renewal AH aHftHai Pe�!e�Pa�ieft fee not

5

to exceed $75 per year ef $i9 shall be required of each aii

6

i*eeHeea physical therapist ·to renew his license �kePap*e�e,

7

the time and place of payment to be determined by the

8

department eea�a.

9

(2)

If the a renewal fee fep afty �kye*eai �kePap�e�le

10

eep�*f�ea�e is not paid by the end of any biennial period

ll

BeeeffieeP 3! ef afty yeaP, the holder of the license �kepeef may

12

be reinstated as a i*eefteea physical therapist only upon

13

payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed $75 per year $��59,

14

as fixed annually by the board, and all lapsed fees, and upon

15

submitting proof, satisfactory to the board, of compliance

16

with this section and all other provisions of this chapter.

17

(3)

If any license eep�*i*ea�e is not reinstated as

18

provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period

19

exceeding_! 3 years, the license eep�*f*ea�e shall be

20

automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical

21

therapist of the same.

22

reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist�

23

(a)

The license eeP�*f*ea�e may not be

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

24

he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in

25

good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately

26

preceding the filing of an application for reinstatement; or

27

ill

Makes application for, and passes, the examination

28

as provided by s. 486.051 and pays the fee therefor as

29

provided in s. 486.041.

30

reinstated pursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be

31

required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).

Prior to issuance of a license

11
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1

Section 11.

21 amended to read:
4
3

5

486.102

physical therapist assistant an applicant must:
(1)

8

(3).1..!U

7
10

11

Physical therapist assistant licensing

requirements.--To be eligible for licensing by the board as a

6

9

Section 486.102, Florida Statutes, is

(2)

Be at least 18 years old.

Be of good moral character.

Have been graduated from a school giving a

course of not less than 2 years for physical therapist
assistants, which eettpee7 ae

�*vea

ey ettefteeftee¼7 has been

approved for the educational preparation of �Pa*a*a� physical

12

therapist assistants by the appropriate accrediting agency

14

(formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the

13

recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

15

Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher

17

the time of his graduation and have passedpftys*ea¼ �ftePap�s�s

16

Education) or the United States Commissioner of Education at

18 e�p¼eyea

19

20

21

22
23

24

ey �fte

f41

eeaPa pttPettaa� �e s�

486�95¼f21�

Pass, to the satisfaction of the board, an

examination administeredeeaatte�ea

by the department��

to

determine his fitness for practice as a physical therapist
assistant as hereinafter providedL�
(b)

Have been graduated from a school giving a course

for physical therapist assistants in a foreign country and

25

have educational credentials deemed equivalent to those

27

assistants in this country, as recognized by the appropriate

26

required for the educational oreparation of physical therapist

28

agency as identified by the Physical Therapy Council, and have

30

conducted by the department to determine his fitness for

29

31

passed, to the satisfaction of the board, an examination
12
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1

practice as a physical therapist assistant as hereinafter

2

provided; or

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

(c)

Be entitled to licensure without examination as

provided in s. 486.107.
Section 12.

Section 486.103, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.103

Physical therapist assistantL application for

licensing.-ill

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

therapist assistant shall apply to the board in writing on a

11

form eiaHk furnished by the department eea�e.

12

in that application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the

13

board, of his possessing the qualifications preliminary to

14

examination required by s. 486.104.

15

department eeaPa at the time of filing his application a fee

16

not to exceed $125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part

17

of which shall be returned.

18

(2)

He shall embody

He shall pay to the

If a person desires to work as a physical

19

therapist assistant prior to being licensed through

20

examination or endorsement, he shall apply for a temporary

21

permit in accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this

22

chapter.

23
24
25

Section 13.

Section 486.104, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.104

Physical therapist assistantL, examination of

26

applicants.--The department eea�a shale provide for

27

examination of fteie exaM��a��eHs fep applicants for licensing

28

as physical therapist assistants at least once a year, and

29

more often at the discretion of the board, at a time and place

30

to be determined by the department beepe.

31

applicants for licensing as physical thecap��t assistants

Examination of

13
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1

shall be provided Maae by the department in accordance with

2

rules adopted by the board to test the applicant's

�

qualifications, including the taking of a written test. BeaPa

4

e£ Meaieai EHaffliRePs aeeePaift� •e •Re Me•Reas aeefflea ey ie ee

5

ee Meee

6

'!"aii£iea•iefte7 ifteittaiRg ePai afta wPi•eeft eee•s afta pPaeeieai

7

aefflefteePa•iefts�

8

stte;eees� Httfflaft aftaeeffly afta �Ryeieiegy7 eRefflis•PY afta physiee7

9

eieeepe•hePap y afta RyaPeeRePapy7 eRePapett•ie exePeieee7

p

Pae•ieai afta expeaiefte ee •es• eRe ap piieaftee�
EHaffliRa•iefts eRaii ee giveft ift ehe £eiiewift�

10

Pehaeiiiea•ieR 7 e•hiee 7 afta eiiRieai

11

wPie•eft eesee7 eaea ap piieaft• eRaii ee aeeigftaeea ey a fttteeP

12

ifteeeaa e£ ey Raffle�

13
14
15

Section 14.

p

peeeattPe�

fft ehe

Section 486.106, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.106

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

16

licenses eeP•i£iea•es.--The board, upon certification by the

17

Physical Therapy Council, shall issue iieeftee as a �ayeieai

18

•RePapise assiseaft• afta sRaii €ttPftiSR a license eePei£ieaee e£

19

Pe�is•Pa•ieft to each applicant who successfully establishes

20

his eligibility under the terms of this chapter iaw, and any

21

person who holds a license eep•i£ieeee e€ pegis•pa•ieft

22

pursuant to this section may use the words "physical therapist

23

assistant,"

24

llpegis•ePea pRysieei •RePapis• assis•aft• 7ll or ll paysiea�

25

•RePapy •eehftieieft7 ll afta Re May ttee the letters "P.T.A., 11

26

lll',�P�i'�A�7ll llR�P�i'�A�7 ll ep llp�%'�%'�7ll in connection with his

27

name to denote his licensure Pegis•Pa•ieft hereunder.

28
29
30
31

ll

iieeftsea

Section 15.

p

hysieai •RePap is• aeeiseeft•7 ll

Section 486.107, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.107

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

licenses eeP•i£iea•es to persons passing examination of
14
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1

certain other examining boards; �e�M½�e.--The board�

2

certification by the Physical Therapy Council, may cause,

3

through the department, the issuance of ±½eeftee as �hye½eai

4

�hePa�½e� aee½e�aft� afta fMPR½eh a license eeP�½f½ea�e ef

5

peg½S�Pa�½eft without examination to any applicant who presents

6

evidence to the board, under oath, of licensure in hav:!:Rg

7

�aeeea �he eHaMifta�½eft fep �hys½eai thePa�½s� aes½s�aR�e

8

eefe�e a s½Miia� iawfMiiy aMtheP½sea eHaM½ft½ftg eea�a ef

9

another state, the District of Columbia, or a territory, if

10

the standards for registering or licensing, as the case may

11

be, as a feP physical therapist assistant ase½staft�e in such

12

other state are determined by the board to be as high as those

13

of this state, as established by rules adopted pursuant to

14

this chapter.

15

Peg½S�Pat½eft pursuant to this section may use the words

16

"physical therapist assistant," or

17

�hePa��e� ase½s�aft�; !! !!i½eeReea �aye½eai taePa�½e� aee½staft�; !!

18

eP !!�hye:!:eai �he�a��et teeftR�e�aft; !! afta he May Mee the letters

Any person who holds a license eeP�½f½ea�e ef
!!

peg:!:s�e�ea �hye½eai

19

"P.T.A., 11 llR-:P-:%-:A-:;ll lltr.P-:'f":'A-:;ll e!! llP-:%-:�-:7 !! in connection

20

with his name to denote his licensure Peg�st�at�eft hereunder.

21

ff �fie eeapa aete�M½ftee tftat the a��±½eaftt ftas Ret �eseea SMeft

22

eHaM�Rat�eft ae te eftt��!e ft:!:M te e i:!:eeftse w:!:tfteM�

23

eHaM�ftat½eft; the eeaPa May; :!:f ½t aetePM½ftes tae a��±½eaftt

24

�essesses sMff�e½eftt ethe� Eft:ia±�f½eat½efts fep the �Peet�ee es

25

a !�eeeeea �ftye½eai tae�a�½st ass½staftt; �ssMe the a��±½eaftt a

26

�ePM½t a!!eW½ftg ft�M te �Peet:!:ee as a i�eeReea �hys½eai

27

taePa�½et ase�etaR� �MPeMaftt te the tePMS ef th�e eha�teP

28

Mfttii the heia½Rg ef the eeHt eHaM½eat�ee ��ev�aea fep ey th�e

29

efta�teP�

30

pesMite ef tae eHaM½ftat�ee; eM� Ret fep a �eRge� �eP½ea ef

31

t�Me� At the time of making application for licensing

�he �ePM�t eaaii ee vai�a MR�½± Ret½f½eat�eft ef tae

15
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1

Pe�ie�Pa�ieft without examination, pursuant to the terms of

2

this section, the applicant shall pay to the department aeara

3

a fee not to exceed $125 $�5 as �ixed annually by the board,

4

no part of which shall be returned.

S
6
7

Section 16.

Section 486.105, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.108 and amended to read:
486.108 486,i95

Physical therapist assistant; fees

8 I aftft>tai Pe�ie�Pa�ieft Eee.-9

(1)

A biennial renewal Aft aftft>tai re�is�ra�ieft fee not

10

to exceed $50 per annum as fixed annually by the board e£

11

$�,59 shall be required of all iieefteea physical therapist

12

assistants, the time and place of payment to be determined by

l3

the �artment eeara.

l4

(2)

If the renewal fee £er afty �ftysieai �ftePa�ie�

LS

aeeie�aft��e eer�i£iea�e is not paid by the end of any biennial

L6

period Beee!MeP 3i e£ afty year, the holder of the license

l7

�ftePee£ may be reinstated as a ¼ieefteea physical therapist

LS

assistant only upon payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed

L9

$25 per year $5, as fixed annually by the board, and all

\0

lapsed fees, and upon submitting proof satisfactory to the

11

board of compliance with this section and all other provisions

12

of this chapter.

:3

(3)

If any license eer•i£iea•e is not reinstated as

:4

provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period

5

exceeding 1 3 years, the license ee!'�i£iea�e shall be

6

automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical

7

therapist assistant of the same.

8

not be reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist

9

assistant_;_

0

(a}

1

The license ee!'�i£ieate may

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in
16
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l

good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately

2

preceding the filing of an application for reinstatement; or
ill

3

Makes application for, and passes, the examination

4

as provided by s. 486.104 and pays the fee therefor as

5

provided in s. 486.103.

6

reinstated pursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be

7

required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).
Section 17.

8
9

Prior to issuance of a license

Section 486.072, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.115 and amended to read:
486.115 486-,9��

10

Disposition of fees.--All moneys

11

collected Peee*vea by the department eeepa under this chapter

12

shall be deposited and expended pursuant to the provisions of

13

s. 215.37.

14

pPeeea�a��eH e£ veHeRePe e�pPevea ey �Re �Peeiaeat eaa

15

eeepe�aPy-�peaeHPeP e£ eeia seepa�
Section 18.

16
17

Al! eHeR eH�eaa*�HPee eRal! ee �aia H�ea

Section 486.091, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.125 and amended to read:
486.125 486�99!

18

Refusal, revocation, or aaa suspension

19

e£ Peg�e�Pe�*ea.--The board may refuse to license Peg�e�eP any

20

applicant and may, after notice and a hearing as required by

21

law, suspend or revoke the license Peg�etPet�eH of any

22

physical therapist or physical therapist assistant Peg�e�epea

23

pepeea:

24

(1)

Who is unable to practice physical therapy with

25

reasonable skill and safety to patients by reason of illness

26

or use of alcohol, drugs, narcotics, chemicals, or any other

27

type of material or as a result of any mental or ohysical

28

condition.

29

have, uoon probable cause, authority to compel a ohysical

30

therapist or physical therapist assistant to submit to a

31

mental or physical examination by physicians designated by the

In enforcing this subsection, the department shall

17
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Failure of a physical therapist or physical

2

therapist assistant to submit to such examination when so

4

against him, consequent upon which a default and final order

6

evidence unless the failure was due to circumstances beyond

8

assistant whose license is suspended or revoked pursuant to

.0

opportunity to demonstrate that he can resume the competent

.2

to patients.

L4

shall be used against a physical therapist or physical

L6

�e �fie aaa��ttal ttee ei �R�eK�ea��R� l��ttePe; RaPee��ee; eP

18

�ePiePMaRee ei a�e �Peieee�eRal att��ee�

directed shall constitute an admission of the allegations

3

may be entered without taking of testimony or presentation of

S

his control.

7

A physical therapist or physical therapist

this subsection shall at reasonable intervals be given the

9

practice of physical therapy with reasonable skill and safety

.1

L3

LS

17

19

Neither the record of proceedings nor the orders

entered by the board in any proceedings under this subsection
therapist assistant in any other proceeding.

Wfle �e eaa�e�ea

e��fflttlaR�e �e ettea eR eK�eR� ee �e �Rea�ae��a�e a�ffl iep �fie
(2)

Who is guilty of fraud in the practice of physical

20

therapy or guilty of deceit in obtaining his license as a

22

assistant.

24

has been found guilty of, a felony. eeRvie�ea �ft a eettP� ei

21

23

25

1

physical therapist or Pe�ie��a��eft as a physical therapist
( 3)

Who has pleaded guilty or nolo contendere to, or

eeM�e�eR� ;ttP�ea�e��eft ei a ieleRy�

�fie eeRv�e�ieR ei a

26

ieleRy efia!l ae �fie eeRv�e�ieR ei aRy eiieBee Wfi�ea; �i

28

!awe ei �a�e e�a�e�

27
29

30

31

eefflffl���ea iR �ae e�a�e; wettla eeRe�i�tt�e a ieleRy ttRaep �ae
(4)

Who has treated human ailments without having a

written prescription of a physician licensed by the state
pursuant to chapters 458, 459, 461, or 466.
18
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illf4t

Who has treated or undertaken is gMil�y ef

2

�Pea�iRg ep MRaeP�akiR� to treat human ailments� means other

3

ef RMffiaR ee�Rgs e�RePw�se than by physical therapy, as defined

4

in aM�ReP�eea ey this chapter.

5

i§lf5t

Who fails Ras MRaeP�akeR to maintain acceptable

6

standards of ppae��ee physical therapy practice as set forth

7

by the board and Physical Therapy Council in rules adopted

8

pursuant to this chapter �RaepeRaeR��y ef �Re pPeseP�p��eR ef

9

a pepaeR �ieeRaea ey �Re s�a�e �e pPae��ee ffieafe�Re, SMP�ePy

10
11

e� aeR��a�Py.
f6t

WRe Rae eeeR feMRa ey a eeMP� ef eeffipe�eR�

12

;MPiaa�e�ieR �e ee a MeR�al�y il� pePaeR aRa Ras Re�

13

�RePeaf�eP eeeR Pes�epea �e �ega� eapaef�y�

14

(7)

Who engages, directly or indirectly, in the

15

division, transferring, assigning, rebating, or refunding of

16

fees received for professional services, or who profits by

17

means of a credit or other valuable consideration, such as an

18

unearned commission, discount, or gratuity with any person

19

referring a patient or with any relative or business associate

20

of the referring person.

21

construed to prohibit the members of any regularly and

22

properly organized business entity which is comprised of

23

physical therapists and which is recognized under the laws of

24

this state from making any division of their total fees among

25

themselves as they determine necessary.

26

MMeeeffi�R� a pePseR Peg�s�ePea as a pRysfeal �Repap�s� eP

27

ae�P�ffieR�a� �e �Re eee� fR�ePee� ef �Re pMel�e�

28

(8)

Nothing in this chapter shall be

fs gMf��y ef eeRaMe�

Who has had his license revoked or suspended, has

29

had other disciplinary action taken against him, or has had

30

his application for a license refused, revoked, or suspended

31
19
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11 by the licensing authority of another state, territory, or
2
3
4
5

country.
Section 19.

Section 486.101, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.135 and amended to read:
486.135 486�il:Qil:

False representation e£ peg�e�Pa�ieft

6 I prohibited.-7

�

It is eftail:il: Be unlawful for any person who is

s

not licensed PegieeePea under this chapter as a physical

9

therapist or whose license peg�ee�ae�eft has been suspended or

0

revoked, to use in connection with his name or place of

l

business the words eP il:eeee�e "physical therapist,"

2

"physiotherapist," "physical therapy," "physiotherapy, 11

3

"registered physical therapist, 11 "licensed physical

4

therapist," or the letters "P.T., 11 "Ph.T., 11 eP "R.P.T., 11 or

5

"L.P.T.," or any other words, letters, abbreviations.L or

6

insignia indicating or implying that he is a physical

7

therapist.L or to represent himself as a physical therapist Wfte

8

in any other way, orally, in writing, in print.L or by sign,

9

directly or by implication, unless physical therapy services

o

are provided or supplied by a physical therapist licensed in

1

accordance with this chapter Peppeeeft�e ft�ffieeil:£ ae a pftye�eail:

2

';ll.e!!api: e�.

3

(b)

It is unlawful for any person who is not licensed

4

under this chapter as a physical therapist assistant, or whose

5

license has been suspended or revoked, to use in connection

6

with his name the words "physical therapist assistant,"

7

"licensed physical therapist assistant," "registered physical

8

therapist assistant," or "physical therapy technician," or the

9

letters "P.T.A.," "L.P.T.A.," "R.P.T.A. 111 or "P.T.T., 11 or any

0

other words, letters, abbreviations, or insignia indicating or

1

implying that he is a physical therapist assistant or to
20
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represent himself as a physical therapist assistant in any

2

other way, orally, in writing, in print, or by sign, directly

3

or bLl.!!I.Plication.

4

ill

It is unlawful for any person to obtain or attempt

5

to obtain a license under this chapter by any willful

6

misrepresentation or any fraudulent representation.

7
8
9
10

Section 20.

Section 486.151, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.151
ill

Penalties and remedies for violations.--

Any person who violates any of the provisions of

11

this chapter is eReii ee guilty of a misdemeanor of the first

12

eeeeRa degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s.

13

775.083.

14

(2 )

The department or any other person may, in the

15

name of the state, apply for injunctive relief in any court of

16

competent jurisdiction to enjoin any person from committing

17

any act in violation of this chapter.

Such proceedings shall

18

be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other penalty or

19

remedy under this chapter.

20

Section 21.

21

Section 486.161, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

22

486.161

23

ill

Exemptions.--

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to

24

prohibit �Re feiiew�R� persons licensed in this state from

25

using physical agents as a part of or incidental to the lawful

26

practice of their profession, WReR �Hey �Pee��ee �Re�P

27

��efeee�eR under the statutes applicable to their profession:

28

chiropractors, podiatrists, doctors of medicine, masseurs,

29

nurses, osteopathic physicians and surgeons, and naturopaths.

30
31

(2)

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to

prohibit students who are enrolled in schools or courses of
21
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physical therapy approved by the board from performing such

2

acts of physical therapy as are incidental to their respective

3

courses of study, or to prohibit any physical therapist from

4

another state from performing physical therapy incidental to a

5

course of study when taking or giving a postgraduate course or

6

other course of study in this state, provided such physical

7

therapist is licensed in another jurisdiction or holds an

8

appointment on the faculty of a school approved for training

9

physical therapists or physical therapist assistants.

10
11
12
13
14

Section 22.

Section 486.171, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.171

Current valid licenses eeP��£�ea�ee

effective.-(1)

Any person holding a license eeP��£�ea�e e£

15

Pe��a�Pa��eft to practice physical therapy issued by the board

16

or department which license is valid when this act �aw takes

17

effect shall be deemed to be licensed as a Pe��a�epea physical

18

therapist under ��e �Pev�a�efta e£ this chapter.

19

(2)

Any person employed by or assisting the physical

20

therapist as an aide shall be considered eligible to continue

21

to perform his duties, provided he was so employed prior to

22

the 1973 amendments to this chaoter ae�.

23

eligible for licensure as a physical therapist assistant or to

24

call himself an assistant until he meets the requirements of

25

this chapter.

26
27
28

Section 23.

He shall not be

Section 486.141, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 24.

Chapter 486, Florida Statutes, as amended

29

by this act, is repealed on October 1, 1986, and shall be

30

reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida

31
22
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11 Statutes, and the Physical Therapy Council shall be reviewed
21 by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.611, Florida Statutes.
3

Section 25.

This act shall take effect July l, 1983.

4
5

*****************************************

6

HOUSE SUMMARY

7

Revises chapter 486, F.S., relating to the regulation of
the practice of physical therapy. Provides legislative
intent. Revises definitions. Provides duties of the
Board of Medical Examiners and provides for a Physical
Therapy Council. Provides grounds for refusal,
revocation, or suspension of licenses. Prohibits false
representation and prohibits misrepresentation in
obtaining a license. Revises penalties and provides for
injunction. Provides exemptions for certain students and
teachers.

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

With respect to physical therapists and physical
therapist assistants:
1. Provides requirements for licensure and procedures
therefor. Provides for temporary permits.
2. Provides for licensure examinations to be
administered by the Department of Professional Regulation
and for the board, upon the council's certification, to
cause the issuance of licenses through the department.
3. Provides licensure fees, biennial renewal fees, and
delinquency fees. Provides conditions for reinstatement of
a license.

19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26
27
28
29
30

31

23
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3 111

An act relating to the practice of physical

J

therapy; creating s. 486.015, Florida Statutes;

4

providing legislative intent; amending s.

5

486.021, Florida Statutes; providing

6

definitions; renumbering and amending s.

7

486.121, Florida Statutes; providing powers and

8

duties of the Board of Medical Examiners with

9

respect to regulating the practice of physical

10

therapy; providing powers, duties, and

II Cl,
ci.o
C'il ..
oci.

11

membership of the Physical Therapy Council;

12

renumbering and amending s. 486.071, Florida

13

Statutes; requiring licensure of physical

14

therapists; amending s. 486.031, Florida

r-: ....

� g,

...al•-s

U 11

�
• a

ill

81
S..!

15

Statutes; specifying requirements for

16

licensure; amending s. 486.041, Florida

17

Statutes; providing licensure procedures and

18

fees; providing for temporary permits; amending

19

s. 486.051, Florida Statutes; directing the

20

Department of Professional Regulation to

21

provide for licensure examinations; amending

8 _g

22

ss. 486.061 and 486.081, Florida Statutes;

Ao
g_u

23

providing for the issuance of licenses and for

24

licensure without examination; requiring

25

certification by the cquncil; renumbering and

26

amending s. 486.052, Florida Statutes;

:i

.-s
ii�
E'i:

ID

�.
=·a.
::s ••
U II

.!18

ts�

SB , Ol.f-9

A bill to be entitled

2

·a.!!
c -a

�!

for

27

providing for biennial renewal fees and

28

delinquency fees; providing conditions for

29

reinstatement of a license; amending s.

JO

486.102, Florida Statutes; providing licensure

31

requirements for physical therapist assistants;
1
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l

amending s. 486.103, Florida·statutes;

%

providing licensure procedures and fees;

s

previding for temporary permits; amending s.

•
s

department to provide for licensure

6

••aminationa; amending ss. 486.106 and 486.107,

486.104, Florida Statutes; directing the

7

Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of

8

licenses and for licensure without examination;

g

requirinf certification by the council;

JO

renumbering an4 4111ending s. 486.105, Florida

11

Statutes; providing for biennial renewal fees

12

and delinquency fees; providing conditions for

l3

reinstatement of license; renumbering and

14

amending s. 486.072, Florida Statutes;

15

providing for the disposition of fees;

16

renumbering and amending s. 486.091, Florida

1-7

Statutes; providing grounds for the refusal,

ie

revocation, or suspension of licenses;

19

authorizing the department to compel a physical

20

therapist or physical therapist assistant to

21

submit to certain examinations; renumbering and

22

amending s. 486.101, Florida Statutes;

23

prohibiting false representation and

24

prohibiting misrepresentation in obtaining a

25

license; amending s. 486.151, Florida Statutes;

26

providing penalties for violations; providing

27

for injunctive relief; amending s. 486.161,

28

Florida Statutes; providing exemptions;

n

amending s. 486.171, Florida Statutes;

!10

providing that current licenses are valid under

31

certain circumstances; repealing s. 486.141,
2
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Florida Statutes, which prohibits fraudulent

1

representation to obtain registration;

2

providing for review and repeal; providing an

3

effective date.

4
5

6
7
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1

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

8

91 created to read:
486.015

10

Section 486.015, Florida Statutes, is

Legislative intent.--The Legislature finds

111 that the practice of physical therapy by unskilled and

12

13

1

incompetent practitioners presents a danger to the public

health and safety.

The Legislature finds further that it is

difficult for the public to make an informed choice about

14
1
15 physical therapists and that the consequences of a wrong
161 choice could seriously endanger their health and safety.

The

171 sole legislative purpose in enacting this chapter is to ensure

18

that every physical therapist practicing in this state meets

20

intent that physical therapists who fall below minimum

19

21

22
23

minimum requirements for safe practice.

1

competency or who otherwise present a danger to the public

shall be prohibited from practicing in this state.
Section 2.

241 amended to read:

25
•

26

It is the legislative

Section 486.021, Florida Statutes, is

(Substantial rewording of section.

s. 486.021, F.S., for present text.)

27

486.021

29

(1 )

See

Definitions.--In this chapter, unless the

281 context otherwise requires:
30

(2)

311 Regulation.

"Board" means the Board of Medical Examiners.

"Department" means the Department of Professional
3
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( 3)

CS for SB 1049
"License" means the document of authorization

2

granted by the board and issued by the department for a person

3

to engage in the practice of physical therapy.

4

(4)

"The practice of physical therapy" means, upon the

5

prescription of a physician licensed by this state pursuant to

6

chapters 458, 459, or 466, or upon the oral or written

7

instructional directive of a person licensed pursuant to

8

chapters 460 or 461, the treatment of any disability, injury,

9

disease, or other condition of health of human beings, or the

10

prevention of such disability, injury, disease or other

11

condition of health and rehabilitation as related thereto by

12

the use of the physical, chemical and other properties of air,

13

cold, heat, electricity, exercise, massage, acupuncture only

14

upon compliance with the criteria set forth by the Board of

15

Medical Examiners, when no penetration of the skin occurs,

16

radiant energy, including ultraviolet, visible and infrared

17

rays, ultrasound, water and apparatus and equipment used in

18

the application of the foregoing or related thereto, or the

19

performance of tests of neuromuscular functions as an aid to

20

the diagnosis or treatment of any human condition.

21

physical therapist may perform electromyography as an aid to

22

the diagnosis of any human condition only upon compliance with

23

the criteria set forth by the Board of Medical Examiners.

24

use of roentgen rays and radium for diagnostic and therapeutic

25

purposes, and the use of electricity for surgical purposes,

26

including cauterization, are not authorized under the term

27

"physical therapy" as used in this chapter.

28

(5)

The

The

"Physical therapist" means a person who is

29

licensed and who practices physical therapy in accordance with

30

the provisions of this chapter, upon the oral or written

31

prescription of a person licensed and registered in this state
4
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1

to practice medicine, surgery, or dentistry and whose license

2

is in good standing.

3

a person licensed pursuant to this chapter to practice

4

chiropractic as defined in chapter 460.

5

( 6)

Nothing in this chapter shall authorize

"Physical therapist assistant" means a person who

6

is licensed in accordance with the provisions of this chapter

7

to perform patient-related activities, including the use of

8

physical agents, and whose activities are performed under the

9
10
11

direction of a physical therapist as set forth in rules
adopted pursuant to this chapter.
(7)

"Physical therapy" or "physiotherapy," which terms

12

are deemed identical and interchangeable, means a health care

13

profession.

14
15
16
17
18

Section 3.

Section 486.121, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.025 and amended to read:
486.025 486�i2i

Powers and duties of the board ei

Meaieai EKaffliHePs�-.ill

The board ei Meaieai EKaffliHePe may administer

19

oaths, summon witnesses, and take testimony in all matters

20

relating to its duties under this chapter.

21

the assistance of the Physical Therapy Council, is authorized

22

to establish minimum standards of practice and adopt ea¼y

23

those rules necessary aaa Pe�¼a�ieae aeeaea to administer

24

eaPPY e�� �Re ffleeftaaiee aaa pPeeea�Pee �e eiiee��a�e this

25

chapter, and it may amend or revise Peveke such standards and

26

rules from time to time.

27

ieP PegietPatiea ie <!lbla¼iiiea te pPaetiee pRyeiea¼ tftePapy,

28

�Re 5eapa fflay iee�e tfte app¼ieaa� a pePfflit a¼¼ewiag R�ffl te

29

pPae�iee pftye�ea¼ �RePapy p�Pe�aat te tfte tepffls ei tR�e

30

eRap�eP �ati¼ �Re fte¼a�ag ei tfte aeKt eKaffliaatiea pPeviaea ieP

31

5Y tftie eRap�eP, a�� ae� ieP a ¼eageP pePiea ei tiffl� The

The board, with

ii �Re aeaPa ae�ePffliaes aa app¼ieaat

5
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1

board shall have power to review �ass H�eR the good standing

2

and reputability of any school or college offering courses in

3

physical therapy and whether the courses of such school or

4

college in physical therapy meet the standards established

5

fiKea by the appropriate accrediting agency referred to in sc

6

486.031(3)(a) �eePa.

7

reputability of any such school and whether the school and

8

courses meet such standards eaR ee e��Pevea ey ��e eeaPe, the

9

In determining the standing and

board, with the assistance of the Physical Therapy Council,

10

may investigate and make personal inspection of the same.

11

powers and duties of the board, as set out in this chapter,

12

shall in no way limit or interfere with its powers and duties

13

as set forth in chapter 458.

14

board, as set forth in this chapter, shall be supplemental and

15

additional powers and duties to those conferred upon the board

16

by chapter 458.
(2)

17

The

All powers and duties of the

The board shall appoint three physical therapists

18

to serve on the Physical Therapy Council, each for a term of 4

19

years.

20

duties as are proper to carry out the provisions of this

21

chapter.

22

compensation and pay their expenses.

23

vacancy on the council, the Florida Physical Therapy

24

Association shall recommend to the board a list of physical

25

therapists, containing the names of at least twice as many

26

physical therapists as there are vacancies to be filled, which

27

list the board may use in filling any such vacancy.

28
29
30
31

The board may delegate to the council such powers and
The board shall fix the council members'

Section 4.

Any time there is a

Section 486.071, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 485.028 and amended to read:
486.028 486�9�¼

License Regie�pa�ieR required.--No

person shall practice, nor hold himself out as being able to
6
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practice, physical therapy in this state unless he is licensed

2

in accordance with the provisions of this chapter iaw;

3

provided, however, that nothing in this chapter iaw shall

4

prohibit any person licensed in this state under any other law

5

from engaging in the practice for which he is licensed.

6
7
8
9
10

Section 5.

Section 486.031, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.031

Physical therapist licensing RegietPatieft

requirements.--To be eligible for licensing PegietPat�eft ey
�fte eeaPa as a physical therapist an applicant must:

11

(1)

Be at least 18 years old;

12

(2)

Be of good moral characterL, and

13

-

CS for SB 1049

(3)(a)

Have been graduated from a school of �¼V¼ft� a

14

eettPse �ft physical therapy, which eettPse, as giveft ey stteft

15

sefteei has been approved for the educational preparation of

16

physical therapists by the appropriate accrediting agency

17

recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

18

(formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the

19

Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher

20

Education) or afta the United States �artment 8e!MlieeieReP of

21

Education at the time of his graduation and have passed to the

22

satisfaction of the board an examination administered

23

eeftattetea by the department �t to determine his fitness for

24

practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or

25

(b)

Have received a diploma from a program in physical

26

therapy in a foreign country and have educational credentials

27

deemed equivalent to those required for the educational

28

preparation of physical therapists in this country, as

29

recognized by the appropriate agency as identified by the

30

Physical Therapy Council, wft�eft pPe�Paffi ftas eeeR appPevea ey

31

tfte appPepP�a�e a�eRey as ¼aeRt�f¼ea ey tfte B¼V¼e�ea ef
7
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l

PHysieai �He�a�y7 Bea�a ef Meaieai EHaffiiRe�s7 and have passed

2

to the satisfaction of the board an examination administered

3

eeRa�e�ea by the department�� to determine his fitness for

4

practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

(c)

Be entitled to licensure �e�ie��a�ieR without

examination as provided in s. 486.081.
Section 6.

Section 486.041, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.041

Physical therapists; application for

licensing.-ill

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

12

therapist shall apply to the board in writing, on a form siaRk

13

furnished by the department sea�a.

14

application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the board, of

15

his possessing the qualifications preliminary to examination

16

required by s. 486.031.

17

at the time of filing his application 7 a fee not to exceed

18

$125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part of which

19

shall be returned.

20

(2)

He shall embody in that

He shall pay to the department sea�a

If a person desires to practice physical therapy

21

prior to becoming licensed through examination or endorsement,

22

he shall apply to the board for a temporary permit in

23

accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this chapter.

24
25

Section 7.

Section 486.051, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

26

(Substantial rewording of section.

27

s. 486.051, F.S., for present text.)

28

486.051

See

Physical therapists; examination of

29

applicants.--The department shall provide for examination of

30

applicants for licensing as physical therapists at least once

31

a year, and more often at the discretion of the board, at a
8
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time and place to be determined by the department.

2

Examinations of applicants for licensing as physical

3

therapists shall be administered by the department in

4

accordance with rules adopted by the board to test the

5

applicant's qualifications, including the taking of a written

6

test.

7
8
9

-

CS for SB 1049

Section 8.

Section 486.061, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.061

Physical therapist; issuance of licenses

10

eeF�*f*ea�es to applicants passing examinations.--The boardL

11

upon certification by the Physical Therapy Council, shall

12

cause, through the department, the issuance of a license

13

Fe�*s�eF as a pRys*eai �fteFap*e� afta eRaii fMFHisft a

14

eeF�ifiea�e ef Fe�is�Fa�ieH to each applicant who successfully

15

establishes his eligibility under the terms of this chapter

16

iaw, and any person who holds a license eeF�ifiea�e ef

17

Fe�.,e�Fa�ieft pursuant to this section may engage in the

18

practice of physical therapy and use the words "physical

19

therapist" or !! J!' Ryeieai �1'eFap*e� 7!! "physiotherapist," or

20

!!pe�*e�eFea J!>Ryeieai �1'eFaJ!>*e�7 !! aHa 1'e fflay Mee the letters

21

"P.T.," !!pfl-:'f-:;!! e� llR-:P-:'f-: 7

22

place of business to denote his licensure Fe�.,s�Fa�*eH

23

hereunder.

24
25
26

Section 9.

!!

in connection with his name or

Section 486.081, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.081

Physical therapist; issuance of licenses to

27

persons passing examination of certain other examining boards�

28

J!>eFffl.,�e.--The board, upon certification by the Physical

29

Therapy Council, may cause, through the department, the

30

issuance of a license ae a J!'ftYs*eai �1'eFaJ!>ie� afta fMFHie1' a

31

eeF�*f*ea�e ef Fe�*e�Fa�*eft without examination to any
9
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1

applicant who presents evidence, satisfactory to the board, of

3

authorized examining board in physical therapy of another

2
4

having passed an examination before a similar lawfully

state, the District of Columbia, a territory, or a foreign

5

country, if the standards for licensure re�:i:s�ra�:i:ea in

7

foreign country are determined by the board to be as high as

6

8
9

10

physical therapy in such other state, district, territory, or
those of this state, as established by rules adopted pursuant

to this chapter.

Any person who holds a eer�:i:f:i:ea�e ef

re�:i:s�ra�:i:ea aaa a license pursuant to this section may use

11

the words "physical therapist" or !! ]!l}\ys:i:ea3' �],\era]!l:i:s�,!!

13

Ure�,e�erea p],\ye:i:ea3' �],\era]!l:i:e�,!! aaa ],\e ffiay �ee the letters

12

U3,:i:eeaeea p],\ye:i:ea3' �],\eraJ!l:i:e�,u "physiotherapist," or

14

"P.T.," l!...,p.,'i-,;-l! !!p],\-,'i-.;-l! er !!R-,P-.'i-. 7 !! in connection with his

16

hereunder.

18

eer�:i:f:i:ea�e ef re�:i:e�ra�:i:ea w:i:�],\e�� exaffi:i:aa�:i:ea;- �],\e eeara

20

f!tlahhea�:i:eae fer �],\e prae�:i:ee ef p],\ye:i:ea± �],\erai:,y-; :i:ee�e �],\e

22

p�re�aa� �e �Ae �erffis ef �A:i:e eAap�er �a�:i:3' �],\e ],\e'l,a:i:a� ef �],\e

24

eAa±± ee va3':i:a �a�:i:3' ae�:i:f:i:ea�:i:ea ef �],\e res�3c�e ef

15
17

19

21

23

name or place of business to denote his licensure re�:i:s�ra�:i:ea
if �],\e eeara ae�erffi:i:aee �],\a� �],\e a]!l]!l±:i:eaa� ],\as ae�

paeeea e�e],\ eKaffi:i:aa�:i:ea ae �e ea�:i:�3ce ],\:i:ffi �e a 3':i:eeaee aaa a

ffiay;- :i:f ,� ae�erffi:i:aee �],\e a]!l]!l±:i:eaa� peeeeeeee s�ff:i:e:i:ea� e�],\er
app3':i:eaa� a perffi:i:� a3'3cew:i:a� ],\:i:ffi �e prae�:i:ee p],\ys:i:ee3, �],\erapy
aex� eK9.lll:i:aa�:i:ea prev:i:aea fer ey �A:i:e e],\ai:,�er-,

'i],\e perffi:i:�

25

eK!llll:i:fta�:i:ea;- e�� ae� fer a 3cea�er per:i:ea ef �:i:ffie-. At the time

27

pursuant to the terms of this section, the applicant shall pay

26

28
29

30

of making application for licensure without examination,

to the department eeara a fee not to exceed $125 $�5 as fixed
annually by the board, no part of which shall be returned.
Section 10.

Section 486.052, Florida Statutes, is

31 1 renumbered as section 486.085 and amended to read:
10
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486.085 496�95�
(1)

Physical therapist; aRR�a¼ fees.-

A biennial renewal AR aRR�a± �egiet�atieR fee not

3

to exceed $75 per year ef $¼9 shall be required of each a±¼

4

±ieeReea physical therapist to renew his license tfte�a��ete,

5

the time and place of payment to be determined by the

6

de£artment bea�a.

7

(2)

8
9
10
11
12
13

If the a renewal fee fe� aRy �Ryeiea¼ tfte�a��et!e

ee��ifieate is not paid by the e�d of any biennial period
BeeeMbe� 3¼ ef aRy yea�, the holder of the license tRe�eef may
be reinstated as a ¼ieeReea physical therapist only upon
payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed $75 per year $��59,
as fixed annually by the board, and all lapsed fees, and upon
submitting proof, satisfactory to the board, of compliance

141 with this section and all other provisions of this chapter.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

(3)

If any license ee�tifiea�e is not reinstated as

provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period
exceeding 1 3 years, the license ee��ifiea�e shall be
automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical
therapist of the same.

The license ee�tifieete may not be

reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist�
(a)

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in
good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately
preceding the filing of an application for reinstatement; or
1£1

Makes application for, and passes, the examination

26

as provided by s. 486.051 and pays the fee therefor as

27

provided in s. 486.041.

28

reinstated pursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be

29

required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).

30

Section 11.

Prior to issuance of a license

Section 486.102, Florida Statutes, is

311 amended to read:
11
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486.102

Physical therapist assistant licensing

2

requirements.--To be eligible for licensing by the board as a

3

physical therapist assistant an applicant must:

4

(1)

Be at least 18 years old.

5

(2)

Be of good moral character.

6

(3)ifil

Have been graduated from a school giving a

7

course of not less than 2 years for physical therapist

8

assistants, which ee�Fse7 as �iveR ey s�eh seheei, has been

9

approved for the educational preparation of �Fa�RiR� physical

10

therapist assistants by the appropriate accrediting agency

11

recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

12

(formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the

13

Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher

14

Education) or the United States Department of Education at the

15

time of his graduation and have passed physieai �heFapis�s

16

effipieyea ey �he eeaFa p�Fe�aR� �e s� 4B6�95if�7�

17

f4t

Paee, to the satisfaction of the board, an

18

examination administered eeRa�e�ea by the department i� to

19

determine his fitness for practice as a physical therapist

20

assistant as hereinafter providedL�

21

(b)

Have been graduated from a school giving a course

22

for physical therapist assistants in a foreign country and

23

have educational credentials deemed equivalent to those

24

required for the educational preparation of physical therapist

25

assistants in this country, as recognized by the appropriate

26

agency as identified by the Physical Therapy Council, and have

27

passed, to the satisfaction of the board, an examination

28

conducted by the department to determine his fitness for

29

practice as a physical therapist assistant as hereinafter

30

provided; or

31
12
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(c)

Be entitled to licensure without examination as

provided in s. 486.107.
Section 12.

Section 486.103, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.103

Physical therapist assistantL application for

licensing.-.i..U

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

8

therapist assistant shall apply to the board in writing on a

9

form e±afik furnished by the department eea�a.

He shall embody

10

in that application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the

11

board, of his possessing the qualifications preliminary to

12

examination required by s. 486.104.

He shall pay to the

13

department eeaPa at the time of filing his application a fee

14

not to exceed §-1.e $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part

15

of which shall be returned.

16

(2)

If a person desires to work as a physical

17

therapist assistant prior to being licensed through

18

examination or endorsement, he shall apply for a temporary

19

permit in accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this

20

chapter.

21
22
23
24

-
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Section 13.

Section 486.104, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.104

Physical therapist assistantL, examination of

applicants.--The department eeaPa shall provide for

25

examination of �e±a eHafflifia�ieRe €eP applicants for licensing

26

as physical therapist assistants at least once a year, and

27

more often at the discretion of the board, at a time and place

28

to be determined by the �artment eea�a.

'.9

applicants for licensing as physical therapist assistants

30

shall be provided fflaae by the department in accordance with

31

rules adopted by the board to test the applicant's

Examination of

13
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1

qualifications, including the taking of a written test. BeaPa

3

ee ffleet pPaetteai aae eHpeaieat te test the appiieaatel

5

eeffleaetpatteae�

2

4
6
7
8

9

10

11

et Meaieai EHaffltaePe aeeePatag te tRe ffletReae aeefflea ay tt te

�aiitieatieae 7 iaeiHaiag ePai aaa wPittea tests aae pPaetieai
EHaffliaatteae ehaii ee gtvea ia tRe teiiewiag

eHejeete� HHfflaa aaateffly aaa pRyeieiegy7 eRefflietPy aae pRyeiee 7

eieetPethePapy aaa RyaPethePapy7 thePapeHtie eHePeieee 7

Pehaaiiitatiea 7 ethiee 7 aaa ei:i:a:i:eai pPeeeaHPe�

fa the

wPittea teete 7 eaeh appiieaat ehaii ae aee:i:gaatea ey a HHfflaeP
iaeteae et ey aaffle�
Section 14.

Section 486.106, Florida Statutes, is

12

amended to read:

14

licenses eePtitieatee.--The board, upon certification by the

13

486.106

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

15

Physical Therapy Council, shall issue iieeaee ae a phyeieai

17

Peg:i:etFat:i:ea to each applicant who successfully establishes

16

thePapiet aeeietaat aae ehaii tHPaieh a license eePt:i:t:i:eate et

18

his eligibility under the terms of this chapter law, and any

20

pursuant to this section may use the words "physical therapist

19

21

22
23

24

25
26

27

28

person who holds a license eePtitieate et PegietPatiea
assistant," !!i:i:eeaeee phyeieai theFap:i:et aeeietaat 7!!

!!peg:i:eteFee phyeieai theFa�iet aeeietaat7!! or !!phye:i:eai

theFa�y teeha:i:e:i:aa 7

!!

aae he fflay Hee the letters "P.T.A.,"

!!l:,�P�'f�A�7!! !!R�P�'f�A�7!! eF !!p�'f�'f�7!! in connection with his
name to denote his licensure Feg:i:etFat:i:ea hereunder.
Section 15.

amended to read:
486.107

Section 486.107, Florida Statutes, is

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

29 licenses eeFt:i:t:i:eatee to persons passing examination of
1
30 certain other examining boards7 �eFffl:i:te.--The board�
311 certification by the Physical Therapy Council, may cause,
14
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through the department, the issuance of ±ieefiee ae l"Hyeiea±
�HePal"ie� aeeis�aR� aRa iHPRisH a license eep�iiiea�e ei
Pegie�Pa�ieR without examination to any applicant who presents

4

evidence to the board, under oath, of licensure in HaviRg

5

l"aeeea �He eHaffiiRa�ieR ieP l"Hyeiea± �flePal"ie� aeeie�aR�e

6

eeiePe a S½ffii±aP ±aWiH±±y aH�flePisea eHaffiiRiRg eeaPa ei

7

another state, the District of Columbia, or a territory, if

8

the standards for registering or licensing, as the case may

9

be� ieP physical therapist assistant aesie�aRte in such

10

other state are determined by the board to be as high as those

11

of this state, as established by rules adopted pursuant to

12

this chapter.

13

Pegis�Pa�ieR pursuant to this section may use the words

14

"physical therapist assistant," or !!peg�s�ePea l"Hyeiea±

15

�flePal"ie� assis�aH�, !! !!iieeReea l"flysiea± �flePal"ie� aesietaR�,!!

16

eP !!pHyeiea± �HePal"is� �eeHHieiaR, !! aRa He ffiay Hee the letters

17

"P. T. A. , " llR-: P-: ";'-: A-: ;ll !!Er: P-: 'i-: A-: ;ll er llp"':' 'i-: 'i-: 7 ll in connection

18

with his name to denote his licensure pegie�pa�ieH hereunder.

19

ii �He eeapa ae�ePffiiHes �Hat �He al"l"±ieaRt Hae Re� l"aeeea eHeH

20

eHaffiiRa�ieR ae �e eRti�±e Hiffi �e a ±ieeRee wi�HeH�

Any person who holds a license eeP�ii�ea�e ei

21

eHaffiiRa�ieR, tHe eeaPa ffiay7 ii it aetePffiiRee tHe al"l"±ieaR�

22

l"eeeesees eHiiie�eR� e�HeP gHa±iiieatieRe ieP �He l"Faetiee ae

23

a ±ieeReea pHye�ea± tHeFal"ie� aeeietaRt, ieeHe �He al"p±ieaR� a

24

l"ePffii� a±±ewiRg Hiffi �e l"Fae�iee ae a ±ieeReea l"Hyeiea±

25

�fleFal"iet aeeie�aRt l"HPSHaR� �e tHe tePffiS ei �Hie eHal"teP

26

HR�i± �He He±aiRg ei tHe ReHt exaffiiRatieR pFeviaea ieF ey tH�e

- 27
28
:9

eHapteP�

�He l"ePffii� eHa±± ee va±ia HRti± Retiiieat*eR ei tHe

peeH±�e ei �He eHaffiiRatieR, BH� Ret ieP a ±eRgeP pePiea ei
�iffie� At the time of making application for licensing

30

pe�ie�patieR without examination, pursuant to the terms of

31

this section, the applicant shall pay to the �artment eeaPa
15
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1

a fee not to exceed $125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board,

2

no part of which shall be returned.

3
4
5
6
7

Section 16.

Section 486.105, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.108 and amended to read:
486.108 486�i95

Physical therapist assistant; fees

al'lft�ai Fe�ie�Fa�ieR iee.-(1)

A biennial renewal AR aRR�ai Fe�ie�Fa�ieR fee not

8

to exceed $50 per annum as fixed annually by the board e£

9

$��59 shall be required of all iieeReea physical therapist

10

assistants, the time and place of payment to be determined by

11

the de£artment eeaFa.

12

(2)

If the renewal fee £eF aRy pRyeiea¼ �fteFapie�

13

aeeie�aR�1e eep�i£iea�e is not paid by the end of any biennial

14

period BeeePAl!,ep 3¼ e£ aRy yeaP, the holder of the license

15

�ftePee£ may be reinstated as a ¼ieeReea physical therapist

16

assistant only upon payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed

17

$25 per year $5, as fixed annually by the board, and all

18

lapsed fees, and upon submitting proof satisfactory to the

19

board of compliance with this section and all other provisions

20

of this chapter.

21

(3)

If any license eeP�i£iea�e is not reinstated as

22

provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period

23

exceeding 1 3 years, the license eeP�i£iee�e shall be

24

automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical

25

therapist assistant of the same.

The license eeP�i£iea�e may

26

not be reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist

27

assistant_:_

28

(a)

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

29

he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in

30

good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately

31

preceding the filing of an applic�ation for reinstatement; or
16
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ill

Makes application for, and passes, the examination

1
2
3

as provided by s. 486.104 and pays the fee therefor as

4

reinstated pursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be

5

required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).

provided in s. 486.103.

Section 17.

6
7

Prior to issuance of a license

Section 486.072, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.115 and amended to read:
486.115 486�9��

8

Disposition of fees.--All moneys

9

collected Peee�vea by the department eeapa under this chapter

10

shall be deposited and expended pursuant to the provisions of

11

s. 215.37.

12

l'EeeeH�a��eH e€ ve�eftepe B!'l'Eevea BY �fie l'Pee�aeH� BHa

13

eeepe�apy-�peae�pep e€ eaia eeapa�
Section 18.

4
15

Ali e�eft eHl'eHa���Pee efta±± ee !'Bia �l'eH

Section 486.091, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.125 and amended to read:
486.125 486�991

16

Refusal, revocation, or eHa suspension

171 e€ Pegie�Pa�ieft.--The board may refuse to license Pegie�eP any
81
191

applicant and may, after notice and a hearing as required by
law, suspend or revoke the license Peg�e�Pa��eH of any

201 physical therapist or physical therapist assistant Peg�e�ePea
21 I l'ePeeH:
22

(1)

Who is unable to practice physical therapy with

23

reasonable skill and safety to patients by reason of illness

24

or use of alcohol, drugs, narcotics, chemicals, or any other

25

type of material or as a result of any mental or physical

26
A21
28

condition.

In enforcing this subsection, the department shall

have, upon probable cause, authority to compel a physical
therapist or physical therapist assistant to submit to a
mental or physical examination by physicians designated by the

�OI department.
31

Failure of a physical therapist or physical

therapist assistant to submit to such examination when so
17
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1

directed shall constitute an admission of the allegations

2

against him, consequent upon which a default and final order

3

may be entered without taking of testimony or presentation of

4

evidence unless the failure was due to circumstances beyond

5

his control.

6

assistant whose license is suspended or revoked pursuant to

7

this subsection shall at reasonable intervals be given the

8

opportunity to demonstrate that he can resume the competent

9
10

A physical therapist or physical therapist

practice of physical therapy with reasonable skill and safety
to patients.

Neither the record of proceedings nor the orders

11

entered by the board in any proceedings under this subsection

12

shall be used against a physical therapist or physical

13

therapist assistant in any other proceeding.

14

�e �Re Raei�Ha± ttee ei ia�eHiea�ia� ±i�eFe, aaFee�iee7 eF

15

s�ifflH±aa�e �e etteR aa eH�ea� ae �e iaea�aeita�e Riffl ieF �Re

16

�eFieFfflaaee ei Rie �Feieesieaa± atttiee�

17

(2)

Whe is aaaietea

Who is guilty of fraud in the practice of physical

18

therapy or guilty of deceit in obtaining his license as a

19

physical therapist or Fe�ie�Fa�iea as a physical therapist

20

assistant.

21

(3)

Who has pleaded guilty or nolo contendere to, or

22

has been found guilty of, a felony. eeavie�ea ia a eeHF� ei

23

eeffl�etea� ;ttFieaie�iea ei a ie±eay�

�Re eeavie�iea ei a

24

ie±eay eRa±± ee �Re eeavie�iea ei aay eiieaee wRieR, ii

25

eefflffli��ea ia �Re e�a�e, wett±a eeae�i�H�e a ie±eR� HRaeF �Re

26

±awe ei �Rie e�a�e�

27

(4)

Who has treated human ailments without having a

28

written prescription of a physician licensed by the state

29

pursuant to chapters 458, 459, or 466, or upon the

30

instructional directive of a person licensed to practice

31

chiropractic or podiatry.
18
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illf4t

Who has treated or undertaken �a ga�±�y ef

��ea��Rg e� MRae��ak�Rg to treat human ailments e_y means other
ef RMfflaR be�Rga e�RePw�ee than by physical therapy, as defined
in aa�ReP�aea by this chapter.
illfSt

Who fails Rae MRaeP�akeR to maintain acceptable

6

standards of ��ae�½ee physical therapy practice as set forth

7

by the board and Physical Therapy Council in rules adopted

8

pursuant to this chapter ½RSe�eRaeRt±y ef tRe �PeeeP½�t¼eR ef

9

a �ePeeR ±¼eeReea by �Re atate te �Paet½ee fflea�e½Re, aapgePy

10
11

eP aeRt½a�Py.
f 6t

Wfte Rae beeR feaRa by a eeMPt ef eeffl�eteRt

12

jM��ea½et½eR te be a ffleRta±±y ½±± �ePaeR aRa Rae Ret

13

tRePeaf�eP beeR peetepea te ±ega± ea�ae½ty�

14

(7)

Who engages, directly or indirectly, in the

15

division, transferring, assigning, rebating, or refunding of

16

fees received for professional services, or who profits by

17

means of a credit or other valuable consideration, such as an

18

unearned commission, discount, or gratuity with any person

19

referring a patient or with any relative or business associate

20

of the referring person.

21

construed to prohibit the members of any regularly and

22

properly organized business entity which is comprised of

23

physic�l therapists and which is recognized under the laws of

24

this state from making any division of their total fees among

25

themselves as they determine necessary.

26

MRbeeeffl½Rg a �ePeeR Peg½etepea ea a �Rya�ea± tRePa�¼at eP

- 27
28

Nothing in this chapter shall be

½a ga¼lty ef eeRaMet

aet�½ffleRta± te tRe beat iRtePeet ef tRe �Mblie�
(8)

Who has had his license revoked or suspended, has

9

had other disciplinary action taken against him, or has had

30

his application for a license refused, revoked, or suspended

31
19
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1

by the licensing authority of another state, territory, or

2

country.
Section 19.

3
4

Section 486.101, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.135 and amended to read:
486.135 486�¼9¼

5

6

prohibited. - -

7

�

False representation e£ re�!i:ei!ra�!i:eft

It is e!,.e.¼¼ ee unlawful for any person who is

8

not licensed re�!i:e�erea under this chapter as a physical

9

therapist or whose license re�!i:e�ra�!i:eft has been suspended or

10

revoked, to use in connection with his name or place of

11

business the words er ¼ei!i!ere "physical therapist,"

12

"physiotherapist," "physical therapy," "physiotherapy,"

13

11

14

therapist," or the letters "P.T.," "Ph.T.," er "R.P.T.," or

15

"L.P.T.," or any other words, letters, abbreviationsL or

16

insignia indicating or implying that he is a physical

17

therapistL or to represent himself as a physical therapist wl,.e

18

in any other way, orally, in writing, in printL or by sign,

19

directly or by implication, unless physical therapy services

20

are provided or supplied by a physical therapist licensed in

21

accordance with this chapter repPeeefti!e 1,.�mee¼£ as a �J,.ye!i:eai

22

i;J,.ere.�!i: e�.

23

registered physical therapist," "licensed physical

(b)

It is unlawful for any person who is not licensed

24

under this chapter as a physical therapist assistant, or whose

25

license has been suspended or revoked, to use in connection

26

with his name the words "physical therapist assistant,"

27

"licensed physical theraoist assistant," "registered physical

28

therapist assistant," or "physical therapy technician," or the

29

letters "P.T.A.," "L.P.T.A.," "R.P.T.A.," or "P.T.T.," or any

30

other words, letters, abbreviations, or insignia indicating or

31

implying that he is a physical therapist assistant or to
20
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represent himself as a physical therapist assistant in any

2

other way, orally, in writing, in print, or by sign, directly

3

or by implication.

4

(2)

It is unlawful for any person to obtain or attempt

5

to obtain a license under this chapter by any willful

6

misrepresentation or any fraudulent representation.

7
8
9
10

Section 20.

Section 486.151, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.151
ill

Penalties and remedies for violations.--

Any person who violates any of the provisions of

11

this chapter is eRa¼¼ ae guilty of a misdemeanor of the first

12

eeeeHe degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s.

13

775.083.

14

(2)

The department or any other person may, in the

15

name of the state, apply for injunctive relief in any court of

16

competent jurisdiction to enjoin any person from committing

17

any act in violation of this chapter.

18

be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other penalty or

19

remedy under this chapter.

20

Section 21.

21

-

CS for SB 1049

Such proceedings shall

Section 486.161, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:

22

486.161

23

ill

Exemptions.--

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to

24

prohibit �fte fe¼¼ew¼H� persons licensed in this state from

25

using physical agents as a part of or incidental to the lawful

26
27

practice of their profession, WfteH �Rey pFae�¼ee �Re¼F
�Fefeee¼eH under the statutes applicable to their profession:
chiropractors, podiatrists, doctors of medicine, masseurs,

28
'29
30
31

nurses, osteopathic physicians and surgeons, and naturopaths.
(2)

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to

prohibit students who are enrolled in schools or courses of
21
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l

physical therapy approved by the board from performing such

2

acts of physical therapy as are incidental to their respective

3

courses of study, or to prohibit any physical therapist from

4

another state from performing physical therapy incidental to a

5

course of study when taking or giving a postgraduate course or

6

other course of study in this state, provided such physical

7

therapist is licensed in another jurisdiction or holds an

8

appointment on the faculty of a school approved for training

9

physical therapists or physical therapist assistants.

10
11
12
13
14

Section 22.

Section 486.171, Florida Statutes, is

amended to read:
486.171

Current valid licenses ee��ifiea�es

effective.-(1)

Any person holding a license ee��if*ea�e ef

15

�e�ie��a�iea to practice physical therapy issued by the board

16

or department which license is valid when this act ¼aw takes

17

effect shall be deemed to be licensed as a �e�*e�e�ea physical

18

therapist under �ke ��evie*eHe ef this chapter.

19

(2)

Any person employed by or assisting the physical

20

therapist as an aide shall be considered eligible to continue

21

to perform his duties, provided he was so employed prior to

22

the 1973 amendments to this chapter ae�.

23

eligible for licensure as a physical therapist assistant or to

24

call himself an assistant until he meets the requirements of

25

this chapter.

26
27
28

Section 23.

He shall not be

Section 486.141, Florida Statutes, is

hereby repealed.
Section 24.

Chapter 486, Florida Statutes, as amended

29

by this act, is repealed on October 1, 1986, and shall be

30

reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida

31
22
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11 Statutes, and the Physical Therapy Council shall be reviewed
21 by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.611, Florida Statutes.
3

Section 25.

Thi� act shall take effect July l, 1983.

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 1049

The current defintion of physical therapy is retained with an
amendment to provide that treatment be upon the prescription of a
physician, osteopath, or dentist or upon the oral or written
instructional directive of a chiropractor or podiatrist.
The current definition of physical therapist is retained.
Physical therapists are not authorized to practice chiropractic.
Grounds for license refusal, revocation, or suspension include the
provision of treatment without the instructional directive of a
chiropractor or podiatrist.
29
30
31

23
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I.

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Chapter 486, F.S., provides for the regulation of the practice
of physical therapy. The act provides definitions, establishes
registration requirements, provides for examinations and
licensure by endorsement, establishes grounds for refusal,
revocation, and suspension of registration, sets fees,
prescribes the powers and duties of the Board of Medical
Examiners, and provides second degree misdemeanor penalties.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
The definition of physical therapy would be amended to provide
that treatment be upon the prescription of a person licensed
pursuant to chs. 458, 459, or 466, F.S. (Medical Practice,
Osteopathy, and Dentistry) or upon the oral or written
instructional directive of a chiropractor or podiatrist. The
definition of physical therapist would be amended to provide
that a physical therapist would not be authorized to practice
chiropractic.
Physical therapists would be licensed rather than registered
and would have to have graduated from an approved school of
physical therapy rather than from a school giving an approved
course in physical therapy; or, if he has received a diploma
from a foreign physical therapy program, he would need
educational credentials deemed equivalent to those required in
the United States.
The physical therapist assistant licensure requirements would
be changed to provide for graduation from a physical therapy
course of not less than 2 years duration which was approved by
an appropriate accrediting agency rather than by board-employed
physical therapists. Graduates of a foreign school giving
physical therapy assistant courses deemed equivalent to those
required in the United States would be eligible to take the
licensure examination.
The board could not issue permits authorizing practice until
the next examination when it determines that an applicant, who
has not passed an examination in another jurisdiction which
would entitle him to licensure without examination, does
possess sufficient other qualifications.
The requirements that applicants take an oral test and give a
practical demonstration would be removed. The act would no
longer specify examination subjects or require that written
tests be designated by number to conceal the identity of the
applicant during grading.
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The grounds for refusal, revocation, or suspension of a license
would be amended to allow such action for:
inability to practice with reasonable skill and safety by
reason of illness or use of alcohol, drugs, narcotics,
chemicals, or any other type of material or as a result of a
mental or physical condition, rather than for the habitual use
of intoxicating liquors, narcotics, or stimulants to an
incapacitating extent.
pleading guilty or nolo contendere to a felony or being
found guilty of a felony, rather than for conviction of a
felony.
providing treatment without a written prescription issued by
a person licensed pursuant to chs. 458, 459, or 466, F.S., or
the instructional directive of a chiropractor or podiatrist.
failure to maintain acceptable standards of practice.
dividing, transferring, assigning, rebating, or refunding
fees, rather than for conduct unbecoming a physical therapist
or for conduct detrimental to the best interest of the public.
having had similar action taken by another licensing
authority.
Fees would be increased.
The Board of Medical Examiners would appoint three physical
therapists to a Physical Therapy Council and would be
authorized to delegate to it such powers and duties as are
proper to carry out the provisions of ch. 486, F.S., rather
than employ three physical therapists for that purpose. The
board would fix their compensation and pay their expenses.
Members would be appointed for 4-year terms with no limitation
on the number of terms which a council member could serve. The
Florida Physical Therapy Association would recommend physical
therapists to fill vacancies.
The board would be required to obtain the council's assistance
in establishing standards of practice, adopting rules, and
determining the standing and reputability of schools. The
council would identify the agency to recognize foreign physical
therapy programs and foreign schools giving physical therapy
courses. The board would require council certification for
licensure.
Any person violating any provision of ch. 486, F.S., would be
guilty of a first degree misdemeanor.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
The following maximum fees would be imposed: $125, rather than
$75, for application; $75 annually for biennial renewal of a
physical therapist license, rather than the current $10
annually; $50 annually for biennial renewal of a physical
therapist assistant license, rather than the current $7.50 for
an annual license; and a delinquency fee of $75 annually,
rather than $7.50, for physical therapists; a delinquency fee
of $50 annually for physical therapist assistants, rather than
the current $5.

B.

Government:
Fees collected pursuant to ch. 486, F.S., would be deposited in
the Professional Regulation Trust Fund. According to the
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Department of Professional Regulation, there are 2,738
registered physical therapists and physical therapists
assistants.
III.

COMMENTS:
The Physical Therapy Council would have a significant impact on the
regulation of physical therapists. The council would have no lay
members.
Chapter 486, F.S., would be repealed October 1, 1986 pursuant to
the Sunset Act and the Physical Therapy Council would be subject to
Sundown review at that time.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None

STATEMENT OF SUBSTANTIAL CHANGES CONTAINED IN
COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE FOR SENATE BILL 1049

The current defintion of physical therapy is retained with an
amendment to provide that treatment be upon the prescription of a
physician, osteopath, or dentist or upon the oral or written
instructional directive of a chiropractor or podiatrist.
The current definition of physical therapist is retained.
Physical therapists are not authorized to practice chiropractic.
Grounds for license refusal, revocation, or suspension include the
provision of treatment without the instructional directive of a
chiropractor or podiatrist.
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ing; establishing license and permit fees; requiring the disclosure of
receipts from boxing contests; establishing a percent gross receipts tax;
providing penalties; establishing a medical advisory board; regulating the
contracts and tickets of admission relating to boxing matches; requiring
certain persons to post bond or other security prior to licensing; authoriz
ing the commission to hold hearings, to issue subpoenas, to suspend or
revoke licenses, and to impose fines; providing criminal penalties; prohib
iting certain conflicts of interest; repealing ss. 548.01-548.04, Florida
Statutes, relating to pugilistic exhibitions; providing for future repeal and
review; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title. On motion by Senator Gersten, by
two-thirds vote CS for SB's 594 and 389 was read the third time by title,
passed and certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-35
Barron
Gersten
Carlucci
Girardeau
Castor
Grant
Childers, D.
Grizzle
Childers, W. D. Hair
Crawford
Henderson
Dunn
Hill
Fox
Jenne
Frank
Jennings

Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson
Myers
Neal

Plummer
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstein

Nays-None
On motion by Senator Henderson, the rules were waived and by
two-thirds vote HB 1039 was withdrawn from the Committee on Appro
priations.
On motion by Senator HendersonHB 1039-A bill to be entitled An act relating to contractual services;
amending s. 287.012(3) and (5), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and
adding subsections (7) and (8) thereto, redefining the term "contractual
services"; defining the terms "physically or mentally disabled person,"
"extension" and "renewal"; amending s. 287.042(4)(a), Florida Statutes,
1982 Supplement, requiring notice of invitation to bids to be mailed at
least 10 days prior to the date of bid submittals; amending s. 287.057(2),
(3), (9), (11), (12), (15), and (17), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and
adding new subsections (13) and (17) to said section, providing criteria
for bids for contractual services; providing procedures for contract renew
al; deleting an internal cross reference; requiring agency certification of
emergency situations that justify exceptions to bidding requirements;
allowing dollar increases with respect to contract extensions; providing
renewal procedures; deleting a prohibition against agency fiscal employ
ees serving on contract selection committees; providing for a review and
approval process for certain contractual service contracts; amending s.
287.058, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, providing additional provi
sions to be included in contract documents; providing for signature of
written agreements by agency heads; providing an effective date.
-a companion measure, was substituted for SB 690 and read the
second time by title. On motion by Senator Henderson, by two-thirds
vote HB 1039 was read the third time by title, passed and certified to the
House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-35
Beard
Girardeau
Carlucci
Grant
Castor
Grizzle
Childers, D.
Hair
Childers, W. D. Henderson
Crawford
Hill
Dunn
Jennings
Fox
Johnston
Frank
Kirkpatrick
Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea -Jenne
SB 690 was laid on the table.
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Langley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
Maxwell
McPherson
Meek
Myers
Neal

Plummer
Rehm
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstein

00 1 � A bill to be entitled An act relating to the practice
o�eating s. 486.015, Florida Statutes; providing legis
lative intent; amending s. 486.021, Florida Statutes; providing definitions;
renumbering and amending s. 486.121, Florida Statutes; providing
powers and duties of the Board of Medical Examiners with respect to reg
ulating the practice of physical therapy; providing powers, duties, and
membership of the Physical Therapy Council; renumbering and amend
ing s. 486.071, Florida Statutes; requiring licensure of physical therapists;
amending s. 486.031, Florida Statutes; specifying requirements for licen
sure; amending s. 486.041, Florida Statutes; providing licensure proce
dures and fees; providing for temporary permits; amending s. 486.051,
Florida Statutes; directing the Department of Professional Regulation to
provide for licensure examinations; amending ss. 486.061 and 486.081,
Florida Statutes; providing for the issuance of licenses and for licensure
without examination; requiring certification by the council; renumbering
and amending s. 486.052, Florida Statutes; providing for biennial renewal
fees and delinquency fees; providing conditions for reinstatement of a
license; amending s. 486.102, Florida Statutes; providing licensure
requirements for physical therapist assistants; amending s. 486.103, Flor
ida Statutes; providing licensure procedures and fees; providing for tem
porary permits; amending s. 486.104, Florida Statutes; directing the
department to provide for licensure examinations; amending ss. 486.106
and 486.107, Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of licenses and for
licensure without examination; requiring certification by the council;
renumbering and amending s. 486.105, Florida Statutes; providing for
biennial renewal fees and delinquency fees; providing conditions for rein
statement of license; renumbering and amending s. 486.072, Florida Stat
utes; providing for the disposition of fees; renumbering and amending s.
486.091, Florida Statutes; providing grounds for the refusal, revocation,
or suspension of licenses; authorizing the department to compel a physi
cal therapist or physical therapist assistant to submit to certain examina
tions; renumbering and amending s. 486.101, Florida Statutes; prohibit
ing false representation and prohibiting misrepresentation in obtaining a
license; amending s. 486.151, Florida Statutes; providing penalties for vio
lations; providing for injunctive relief; amending s. 486.161, Florida Stat
utes; providing exemptions; amending s. 486.171, Florida Statutes; pro
viding that current licenses are valid under certain circumstances;
repealing s. 486.141, Florida Statutes, which prohibits fraudulent repre
sentation to obtain registration; providing for review and repeal; provid
ing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
Senators Girardeau, Grant and Hair offered the following amendment
which was moved by Senator Girardeau and adopted:
Amendment 1-On page 21, line 29, insert:
pists," after the word "surgeons,"

"occupational thera

On motion by Senator Girardeau, by two-thirds vote CS for SB 1049 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, ordered engrossed and
then certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-36
Gersten
Beard
Girardeau
Carlucci
Gordon
Castor
Grant
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D. Grizzle
Hair
Crawford
Henderson
Dunn
Hill
Fox
Jenne
Frank

Jennings
Johnston
Kirkpatrick
Langley
Malchon
Mann
Margolis
McPherson
Meek

Myers
Neal
Plummer
Scott
Stuart
Thomas
Thurman
Vogt
Weinstein

Nays-None
Consideration of SB 648 was deferred.
On motions by Senator Rehm, by two-thirds vote HB 1153 was with
drawn from the Committees on Education and Appropriations.
On motions by Senator RehmHB 1153-A bill to be entitled An act relating to mental health; cre
ating s. 240.514, Florida Statutes; establishing the Florida Mental Health
Institute within the University of South Florida; providing purpose; pro
viding for a director; authorizing the institute to utilize the pay plan of
the State University System; providing an effective date.
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duly enacted by the Legislature.
(i).)
Section 31.

CHAPTER 83-85

LAWS OF FLORIDA

CHAPTER 83-85

(See

s.

ll.242(5)(b),

Section 446.031, Florida Statutes, is repealed.

cited section, which relates to the State
Note.--The
Apprenticeship Council, was expressly repealed by s. 4,
ch. 78-323, Laws of Florida, effective October 1, 1981.
Because this section has been amended subsequently to the
enactment of ch. 78-323, the section (as it now exists)
must be expressly repealed by the Legislature in order
for it to be omitted from publication in the Florida
Statutes. (See specifically amendment by s. 3, ch. 79397, Laws of Florida, and s. 11, ch. 79-397, which
that
to
respect
provides legislative intent with
amendment. )
Section 32.
repealed.

Sections

450.50

and

450.51,

Florida Statutes, are

Note.--The cited sections, formerly ss. 13.998 and 13.9981,
which sections provide the short title and definitions
for the State Employment and Training Act, were expressly
repealed by s. 4, ch. 78-323, Laws of Florida, effective
Because these sections have been
October 1, 1981.
amended subsequently to the enactment of ch. 78-323,
these sections (as they now exist) must be expressly
repealed by the Legislature in order for them to be
omitted from publication in the Florida Statutes. (See
specifically amendments by s. l, ch. 79-261, Laws of
Florida, and s. 8, ch. 79-261, which provides legislative
See also
intent with respect to those amendments.
amendment to s. 450.51 by s. 57, ch. 79-190, Laws of
Florida.)
Section 33.

Section 550.025, Florida Statutes, is repealed.

Note.--The cited section, which relates to the advisory
committee on thoroughbred racing, was expressly repealed
by s. 4, ch. 78-323, Laws of Florida, effective October
1, 1981. Because this section was not repealed b) a
"current session" of the Legislature, it may not be
omitted from publication in Florida Statutes 1983 unless
its repeal is confirmed by reviser's bill duly enacted by
the Legislature. (See s. ll.242(5)(b), (i).)
Section 34.
repealed.

Sections

553.87

and

553.89,

Florida Statutes, are

Note.--The cited sections, which respectively relate to
water heating plumbing requirements and the Florida
Lighting Efficiency Code, were expressly repealed by s.
5, ch. 81-226, Laws of Florida, effective December 31,
Because these sections were not repealed by a
1981.
"current session" of the Legislature, they may not be
omitted from publication in Florida Statutes 1983 unless
their repeal is confirmed by reviser's bill duly enacted
by the Legislature. (See s. 11.242(5)(b), (i).)
Section 35.
is repealed.

Subsection

(2) of section 719.501, Florida Statutes,
292
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Note.--The cited subsection, which relates to the advisory
board with respect to cooperative apartments of the
Division of Florida Land Sales and Condominiums, was
expressly repealed by s. 4, ch. 78-323, Laws of Florida,
effective October 1, 1981. Because this subsection was
not repealed by a "current session" of the Legislature,
it may not be omitted from publication in Florida
Statutes 1983 unless its repeal is confirmed by reviser's
(See s.
the Legislature.
by
enacted
duly
bill
ll.242(5)(b), (i).)
Section 36. Sections
Statutes, are repealed.

943. 38,

943.39,

and

943.40,

Florida

cited sections, which relate to the Crime
Note.--The
Laboratory Council, were expressly repealed by s. 4, ch.
78-323, Laws of Florida, effective October 1, 1981.
Because these sections were not repealed by a "current
session" of the Legislature, they may not be omitted from
publication in Florida Statutes 1983 unless their repeal
is confirmed by reviser's bill duly enacted by the
Legislature. (See s. 11.242(5)(b), (i).)
Section 37.

Section 945.065, Florida Statutes, is repealed.

Note.--The cited section, which relates to the Prison
Industry Commission, was expressly repealed by s. 4, ch.
78-323, Laws of Florida, effective October 1, 1981.
Because this section was not repealed by a "current
session" of the Legislature, it may not be omitted from
publication in Florida Statutes 1983 unless its repeal is
bill duly enacted by the
reviser's
by
confirmed
Legislature. (See s. ll.242(5)(b), (i).)
Approved by the Governor June 8, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 9, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-'0
Committee Substitute for Senate Bill No. 1049
An

act relating to the practice of physical therapy;
providing
Statutes;
Florida
486.015,
creating s.
486.021, Florida
s.
amending
intent;
legislative
Statutes; providing definitions; renumbering and amending
s. 486.121, Florida Statutes; providing powers and duties
of the Board of Medical Examiners with respect to
regulating the practice of physical therapy; providing
powers, duties, and membership of the Physical Therapy
Council; renumbering and amending s. 486.071, Florida
Statutes; requiring licensure of physical therapists;
Florida Statutes; specifying
486.031,
s.
amending
requirements for licensure; amending s. 486.041, Florida
Statutes;
licensure procedures and fees;
providing
providing for temporary permits; amending s. 486.051,
of
Department
the
directing
Statutes;
Florida
licensure
for
provide
to
Professional Regulation
examinations; amending ss. 486.061 and 486.081, Florida
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Statutes; providing for the issuance of licenses and for
licensure without examination; requiring certification by
the council; renumbering and amending s. 486.052, Florida
Statutes;
providing
for biennial renewal fees and
delinquency fees; providing conditions for reinstatement
of a license; amending s. 486.102, Florida Statutes;
providing licensure requirements for physical therapist
assistants;
amending
s. 486.103, Florida Statutes;
providing licensure procedures and fees; providing for
temporary permits; amending s. 486.104, Florida Statutes;
directing the department to provide
for
licensure
examinations; amending ss. 486.106 and 486.107, Florida
Statutes; providing for issuance of licenses and for
licensure without examination; requiring certification by
the council; renumbering and amending s. 486.105, Florida
Statutes;
providing
for biennial renewal fees and
delinquency fees; providing conditions for reinstatement
of license; renumbering and amending s. 486.072, Florida
Statutes; providing for the
disposition
of
fees;
renumbering and amending s. 486.091, Florida Statutes;
providing grounds for the refusal,
revocation,
or
suspension of licenses; authorizing the department to
compel a physical therapist or
physical
therapist
assistant to submit to certain examinations; renumbering
and amending s. 486.101, Florida Statutes; prohibiting
false representation and prohibiting misrepresentation in
obtaining a license; amending s.
486.151,
Flo"ida
Statutes; providing penalties for violations; providing
for injunctive relief; amending s. 486.161, Florida
Statutes; providing exemptions; amending s. 486.171,
Florida Statutes; providing that current licenses are
valid under certain circumstances; repealing s. 486.141,
Florida
Statutes,
which
prohibits
fraudulent
representation to obtain registration; providing for
review and repeal; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

Section 486.015, Florida Statutes, is created to read:-

486.015 Legislative
intent.--The Legislature finds that the
practice of physical
therapy
by
unskilled
and
incompetent
practitioners presents a danger to the public health and safety. The
Legislature finds further that it is difficult for the public to make
an
informed
choice
about
physical therapists and trat the
consequences of a wrong choice could seriously endanger their health
and safety. The sole legislative purpose in enacting this chapter is
to ensure that every physical therapist practicing in this state
meets minimum requirements for safe practice. It is the legislative
intent that physical therapists who fall below minimum competency or
who otherwise present a danger to the public shall be prohibited from
practicing in this state.
Section 2.

Section 486.021, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

{Substantial rewording of section. See
s. 486.021, F.S., for present text.)
486.021 Definitions.--In
otherwise requires:

this
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"Board" means the Board of Medical Examin
ers.

CHAPTER 83-86

"Department" means the Department of Profes
sional Regulation.
(3) "License" means the document of author
ization granted by the
board and issued by the department for a
person to engage in the
practice of physical therapy.
(4) "The
practice
of
physical
prescription of a physician licensed bytherapy" means, upon the
this state pursuant to
chapters 458, 459, or 466, or upon the
oral or written instructional
directive of a person licensed pursuant to
chapters 460 or 461, the
treatment of any disability, injury, diseas
e, or other condition of
health of human beings, or the prevention
of such disability, injury,
disease or other condition of health and
thereto by the use of the physical, chemic rehabilitation as related
air, cold, heat, electricity, exercise,al and other properties of
upon compliance with the criteria set forth massage, acupuncture only
by the Board of Medical
Examiners, when no penetration of the skin
occurs, radiant energy,
including ultraviolet, visible and infrared
rays, ultrasound, water
and apparatus and equipment used in the applic
ation of the foregoing
or related thereto, or the performance of
tests of neuromuscular
functions as an aid to the diagnosis
or treatment of any human
condition. The physical therapist may perfor
aid to the aiagnosis of any human condition m electromyography as an
only upon compliance with
the criteria set forth by the Board of Medica
roentgen rays and radium for diagnostic and l Examiners. The use of
therapeutic purposes, and
the
use
of
electricity
for
surgic
purposes,
including
cauterization, are not authorized under al
the term "physical therapy"
as used in this chapter.
(5) "Physical therapist" means a person
practices physical therapy in accordance with who is licensed and who
the provisions of this
chapter, upon the oral or written prescr
and registered in this state to practiiption of a person licensed
ce
medicine, surgery, or
dentistry and whose license is in good
chapter shall authorize a person licensed standing. Nothing in this
pursua
nt to this chapter to
practice chiropractic as defined in chapter
460.

(6) "Physical therapist assistant" means a
person who is licensed
in accordance with the provisions of this
related activities, including the use of chapter to perform patient
physic
al agents, and whose
activities are performed under the direction
of a physical therapist
as set forth in rules adopted pursuant to this
chapter.

(7) "Physical therapy" or "physiotherapy,"
which terms are deemed
identical and interchangeable, means a health
care profession.
Section 3. Section 486.121, Florida Statut
es, is renumbered as
section 486.025 and amended to read:

486.025 486�¼2¼
EHsffliftePe�--

Powers

and

duties

of

the
--

board

e£

Meaies¼

ill. The board e£ Meaies¼ EKBffliftePe may administer oaths, summon
witnesses, and take testimony in all matters relating to its duties
under this chapter. The board, with the assistance of the Physical
Therapy Council, is authorized to establish minimum standards of
practice and adopt eft¼y those rules necessary sfta Pe�¼s��efts fteeaea
to administer esppy ett� �fte ffleeftsftiee sfta �peeeattPes �e e££ee�tts�e
this chapter, and it may amend or revise Peveke such standards and
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rules from time to time. if tfte eesPa aetePfflinee an sppi*esnt fep
Peg*etpst*en *e �siifiea te pPsetiee p ft ye*esi �ftePspy7 tfte ee sPa fflsy
ieeHe tfte sppiie snt s pePffl*t siiew*ng ft*ffl te ppset*ee pftyeiesi
tftePspy pHPeHsnt te tfte tePffle ef tft*e eftspteP Hntii tfte fteiaing ef
tfte neKt eKsfflinstien prev*aea feP ey tft*e eftspter, eHt net fer s
ienger pep*ea ef t*ffle-: The board shall have power to review psee Hpen
the good standing and reputability of any school or college offering
courses in physical therapy and whether the courses of such school or
college in physical therapy meet the standards established f*Kea by
the appropriate accrediting agency referred to in s. 486.031(3)(a)
eesra. In determining the standing and reputability of any such
school
and whether the school and courses meet such standards esn ee
spprevea e y tfte eesra, the board, with the a ssistance of the Physical
Therapy Council, may investigate and make personal insp ection of the
s ame .
The powers and duties of the board, as set out in thi s
chapter, shall in no way limit or int erfere with its powers and
duties a s set forth in chapter 458. All powers and duties of the
board, a s set forth in this chapter, shall be supplemental and
addit ional powers and duties to those conferred upon the board by
chapter 458.
(2) The board shall appoint three physical therapists to serve on
the Physical Therapy Council, each for a term of 4 years. The board
may delegate to the council such powers and duties as are proper to
carry out the provisions of this chapter. The board shall fix the
council members ' compen sation and pay their expenses. Any time there
is a vacancy on the council, the Florida Physical Therapy A ssociation
shall
recommend to the board a list of physical therapi sts,
containing the names of at least twice as many physical therapists as
there are vacancies to be filled, which list the board may use in
filling any such vacancy.
Section 4. Section 486.071, Florida
486.028 and amended to read:

section

Statutes, is renumbered as

486.028 486�9�¼ License Regietpstien required.--No person shall
practice, nor hold himself out a s being able to practice, phy sical
in this state unless he is licensed in accordance with the
therapy
provisions of this chapter isw; provided, however, that nothing in
this chapter i sw shall prohibit any person licensed in this state
under any other law from engaging in the practice for which he is
licensed.
Section 5.

Section 486.031, Florida Statutes, i s amended

to

read:

486.031 Physical therapist licensing Regie�rs�ien requir ements.-
To be eligible for licensing PegietPst*en e y tfte eesPa as a physical
therapist an applicant must:
(1)

Be at least 18 years old;

(2)

Be of good moral characterL; and
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satisfaction of the board an examination admini stered eenaHetea by
the department *t to d etermine his fitness for practice as a physical
therapist as hereinafter provided; or
(b) Have received a diploma from a program in physical therapy in
a foreign country and have educational creden tials deemed equivalent
to those required for the educational preparation of physical
thera ists in thi s countr , as reco nized b the a ro riate a ency
a s identified by th e Physical Therapy Council, Wftieft pPegPeffl ft ss eeen
s pprevea e y tfte sppPep ris�e sgeney se iaentifiea ey �fte Bivieien ef
Pft yeie s¼ �fteP spy, Besra ef Mea*es¼ EK sffliners , and have passed to the
sati sfaction of the board an examination
administereci eenaHetea by
the department *� to determine his fitness for practice as a physical
therapist as hereinafter provided; or

(c) Be entitled to licensure PegietP stien without
examination as
provided in s. 486.081.
Section 6.
486.041

Section 486.041, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

Physical therapists ; application for licensing.--

ill A person who d esires to be licen sed a s a physical therapist
apply to the board in wri ting, on a form e¼ snk furnished by the
department eesPa. He shall embody in that application evidence under
oath, satisfactory to the board, of his possessing the qualifications
preliminary to examination required by s. 486.031. He shall pay to
the department ee sra at the time of filing hi s application, a fee not
to exceed $125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part of which
shall be r eturn ed.
shall

2
If a
erson
desires to ractice h sical thera
rior to
becoming licensed through examination or endor sement, he shall apply
the board for a temporary permit in accordance with rules adopted
to
pursuant to this chapter.
Section 7.

Sec tion 486.051, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(Substantial rewording of section. See
s. 486.051, F.S., for pr esent text.)

486.051 Physical
therapists;
examination of applicants.--The
department shall provide for examination of applicants for licensing
as physical th erapists at least once a year, and more often at the
discretion of the board, at a time and place to be determined by the
department .
Examinations of applicants for licensing as physical
therapi sts shall b e administered by the department in accordance with
rul es adopted by th e board to test the applicant' s qualifications,
including the taking of a written test.
Section 8.

Section 486.061, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

(3)(a) Have been graduated from a school of giving s eeHPee in
physical therapy, which eeHree7 se g*ven ey eHeft eefteei has been
approved for the educational preparation of physical therapists by
the appropriate accrediting agency recognized by the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation (formerly the National Commi ssion on
Accrediting and the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commi ssions of
Higher Education) or sna the United States Department Sefflffliee*ener of
Education at the time of his graduat ion and have passed to the

486.061 Physical therapist; issuance of licenses eept*Eie stee to
applicants pas sing examinations.--The board, upon certification by
the Physical Therapy Council, shall cause, through the department,
the i ssuance of a license regietep se s pft yeies¼ tfterspiet sna eft s¼¼
fHrnieft
s
eertifieste ef regietpstien to each applicant who
success fully establishes his eligibility
under the terms of this
chapter ¼aw, and any person who holds a license eertifie ste ef
regietrstien pur suant t o thi s section may engage in the practice of
physical therapy and us e the word s "physical therapist" or ll p ftys*e s¼
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tftePapiet,ll "physiotherapist," or llre�ie�erea pftyeieai tfterapie�, ll
afta fte 111ay 1:tee the letters "P.T.," ll pft-,'f-,, ll eP ll R-,P-,'f-,, ll in
connection with his name or place of business to denote his licensure
re�ie�ratieft hereunder.
Section 9.

Section 486.081, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

486.081 Physical therapist; issuance of licenses to persons
passing examination of certain other examining boards, per111ite.--The
board, upon certification by the Physical Therapy Council, may cause,
through the department, the issuance of a license ae a pftyeieai
tfterapiet
afta
i1:tPftieft
a eertiiieate ei Pe�ietratieft without
examination to any applicant who presents evidence, satisfactory to
the board, of having passed an examination before a similar lawfully
authorized examining board in physical therapy of another state, the
District of Columbia, a territory, or a foreign country, if the
standards for licensure Pe�ietPatieft in physical therapy in such
other state, district, territory, or foreign country are determined
by the board to be as high as those of this state, as established by
Any person who holds a
rules adopted pursuant to this chapter.
eer�iiieate ei Pe�ie�Patieft afta a license pursuant to this section
may use the words "physical therapist" or llpftyeieai tftepapie�, ll
l!iieefteea pftyeieai �fterapie�,11 11physiotherapist," or l!pe�ieterea
pftyeieai �fterapie�,ll afta fte 111ay 1:1ee the letters "P.T.," l!I,-,p-,'f-,, ll
llpft-,'f-,,ll eP llR-,P-,'f-,,I! in connection with his name or place of
business to denote his licensure re�ie�pa�ieft hereunder. ii tfte
eeaPa ae�eP111iftee �ftat tfte appiieaft� ftae fte� paeeea e1:teft eMa111ifta�ieft
ae te efttitie ftiffl te a iieeftee afta a eep�iiieate ei re�ie�Pa�ieft
wi�fte1:tt eMa111ifta�ieft, �fte eeara 111ay, ii it aeter111iftee tfte appiieaftt
peeeeeeee
e1:tiiieieftt etfter �aiiiieatiefte fer tfte pPae�iee ei
pftyeieai tftepapy, iee1:te �fte appiieaftt a peP111it aiiewift� ftiffl �e
ppaetiee pftyeieai tftepapy p1:tre1:taftt te tfte �eP111e ei �ftie eftapter 1:tft�ii
tfte fteiaift� ei �fte fteM� eMa111iftatiel'l pPeviaea ieP ey tftie eftap�er-,
'ffte per111it eftaii ee vaiia 1:tl'l�ii ftetii�eatieft ei tfte Pes1:1ite ei
eMa111iftatieft, e1:1t ftet ieP a ieft�er pePiea ei ti111e-, At the time of
making application for licensure without examination, pursuant to the
terms of this section, the applicant shall pay to the department
eeara a fee not to exceed $125 $�§ as fixed annually by the board, no
part of which shall be returned.
Section 10. Section 486.052, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
section 486.085 and amended to read:
486.085 48e-,9§2

Physical therapist; aftft1:tai fees.--

(1) A biennial renewal Aft aftft1:tai Pe�ie�ra�ieft fee not to exceed
$75 per year ei $i9 shall be required of each aii iieefteea physical
therapist to renew his license �ftePapiete, the time and place of
payment to be determined by the department eeaPa.
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years, the license eeP�iiieate shall be automatically canceled and
the board shall notify the physical therapist of the same.
The
license eePtiiieate may not be reinstated or renewed until the
physical therapist�
(a) Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that he has
actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy 1n good standing
in another state for the 4 years immediately preceding the filing of
an application for reinstatement; or
ill Makes
application for, and passes, the examination as
provided by s. 486.051 and pays the fee therefor as provided in s.
486.041.
Prior to issuance of a license reinstated pursuant to this
subsection, the licensee shall be required to remit all fees provided
for in subsection illSection 11.
read:

Section

486.102,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

486.102 Physical therapist assistant licensing requirements.--To
be eligible for licensing by the board as a physical therapist
assistant an applicant must:
(1)

Be at least 18 years old.

(2)

Be of good moral character.

(3)J...!u Have been graduated from a school giving a course of not
less than 2 years for physical therapist assistants, which ee1:tPse, ae
�iveft
ey e1:teft eefteei, has been approved for the educational
by
the
preparation of traiftift� physical therapist assistants
appropriate
accrediting
agency
recognized by the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation (formerly the National Commission on
Accrediting and the Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of
Higher Education) or the United States Department of Education at the
time of his graduation and have passed pftyeieai tfiePap*e�e e111pieyea
ey tfie eeaPa p1:tPe1:taftt �e e-, 486-,Q§if2t-,
f4t Paee, to the satisfaction of the board, an examination
administered eefta1:tetea by the department i� to determine his fitness
for practice as a physical therapist assistant as hereinafter
provided1_-,
(b) Have been graduated from a school giving a course for
physical therapist assistants in a foreign country
and
have
educational credentials deemed equivalent to those required for the
educational preparation of physical therapist assistants in this
country, as recognized by the appropriate agency as identified by the
Physical Therapy Council, and have passed, to the satisfaction of the
board, an examination conducted by the department to determine his
fitness for practice as a physical therapist assistant as hereinafter
provided; or

(2) If the a renewal fee ieP afty pftyeieai tftepapiet1e eeptiiieate
is not paid by the end of any biennial period BeeeeeP 3i ei afty
year, the holder of the license tftePeei may be reinstated as a
iieefteea physical therapist only upon payment of a delinquency fee
not to exceed $75 per year $�-,§9, as fixed annually by the board, and
all lapsed fees, and upon submitting proof, satisfactory to the
board, of compliance with this section and all other provisions of
this chapter.

Section 12.
read:

(3) If any license eer�iiieate is not reinstated as provided in
subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period exceeding � 3

486.103 Physical
licensing.--
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(c) Be entitled
s. 486.107.

to licensure without examination as provided in

Section

486.103,

Florida

therapist
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Statutes,

assistant1.
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for
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ill A person who desires to be licensed as a physical therapist
assistant shall apply to the board in writing on a form e¼ank
furnished
by the department eeaPa.
He shall embodyin that
application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the board, of his
possessing the qualifications preliminary to examination required by
s. 486.104. He shall pay to the department eeaPa at the time of
filing his application a fee not to exceed $125 $�5 as fixed annually
by the board, no part of which shall be returned.
(2) If a person desires to work as a physical therapist assistant
prior to being licensed through examination or endorsement, he shall
apply for a temporary permit in accordance with rules adopted
pursuant to this chapter.
Section 13.
read:

Section

486.104,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

examination
of
486.104 Physical
therapist
assistantL7
applicants.--The department eeaPa shall provide for examination of
ae¼a eK11.111ina�iene fep applicants for licensing as physical therapist
assistants at least once a year, and more often at the discretion of
the board, at a time and place to be determined by the department
eeaPa. Examination of applicants for licensing as physical therapist
assistants shall be provided Maae by the department in accordance
with rules adopted by the
board
to
test
the
applicant's
qualifications, including the taking of a written test. Beapa ef
Meaiea¼ BKaMiaePe aeeePain� �e �ae Me�aeae aeeMea ey i� �e ee Mee�
ana eKpeaien� �e �ee� tae app¼iean�e! f!"tla¼ifieatiene;
pPae�iea¼
ine¼Hain� ePa¼ ana wPi��en �ee�e ana pPae�iea¼ aeMene�Pa�ieae�
BKafflina�iene eaa¼¼ ee �iven in �ae fe¼¼ewin� eHe;eete� HHMan ana�eMy
e¼ee�Pe�aepapy
ana
eaeMietPy
ana
payeiee7
ana
payeie¼e�y7
ayaPe�aepapy; �aePapeH�ie eKePeieee7 Peaaei¼itatien; e�aiee; ana
e¼iniea¼ pPeeeaHP-. in tae wPitten tee�e 7 eaea app¼iean� eaaii ee
aeei�a�ea ey a aHeeP ine�eaa ef ey naM-.
Section 14.
read:

Section

486.106,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

486.106 Physical
therapist assistants; issuance of licenses
eeP�ifiea�ee.--The board, upon certification by the Physical Therapy
Council, shall issue iieenee ae a payeieai �aePapiet aeeietant ana
eaaii fHPniea a license eep�ifieate ef pe�ie �pa�ien to each applicant
who successfully establishes his eligibility under the terms of this
chapter ¼aw, and any person who holds a license eep�ifiea�e ef
Pe�ie�pa�ien pursuant to this section may use the words "physical
aeeie�an�;!!
�1'\ePapie�
therapist assistant," !! ¼ieeneea payeiea¼
!! pe�ie�epea
�ftePapiet aeeietant 7!! or !! plo\yeieai t}\epapy
payeieai
�ee1'\nieian 711 ana ae May Hee the letters "P.T.A.," !!.,.,p�'f�A�;!!
!!R�P�'f�A� 7 II eP !!p�'f�'f�;II in connection with his name to denote his
licensure Pe�ie�Pa�ien hereunder.
Section 15.
read:

Section

486.107,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

486.107 Physical
therapist assistants; issuance of licenses
�ep�ifieatee to persons passing examination of
certain
other
examining boards; pePMi�e.--The board, upon certification by the
Physical Therapy Council, may cause, through the department, the
issuance of iieenee ae payeieai taepapiet aeeietan� ana fHPnie1'\ a
license eeP�ifiea�e ef Pe�ietpa�ien without examination to any
applicant who presents evidence to the board, under oath, of
300
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licensure in aavin� paeeea �ae eKaMina�ien fep p1'\yeiea¼ �1'\epapiet
aeeietan�e eefepe a eiMiiap ¼awfH¼¼y aHtaePieea exaMiftin� eeaPa ef
another state, the District of Columbia, or a territory, if the
standards for registering or licensing, as the case may be, as a fep
physical therapist assistant aeeietante in such other state are
determined by the board to be as high as those of this state, as
established by rules adopted pursuant to this chapter.
Any person
who holds a license eePtifieate ef Pe�ietPa�ien pursuant to this
section may use the words "physical therapist assistant,"
or
aeeie �aAt 7!! !!iieeAeea payeie81
tlo\ePapiet
!!pe�ietePea
payeieai
!!
taepapiet ae eietaftt7 eP !!payeiea¼ �aePapi e� teeaAieiaA;!! aAa ae May
liee the letters "P.T.A.," !!R�P�'f�A�7!! !!E,�P�'f�A�;!! ep !!p�'f�'f�;!! in
connection with his name to denote his licensure Pe�ie tPatieA
hereunder. if tae eeapa aetePMiAee taat tae appiieaAt aa e Aet paeeea
elielo\ exaMiAatieA ae te eAti�¼e 1'\iM �e a ¼ieeAee wit1'\eH� exaMiAatieA,
�ae eeaPa May; if it aetePMiAee �ae appiieaft� peeeeeeee eliffieieA�
etaep �Ha¼ifieatieAe fep tlo\e pPaetiee ae a iieeAeea
payeieai
taepapiet aeeie�aAt 7 ieeHe �ae app¼ieaA� a pePMit ai¼ewiA� 1'\iM te
pPaetiee ae a iieeAeea p1'\yeieai �aepapie� aeeietaftt pliPeHaA� �e t}\e
tePMe ef tlo\ie eaap�eP Hft�i¼ tlo\e ae¼aiA� ef t}\e AeK� eKaMiAatieA
'fae pePMi� eaaii ee vaiia liAtii
pPeviaea fep ey �1'\ie eaap teP�
Ae�ifieatieft ef tae Peeli¼�e ef �ae eKaMifta�ieA7 elit Ae� fep a ieft�ep
pePiea ef �iM-. At the time of making application for licensing
Pe�ietPa�ieft without examination, pursuant to the terms of this
section, the applicant shall pay to the department eeaPa a fee not to
exceed $125 $�5 as fixed annually by the board, no part of which
shall be returned.
Section 16. Section 486.105, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
section 486.108 and amended to read:
486.108
48&�¼95
Pe�ietPatieft fee.--

Physical

therapist

assistant;

fees

8ARli8±

(1) A biennial renewal AA 8RA1i8¼ Pe�ie�pa�ieA fee not to exceed
$50 per annum as fixed annually by the board ef $��59 shall be
required of all ¼ieefteea physical therapist assistants, the time and
place of payment to be determined by the department eeaPa.
(2) If the renewal fee fep aAy p}\yeiea¼ taePapie� aee ietaAtl e
eePtifieate is not paid by the end of any biennial period BeeeMeeP 3¼
ef aAy yeaP, the holder of the license t1'\epee£ may be reinstated as a
iieeReea physical therapist assistant only upon payment of
a
delinquency fee not to exceed $25 per year $5, as fixed annually by
the board, and all lapsed fees, and
upon
submitting
proof
satisfactory to the board of compliance with this section and all
other provisions of this chapter.
(3) If any license eeP�ifiea�e is not reinstated as provided 1n
subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period exceeding 4 3
years, the license eeP�ifiea�e shall be automatically canceled and
the board shall notify the physical therapist assistant of the same.
The license eep�ifiee�e may not be reinstated or renewed until the
physical therapist assistant�
(a) Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that he has
actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in good standing
in another state for the 4 years immediately preceding the filing of
an application for reinstatement; or
301
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Makes
application for, and passes, the examination as
provided by s. 486.104 and pays the fee therefor as provided in s.
486.103.
Prior to issuance of a license reinstated pursuant to this
subsection, the licensee shall be required to remit all fees provided
for in subsection illSection 17. Section 486.072, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
section 486.115 and amended to read:
486�9�2 Disposition
of fees.--All moneys collected
486.115
peeeivea by the department eeaPa under this chapter shall be
deposited and expended pursuant to the provisions of s. 215.37. Aii
etteft eMpeRaitMPee eftaii ee paia ttpeR pPeeeRtatieR e£ vetteftepe
appPevea ey tfte pPeeiaeRt aRa eeePetapy-tpeaettPeP e£ eaia eeaPa�
Section 18. Section 486.091, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
section 486.125 and amended to read:
486.125
486�99i Refusal,
revocation, or aRa suspension e£
Pe�ietPatieR.--The board may refuse to licensere�ieteP any applicant
and may, after notice and a hearing as required by law, suspend or
revoke the license Pe�ietPatieR of any physical therapist or physical
therapist assistant Pe�ietePea pePeeR:
(1) Who is unable to practice physical therapy with reasonable
skill and safety to patients by reason of illness or use of alcohol,
drugs, narcotics, chemicals, or any other type of material or as a
result of any mental or physical condition.
In enforcing this
subsection, the department shall have, upon probable cause, authority
to compel a physical therapist or physical therapist assistant to
submit to a mental or physical examination by physicians designated
by the department. Failure of a physical therapist or physical
therapist assistant to submit to such examination when so directed
shall constitute an admission of the allegations against him,
consequent upon which a default and final order may be entered
without taking of testimony or presentation of evidence unless the
failure was due to circumstances beyond his control. A physical
therapist or physical therapist assistant whose license is suspended
or revoked pursuant to this subsection shall at reasonable intervals
be given the opportunity to demonstrate that he can resume the
competent practice of physical therapy with reasonable skill and
safety to patients. Neither the record of proceedings nor the orders
entered by the board in any proceedings under this subsection shall
be used against a physical therapist or physical therapist assistant
Wfte ie aaaietea te tfte ftaeitttai ttee e£
in any other proceeding.
iRteMieatiR� ii�ttePe, RaPeetiee, eP etifflttiaRte te etteft aR eMteRt ae
te iReapaeitate ftiffl £ep tfte peP£ePfflaRee e£ ftie pPeieeeieRai atttiee�
(2) Who is guilty of fraud in the practice of physical therapy or
guilty of deceit in obtaining his license as a physical therapist or
Pe�ietpatieR as a physical therapist assistant.
(3) Who has pleaded guilty or nolo contendere to, or has been
found guilty of, a felony. eeRvietea iR a eettPt e£ eefflpeteRt
;ttPieaietieR e£ a £eieRy� �fte eeRvietieR e£ a £eieRy eftaii ee tfte
eeRvietieR e£ aRy e££eRee Wftieft, i£ eefflfflittea iR tfte etate, wettia
eeRetitttte a £eieRy ttRSeP tfte iawe e£ tftie etat�
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chapters 458, 459, or 466, or upon the instructional directive of a
person licensed to practice chiropractic or podiatry.
illt4t Who has treated or undertaken ie �ttiity e£ tpeatiR� eP
ttRaePtakiR� to treat human ailments by means other e£ ftttfflaR eeiR�s
etftePwiee than by physical therapy, as defined in atttftePieea ey this
chapter.
illt§t Who fails ftae MRaePtakeR to maintain acceptable standards
of pPaetiee physical therapy practice as set forth by the board and
Physical Therapy Council in rules adopted pursuant to this chapter
iRaepeRaeRtiy e£ tfte pPeeePiptieR e£ a pePeeR iieeReea ey tfte state
te pPaetiee ffleaieiRe, ettP�ePy eP aeRtietPy.
tet Wfte ftae eeeR £ettRa ey a eettPt e£ eefflpeteRt jMPieaietieR te ee
a ffleRtaiiy iii pePeeR aRa ftae Ret tftePea£tep eeeR Peetepea te ie�ai
eapaeity�
(7) Who
engages, directly or indirectly, in the division,
transferring, assigning, rebating, or refunding of fees received for
professional services, or who profits by means of a credit or other
valuable consideration, such as an unearned commission, discount, or
gratuity with any person referring a patient or with any relative or
business associate of the referring person. Nothing in this chapter
shall be construed to prohibit the members of any regularly an9
ro erl or anized business entit which is com rised of
h sical
therapists and which s recognized under the laws of this state K_ri,�
making any division of their total fees among themselves as they
determine necessary.
ie �iity e£ eeRattet ttReeeeffliR� a pepseR
Pe�ietepea ae a pftyeieai tftePapiet eP aetPiffleRtai te tfte eest
iRtepeet e£ tfte ptteiie�
(8) Who has had his license revoked or suspended, has had ���er
disciplinary action taken against him, or has had his application for
a license refused, revoked, or suspended by the licensing authorj._ty
of another state, territory, or country.
Section 19. Section 486.101, Florida Statutes, is renumbered as
section 486.135 and amended to read:
486.135
prohibited.--

486�i9i

Fal�e

representation

e£

Pe�ietPatieR

� It is eftaii ee unlawful for any person who is not licensed
pe�ietepea under this chapter as a physical therapist or whose
license Pe�ietPatieR has been suspended or revoked, to use in
connection with his name or place of business the words ep iettePe
"physical
therapist,"
"physiotherapist,"
"physical
therapy,"
"physiotherapy," "registered physical therapist," "licensed physical
therapist," or the letters "P.T.," "Ph.T.," eP "R.P.T.," or "L.P.T.,"
or any other words, letters, abbreviationsL or insignia indicating or
implying that he is a physical therapistL or to represent himself as
a physical therapist Wfte in any other way, orally, in writing, in
printL or by sign, directly or by implication, unless physical
therapy services are provided or supplied by a physical therapist
licensed in accordance with this chapter PepPeeeRte ft!ffleei£ ae a
pftyeieai tftePapiet.

ill Who has treated human ailments without having a written
prescription of a physician licensed by the state Eursuant to

(b) It is unlawful for any person who is not licensed under this
chapter as a physical therapist assistant, or whose license has been
suspended or revoked, to use in connection with his name the words

302
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licensed
physical
therapist
"physical therapist
assistant,
assistant," "registered physical therapist assistant," or "physical
11
11
therapy technician," or the letters P.T.A.," "L.P.T.A.," R.P.T.A.,11
or "P.T.T.,11 or any other words, letters, abbreviations, or insignia
indicating or implying that he is a physical therapist assistant or
to represent himself as a physical therapist assistant in any other
way, orally, in writing, in print, or by sign, directly or by
im.P_lication.
11

11

(2) It is unlawful for any person to obtain or attempt to obtain
a license under this chapter by any willful misrepresentation or any
fraudulent re.eresentation.
Section 20.
read:
486.151

Section

486.151,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

Penalties and remedies for violations.--

ill Any person who violates any of the provisions of this chapter
is efta¼¼ ee guilty of a misdemeanor of the first eeeena degree,
punishable as provided in s. 775.082 or s. 775.083.
(2) The department or any other person may, in the name of the
state, apply for injunctive relief in any court of competent
jurisdiction to enjoin any person from committing any act in
violation of this chapter. Such proceedings shall be in addition to,
and not in lieu of, any other penalty or remedy under this chapter.
Section 21.
read:
486.161

Section

486.161,

Florida

Statutes,

is

(2) No provision of this chapter shall be construed to prohibit
students who are enrolled in schools or courses of physical therapy
approved by the board from performing such acts of physical therapy
as are incidental to their respective courses of study, or to
prohibit any physical therapist from another state from performing
physical therapy incidental"to a course of study when taking or
giving a postgraduate course or other course of study in this state,
provided such physical therapist is licensed in another jurisdiction
or holds an appointment on the faculty of a school approved for
training physical therapists or physical therapist assistants.

486.171

CHAPTER 83-86
pPev*e*ene

486.171,

Florida

Statutes,

is

amended to

Current valid licenses eePt*f*eatee effective.--

(1) Any person holding a license eePt*f*eate ef Peg�etpat�en to
practice physical therapy issued by the board or department which
license is valid when this act ¼aw takes effect shall be deemed to be
304

ef

(2) Any person employed by or assisting the physical therapist as
an aide shall be considered eligible to continue to perform his
duties, provided he was so employed prior to the 1973 amendments to
this chapter aet. He shall not be eligible for licensure as a
physical therapist assistant or to call himself an assistant until he
meets the requirements of this chapter.
Section 23.
repealed.

Section

486.141,

Florida

Statutes,

is

hereby

Section 24. Chapter 486, Florida Statutes, as amended by this
act, is repealed on October l, 1986, and shall be reviewed by the
Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida Statutes, and the Physical
Therapy Counci.l shall be reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s.
11.611, Florida Statutes.
Section 25.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

Approved by the Governor June 8, 1983.
Filed in Office Secretary of State June 9, 1983.
CHAPTER 83-87
Senate Bill No. 1140

ill No provision of this chapter shall be construed to prohibit
tfte fe¼¼ew*ng persons licensed in this state from using physical
agents as a part of or incidental to the lawful practice of their
profession, Wfteft tftey �Paet*ee �fte*p pPefeee*eft under the statutes
applicable to their profession: chiropractors, podiatrists, doctors
of medicine, masseurs, nurses, osteopathic physicians and surgeons,
occupational therapists, and naturopaths.

Section
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licensed as a Peg*e�ePea physical therapist under tfte
this chapter.

amended to

Exemptions.--

Section 22.
read:

CHAPTER 83-86

An

act relating to sentencing; amending s. 775.082(3)(a),
Florida Statutes, redefining the penalty to be imposed
for a life felony committed on or after October l, 1983;
amending s. 921.001, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
providing legislative authority for development by the
Supreme Court of
statewide
sentencing
guidelines;
directing
the
Sentencing Commission to continually
evaluate
sentencing
practices
under
sentencing
guidelines;
directing the Supreme Court to develop
sentencing guidelines by September 1, 1983; providing for
legislative implementation of guidelines; directing the
Sentencing Commission to make annual recommendations
concerning revision of sentencing guidelines; providing
for adoption of revisions by the Supreme Court; providing
for implementation of revisions by the Legislature;
providing for appellate review of sentences imposed
outside the sentencing guidelines; requiring explanations
of sentences imposed outside the guidelines; directing
the
Sentencing
Commission
to
consider impact of
sentencing
guidelines
on
correctional
facilities;
providing for interagency cooperation in determining
impacts; prohibiting release of persons on parole if
incarcerated pursuant to a sentence imposed pursuant to
this act; amending ss. 924.06(1) and 924.07, Florida
Statutes, providing for appellate review of sentences
imposed outside the guidelines; providing an effective
date.

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
305

Florida House of Representatives - 1983

HB

879

By Representative R. M. Johnson

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to the practice of physical
therapy; creating s. 486.015, Florida Statutes;
providing legislative intent; amending s.

u

486.021, Florida Statutes; providing
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definitions; renumbering and amending s.
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therapy; providing powers, duties, and
membership of the Physical Therapy Council;
renumbering and amending s. 486.071, Florida
Statutes; requiring licensure of physical

... �"',._ 114

therapists; amending s. 486.031, Florida

"' E I 15

Statutes; specifying requirements for
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� c: 16
0
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18
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.0 0,
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24

25
26
27

28
29

30
31

licensure; amending s. 486.041, Florida
Statutes; providing licensure procedures and
fees; providing for temporary permits; amending
s. 486.051, Florida Statutes; directing the
Department of Professional Regulation to
provide for licensure examinations; amending
ss. 486.061 and 486.081, Florida Statutes;
providing for the issuance of licenses and for
licensure without examination; requiring
certification by the council; renumbering and
amending s. 486.052, Florida Statutes;
providing for biennial renewal fees and
delinquency fees; providing conditions for
reinstatement of a license; amending s.
486.102, Florida Statutes; providing licensure
requirements for physical therapist assistants;
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amending s. 486.103, Florida Statutes;
providing licensure procedures and fees;

1.18

providing for temporary permits; amending s.
486.104, Florida Statutes; directing the
department to provide for licensure

1.19

examinations; amending ss. 486.106 and 486.107,

1.20

Florida Statutes; providing for issuance of
licenses and for licensure without examination;
9

1.21

requiring certification by the council;

10

renumbering and amending s. 486.105, Florida

11

Statutes; providing for biennial renewal fees

12

and delinquency fees; providing conditions for

13

reinstatement of license; renumbering and

14

amending s. 486.072, Florida Statutes;

15

providing for the disposition of fees;

16

renumbering and amending s. 486.091, Florida

17

Statutes; providing grounds for the refusal,

18

revocation, or suspension of licenses;

19

authorizing the department to compel a physical

20

therapist or physical therapist assistant to

21

submit to certain examinations; renumbering and

22

amending s. 486.101, Florida Statutes;

23

prohibiting false representation and

24

prohibiting misrepresentation in obtaining a

25

license; amending s. 486.151, Florida Statutes;

26

providing penalties for violations; providing

27

for injunctive relief; amending s. 486.161,

28

Florida Statutes; providing exemptions;

29

amending s. 486.171, Florida Statutes;

30

providing that current licenses are valid under

31

certain circumstances; repealing s. 486.141,
2
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1.22
1.23

1.24
1.25
1.26
1.27
1.28
1.29
1.30

1.31
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1.32

Florida Statutes, which prohibits fraudulent

1.33

representation to obtain registration;

providing for review and repeal; providing an

1.34

effective date.

l:enc

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
Section 1.

9 I created to read:

101

486.015

1.34

Section 486.015, Florida Statutes, is

1.35

Legislative intent.--The Legislature finq�

111 ��at the practice of physical therapy by unskilled and

12 incompetent practitioners presents a danger to the public
1
13 healt��nd saf�e�ty. The Legislature finds further that it is
141 difficult for the public to make an informed choice about
151 physical therapists and that the consequences of a wrong

161 choice could seriously endanger their health and safety.

17

18

19

20

The

sole legislative purpose in enacting this chapter is to ensure

minimum requirements for safe practice.

intent that physical therapists who fall below minimum
Section 2.

Section 486.021, Florida Statutes, is

UI

s. 486.021, F.S., for present text.)

24 amended to read:
1
(Substantial rewording of section.
25
486.021

See

Definitions.--In this chapter, unless the

�71 context otherwise requires:

�I

1.38

1.39

1.41

1.42
1
It is the legislative 1.43

nl

291

1.36

that every physical therapist practicing in this state meets

21 competency or who otherwise present a danger to the public
1
22 ��all be prohibited from practicing in this state.

2

l:lu1

(1)

(2)

311 Regulation.

"Board" means the Board of Medical Examiners.

"Department" means the Department of Professional
3
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1.44
1.45
1.45
1.47

1:lUE

1. 48

1.49

1. 50

1.50

1.51

117-102-3-3
(3)

"License• means the document of authorization

granted by the board and issued by the department for a person
JI to engage in the practice of physical therapy.
( 4)

1.51
1.52
1.53

"The practice of physical therapy• means, upon the

1.53

SI prescription of a physician licensed by this state pursuant to

1. 54

61 chapters 458, 459, 461, or 466, the examination or evaluation

1.55

81 the determination of joint range of motion, motor power,

1.56

of human beings utilizing physical therapy procedures such as

91 postural attitudes, biomechanical function, local motion,
101 functional abilities, or psychosocial consequences of

1.57

111 disability to detect, assess, prevent, correct, alleviate, or

1.58

121 limit physical disability, bodily malfunction, or pain from
131 injury, disease, or any other bodily or mental condition, and

1.60

141 includes the administration, interpretation, or evaluation of
151 physical therapy tests in the aid of treatment: the planning,

1.61

161 administration, evaluation, or modification of treatment or

1.62

181 activities, or devices for preventative or therapeutic

1.63

191 purposes including such exemplars as the following modalities:

1.64

WI physical, chemical, and other properties of air, cold, heat,

1.65

211 electricity, exercise, massage, acupuncture only upon

1.66

171 instruments, including the use of physical measures,

221 compliance with the criteria set forth by the Board of Medical
23 I Examiners, when no penetration of the skin occurs, radiant

1.67

241 energy, including ultraviolet, visible, and infrared rays,

1.69

25/ ultrasound, water, and apparatus and equipment used in the
application of the foregoing or related thereto, or the

1.70

�1

21

1

performance of tests of neuromuscular functions as an aid to

n

1

the diagnosis or treatment of any human condition or

1.71

29 :. electromyography as an aid to the diagnosis of any human
JOI condition only upon compliance with the criteria set forth by
311 the Board of Medical Examiners: and the provision of
4
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consultive, educational, or other advisory services for the

1.74

purpose of reducing the incidence or severity of physical
disability, bodily malfunction, or pain.
41

(5)

1.75

"Physical therapist• means a person who is

51 licensed and who practices physical therapy in accordance with

6 the provisions of this chapter.

1.75
1.76
1.77

"Physical therapist assistant• means a person who

1.77

8 is licensed in accordance with the provisions of this chapter

1.78

9 to perform patient-related activities, including the use of

1.79

(6)

10 physical agents, and whose activities are performed under the
11 direction of a physical therapist as set forth in rules

1.80

12 adopted pursuant to this chapter.
13

(7)

"Physical therapy• or "physiotherapy,• which terms ll.81

14 are deemed identical and interchangeable, means a health care

1.82

15 profess ion.
16

Section 3.

Section 486.121, Florida Statutes, is

17 renumbered as section 486.025 and amended to read:
18

_!_86____._()__2!>_ 4�Hi-.,l-2,l

Powers and duties of the board er

21

ill

1.83

l:lus
2.2

19 Med-ieal-EKaffliftePth·--

�

1.82

The board M-Meeieal-EHafflinere may administer

oaths, summon witnesses, and take testimony in all matters

22 relating to its duties under this chapter.

The board, with

2.3
2.5
2.7

23 the assistance of the Physical Therapy council, is authorized
24 to establish minimum standards of practice and adopt only

l:lus

25 those rules necessary and-Pe�tt¼attons-needed to administer

2.10

26

earry-ettt-the-ffleehanies-and-proeedttpes-to-effeetttate this

2.11

27 chapter, and it may amend or revise revolte such standards and

2.12

28 rules from time to time.

�£-the-eoard-deterffl¼nes-an-app¼teant 2.15

29 £0P-Pe�istratien-¼s-iJtta¼ifted-to-praetiee-phystea¼-therapy7
301 the-eeaPe-fflay-¼sstte-the-appl¼eant-a-pePfflit-allew¼n�-hiffl-te

2.16

311 praet¼ee-physieal-therapy-pttPsttant-to-the-terffls-of-thts

2.17

5
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ehap�e*-ttfl�i½-�he-he½difl�-ef-�he-fleH�-eHafflifla�iefl-p*eviaed-{er

2.18

board shall have power to review �ass-ttpefl the good standing

2.20

ey-�his-ehap�e* 7 -ett�-flM-ie*-a-½efl�e*-�*ied-ef-�iffleT

The

41 and reputability of any school or college offering courses in

2.22

physical therapy and whether the courses of such school or

2.23

fiHed by the app ropriate accrediting agency referred to in s.

l:lus

college in physical therapy meet the standards established

8

2.19

486.031(3) (a) ee1u•d.

In determining the standing and

9 reputability of any such school and whether the school and

2.27

2.28

10 courses meet such standards eaft-ee-app�e�ed-ey-�he-ee��d, the

2.29

12 may investigate and make personal inspection of the same.

2.33

11 board, with the assistance of the Physical Therapy Council,
13

powers and duties of the board, as set out in this chapter,

The

14 shall in no way limit or interfere with its powers and duties
15 as set forth in chapter 458.

All powers and duties of the

16

board, as set forth in this chapter, shall be supplemental and

18

by chapter 458.

11

19

additional powers and duties to those conferred upon the board
(2)

The board shall appoint three physical therapists

WI to serve on the Physical Therapy Council, each for a term of 4

years. The board may delegate to the council such powers and
1
22 duties as are proper to carry out the provisions of this

21

2.30
2.34

2.36

2.37

2.38
2.39

l:lus
2.41

2.42

2.43

23 chapter. The board shall fix the council members'
1
24 compensation and pay their expenses. Any time there is a

2.44

26

2.46

25I vacancy on the council, the Florida Physical Therapy

Association shall recommend to the board a list of physical

27

therapists, containing the names of at least twice as many

29

list th�board may use in filling any such vacancy.

28
30

physical therapists as there are vacancies to be filled, which
Section 4.

Section 486.071, Florida Statutes, is

311 renumbered as section 486.028 and amended to read:
6
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486.028 486T8�!

License Re,ie�ra�ieft required.--No

person shall practice, nor hold himself out as being able to

2.53

provided, however, that nothing in this chapter !aw shall

l:lus

prohibit any person licensed in this state under any other law
from engaging in the practice for which he is licensed.
Section 5.

amended to read:
486.031

Section 486.031, Florida Statutes, is

Physical therapist licensing Re,ie�ra�ieft

11 requirements.--To be eligible for licensing re,ie�ra�ieft-ey
1
12 �he-eeare as a physical therapist an applicant must:

13
14

15
16

17

18

2.52

practice, physical therapy in this state unless he is licensed
in accordance with the provisions of this chapter !aw;

101

l:los

(1)

(2)

Be at least 18 years old;

Be of good moral characterL7 and

(3) (a)

Have been graduated from a school of ,iYift'}-a

eettree-l:n physical therapy7 which eettrse 7-ae-,l:¥en-e:t-etteh

eehee! has been approved for the educational preparation of

physical therapists by the appropriate accrediting agency

2.54

2.56

2.57

2.58

l:los

l:lus

2.62

2.62

2.63
2.64

2.66
2.67

19

recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

2.68

21

Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher

2.70

23

at the time of his graduation and have passed to the

2. 71

201 (formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the
22

Education) 2.E. afte the United States Commissioner of Education

24

satisfaction of the board an examination administered

�

practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or

28

therapy in a foreign country and have educational credentials

25
27

eeftette�ea by the department i� to determine his fitness for
(b)

Have received a diploma from a program in physical

29

deemed equivalent to those required for the educational

31

�ecognized by the appropriate agency as identified by the

� preparation of physical therapists in this country, as
7
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Physical Therapy Council, wh¼eh-p£8!£am-has-eeeR-app£evee-ey

2.82

Phyeiea¼-�herapy7-Bea£e-e£-Meeiea¼-BHafflifte£s7 and have passed

2.83

ehe-app£ep£iaee-a,eftey-as-ieeft�i£iee-ey-�he-BivisieR-e£

41 to the satisfaction of the board an examination administered
51 eefte�eeee by the department ie to determine his fitness for

61 practice as a physical therapist as hereinafter provided; or
(c)

Be entitled to licensure fe!iseraeieft without

SI examination as provided in s. 486.081.
Section 6.

101 amended to read:

11

486.041

13

J..!l.

121 licensing. --

Section 486.041, Floiida Statutes, is

Physical therapists; application for

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

141 therapist shall apply to the board in writing, on a form e¼aRk

3.1

3.2

3.3

l:lus
3.6

3.7
3.8

3.9

l:lus
3.12

15 furnished by the department eeare. He shall embody in that
1
16 application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the board, of

3.15

181 required by s. 486.031.

3.18

171 his possessing the qualifications preliminary to examination

3.16

191 at the time of filing his application7 a fee not to exceed

3.20

He shall pay to the �artment eea£e

2 1 $125 $�§ as fixed annually by the board, no part of which
0
21 I shall be returned.
22

(2)

If a person desires to practice physical therapy

23 prior to becoming licensed through examination or endorsement,
1
24 he shall apply to the board for a temper ary permit in
251 accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this chapter.
26

Section 7.

28

(Substantial rewording of section.

27 I amended to read:
29

Section 486.051, Florida Statutes, is

s. 486.051, F.S., for present text.)

See

486.051 Physical therapists; examination of
0
31 applicants.--The department shall provide for examination of
3

I

8
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3.21

l:lus

3.23
3.24

3.25

3.26

3.27

l:lus
3.28

3.29

117-102-3-3
applicants for licensing as physical therapists at least once
a year, and more often at the discretion of the board, at a

3.30

Examinations of applicants for licensing as physical

3.31

time and place to be determined by the department.

therapists shall be administered by the department in

accordance with rules adopted by the board to test the

applicant's qualifications, including the taking of a written

al test.

11

12

486.061

3.34

Physical therapist; issuance of licenses

l:lu!

eerti£ieates to applicants passing examinations.--The boardL

13 upon certification by the Physical Therapy Council, shall
14 cause, through the department, the issuance of a license
15 register-es-e-physieei-thera�iet-afta-sfla¼¼-£ttrflish-a
16

3.33

Section 486.061, Florida Statutes, is

Section 8.

10 I amended to read:

3.32

eerti£ieete-o£-regietratiefl to each applicant who successfully

17 establishes his eligibility under the terms of this chapter

3.37

3.38

3.39
3.40

3.41

18 law, and any person who holds a license eerti£ieete-e£

3.43

20 practice of physical therapy and use the words .."..P!!zsical

l:lu!

19

registretiefl pursuant to this section may engage in the

21 therapist• or
22

4

n �hyeiea¼-thera�ietTn

"physiotherapist,• or

reg±eterea-phyeiea¼-thera�ietTn _afta-he-fflay-ttee the letters

23 "P.T.," nph.�-T n-er-n R.PT�TT n in connection with his name or

241 place of business to denote his licensure regietratiefl
251 hereunder.
26

Section 9.

28

486.081

VI amended to read:

3.44

l:qq

1:101

l:qq

3.49

Section 486.081, Florida Statutes, is

3.51

Physical therapist; issuance of licenses to

3.52

29 persons passing examination of certain other examining boards-r 3.54
1
1
3. 55
30 �erfflite.--The board, upon certification by the Physical
311 Therapy Council, may cause, through the department, the
9
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issuance of a license ae-a-pflyeiea¼-�fle*apiet-aRe-�tt*nieh-a

3.58

eer�i£iea�e-e£-re,ietra�iefl without examination to any

3.59

applicant who presents evidence, satisfactory to the board, of

3.60

having passed an examination before a similar lawfully

3.61

authorized examining board in physical therapy of another
state, the District of Columbia, a territory, or a foreign

3.62

country, if the standards for licensure re,ie�ra�ien in

l:lus

SI physical therapy in such other state, district, territory, or
foreign country are determined by the board to be as high as

3.64
3.65

10\ those of this state, as established by rules adopted pursuant

3.66

121 regie�ra�ieft-aftd-a license pursuant to this section may use

3.68

ll\ to this chapter.

Any person who holds a ee*�i�iea�e-e£

131 the words "physical therapist" or

4 phyeiea¼-�herapis�T•

141 •iieeneee-Pftysiea¼-�herapis�7 • "physiotherapist," or
151 •regie�ered-p+iyeiea¼-�herapis�7 4-and-he-fflay-ttse the letters

3.67
l:lus
3.70
3.73

161 "P.T.," 4bTPT�T7 4 -4PhT�T7•-er- 4 RTPT�T74 in connection with his

l:qq

171 name or place of business to denote his licensure re,is�ra�iefl

3.75

18\ hereunder.

3.77

ir-tfte-beare-deterfflines-that-the-app¼ieant-has-net

191 passed-stteh-exafflinatien-as-ee-entit¼e-hiffl-te-a-¼ieense-and-a
WI eer�i£ieate-er-registratien-withettt-exafflinatien 7 -the-beare

3.78

211 fflay 7-ir-it-eeterfflines-the-app¼ieant-pessesses-stt££ieient-other

3.79

221 �tta¼i£ieations-rer-the-praetiee-0£-physiea¼-therapy 7 -isstte-the

3.80

231 app¼ieant-a-perfflit-a¼¼ewing-hiffl-to-praetiee-physiea¼-therapy

3.81

241 pttrsttant-te-the-terffle-ef-this-ehapter-ttnti¼-the-ho¼ding-of-the
251 neMt-eMafflinatien-provided-for-by-this-ehapterT--�he-perfflit

3.83

26' eha¼¼-be-va¼id-ttnti¼-notirieatien-ef-the-restt¼te-of

3.84

27', eM1tfflina�ien 7 -bttt-net-fer-a-¼onger-peried-of-tiffle-r

At the time

28' of making application for licensure without examination,

4.2

n: pursuant to the terms of this section, the applicant shall pay

4.3

30: to the department eeeir;! a fee not to exceed $125 $+5 as fixed

4.6

31! annually by the board, no part of which shall be returned.
10
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Section 10.

Section 486.052, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.085 and amended to read:
486.085 4ieT9§�
(l)

Physical therapist; aftftHai fees.--

A biennial renewal Aft-aftftaal-£e�is�£a�ieft fee not

5 to exceed $75 per year e£-$l9 shall be required of each ail
1
6 iiee"see physical therapist to renew his license �aepapis�s,
the time and place of payment to be determined by the
department eeaPe.
(2)

If the a renewal fee £e£-afty-paysieai-�ae£a�is�is

101 eerti£ieate is not paid by the end of any biennial period

4.9

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

1:1
4.2

111 eeeember-3i-e£-a"y-year, the holder of the license �ae£ee£ may 14.2
121 be reinstated as a lieeftsea physical therapist only upon

14.2

131 payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed $75 per year $'h§9, 14.2
141 as fixed annually by the board, and all lapsed fees, and upon
151 submitting proof, satisfactory to the board, of compliance

161 with this section and all other provisions of this chapter.
(3)

17

If any license ee£�iliea�e is not reinstated as

18 provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period
1
19 exceeding ! 3 years, the license eept,i£ieaee shall be

4.2

4.2

4. 31

4.3:

1: 11

201 automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical

4.3!

221 reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist�

4.31

211 therapist of the same.
(a)

23

The license ee£�i{iea�e may not be

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

1:11

1:11

�\ he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in 14.3�

251 good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately

�i preceding the filing of an application for reinstatement: or
J..!?.l_

27

Makes application for, and passes, the examination 14.4]

nl as provided by s. 486.051 and pays the fee therefor as
29

30
31

i

I

4. 4(

provided in s. 486.041.

Prior to issuance of a license

reinstated ,e_ursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be
required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).
11
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Section 11.

21 amended to read:
486.102

Section 486.102, Florida Statutes, is

Physical therapist assistant licensing

41 requirements.--To be eligible for licensing by the board as a
physical therapist assistant an applicant must:
(1)

(2)

Be at least 18 years old.

Be of good moral character.

(3)J.tl

Have been graduated from a school giving a

91 course of not less than 2 years for physical therapist

4.45
4.46
4.47

4.47

4.48

4.49

4.50

101 assistants, which eettrseT-as-�i¥e"-by-stteh-sehooi, has been

4.52

12 therapist assistants by the appropriate accrediting agency

4.53

11 approved for the educational preparation of �ra¼"¼"g physical

13 recognized by the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

141 (formerly the National Commission on Accrediting and the

4.54
4.55

15 Federation of Regional Accrediting Commissions of Higher
1
.
_ _on�r__Qf_ _ Edu_qa
_ tion. _a.t.
16 Education) or the United States _CQmmis_si

1

18 empioyed-by-�he-eeare-pttretta"�-�e-eT-48,T��!��+T
1
-t◄t--i'ass, to the satisfaction of the board, an
19

1

4.56

171 the time of his graduation and have passed phyeieal-�herap¼s�s 14.57

20 examination administered e6"atte�ea by the department i� to
1
� determine his fitness for practice as a physical therapist
22 I assistant as hereinafter provided1;;23

(bl

Have been graduated from a school giving a course

241 for physical therapist assistants in a foreign country and

1

4.58

l:los

4.61

4.62
4.63

4.64

25

have educational credentials deemed equivalent to those

14.65

27

assistants in this country, as recognized by the appropriate

14.66

u

required for the educational preparation of physical therapist

I
�· agency as identified by the Physical Therapy Council, and have
29 ! passed, to the satisfaction of the board, an examination

30! conducted by the department to determine his fitness for
31 I

12
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practice as a physical therapist assistant as hereinafter
provided; or
(c)

Be entitled to licensure without examination as

41 provided in s. 486.107.

486.103

SI licensing.-J.ll

l:lu

4.70

Section 486.103, Florida Statutes, is

4.71

Physical therapist assistantL application for

4. 72

Section 12.

6 j amended to read:

4.69

A person who desires to be licensed as a physical

10I therapist assistant shall apply to the board in writing on a

4.73
1:1�
4. 7�

11 form e¼aA� furnished by the department bea�d. He shall embody l4.7E
1
l2 in that application evidence under oath, satisfactory to the
13 board, of his possessing the qualifications preliminary to
14 examination required by s. 486.104.

He shall pay to the

15 department eetud at the time of filing his application a fee

16 not to exceed $125 $+� as fixed annually by the board, no part
1
17 of which shall be returned.

18

!2J� �li a person desires to work as a physical

191 therapist assistant prior to being licensed through

201 examination or endorsement, he shall apply for a temporary
21/ permit in accordance with rules adopted pursuant to this

22 I c_!ia.e_te r.

4. 8]
4. 8:

4. 8•

1:11
5.2
5.3

Section 486.104, Florida Statutes, is

5.4

Physical therapist assistantLT examination of

5.5

23

Section 13.

25,

486.104

24 I amended to read:

4. 7!

26: applicants. --The department bea�d shall .e_rovide for

1:1

2ai as physical therapist assistants at least once a year, and
I
n! more often at the discretion of the board, at a time and place

5.9

27 i examination of llelti-e>temi-Aalei-en!!t-fe� applicants for licensing

Examination of

30 to be determined by the deoartment eea�e.
!
311 applicants for licensing as physical therapist assistants
13
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shall be provided maae by the department in accordance with
rules adopted by the board to test the applicant's

0£-Meaieal-Exam±ners-aeeei!a±n,-ee-eHe-meeHeas-aeemea-ey-ie-ee

5.17

qualifications, including the taking of a written test. Beare
be-mose-�raet4eal-ana-eH�ea4ene-ee-eese-�He-a��4eanesi

5.18

stte;ee�s�-Httman-ana�emy-ana-�Hys4ele,y7-eHem4s�ry-ana-�Hys4esT

5.20

eleeerethera�y-ana-hyaretHera�y7-eHera�ttt4e-eHere4sesT

10 reHae4l4eae4en7-eeH4es7 -ana-el4n4eal-�reeeattreT--ln-ehe
12

13

written-teses7-eaeH-a��4eane-shall-ee-aes4,naeea-ey-a-nttmeer
fnsteaa-0£-ey-flaffleT
Section 14.

141 amended to read:

15

16

5.15

qttal4£feae4ens7 -4neltta4n,-eral-ana-wr4��en-�es�s-ana-�ae�4eal
aemonseratiensT--EHam4na�fens-sHall-ee-,4Yen-4n-eHe-£ellew4n,

11

5.13

5.14

486.106

Section 486.106, Florida Statutes, is

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

licenses eerti£ieates.--The board, upon certification by the

5.19

5.21

5.22

5.23

5.24

5.25

5.26

l:los

Physical Therapy Council, shall issue l4eense-as-a-�Hys4eal

5.28

19 re,±stratien to each applicant who successfully establishes

5.32

21 person who holds a license eerti£ieate-e£-re,±stratien
1
22 pursuant to this section may use the words "physical therapist

5.34

17

18 thera�ist-assistant-ane-shall-£ttrnish a license eerti£ieate-e£

M

his eligibility under the terms of this chapter law, and any

23 assistant, " lieeflsea-�ys4eal-eflera�4se-ass4seafle 7"
1
24 "re,±seerea-�ys4eal-eHera�ist-ass4seant 7 " or ll�hysieal
11

5.30

5.33

l:qq
5.37

l:los

� thera�y-eeehnieian 7 -ana-he-may-ttse the letters "P.T.A.,"

l:qq

v

5.42

11

26

"b.-P.-'i'.-AT7 '-11RTPT'i'TAT7 .n -er-.UPT'l'T'l'T7" in connection with his
1

name to denote his licensure re,±straeien hereunder.

28

Section 15.

30

486.107

29 ! amended to read:

Section 486.107, Florida Statutes, is

Physical therapist assistants; issuance of

31\ l_i�e�ses eere4£4eates to persons passing examination of
14
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certain other examining boards7-perffl-its.--The board�

5.'

through the department, the issuance of i-ieeftse-as-phys-ieal

5.•

certification by the Physical Therapy Council, may cause,

4 therap±st-ass-istaftt-aftd-£ttrft±sh a license eert-i£-ieate-e£
1
re'3±strat-ieft without examination to any applicant who presents

61 evidence to the board, under oath, of licensure in ha¥-ift'3
passed-the-eKaffl±ftat±eft-fer-phys±eal-therap±st-ass±staftts
eefere-a-s±ffl-i±ar-lawfttl±y-attther-ifted-eKaffl±ft±Ag-eeard-ef

another state, the District of Columbia, or a territory, if

5.'
1::

5.'

5. I

5. !
5. !

101 the standards for registering or licensing, as the case may

15.'

12 other state are determined by the board to be as high as those

5.E

11 be, as a £er physical therapist assistant ass-istaftts in such
13 of this state, as established by rules adopted pursuant to

14 this chapter. Any person who holds a license eert4£-ieate-e£
1
15 re'3±strat-ieft pursuant to this section may use the words

1:·

5.E

5.E
5.E

16 "physical therapist assistant," or !lre43-istefed-phys-ieai
1
17 therap-ist-ass±staft-l!7 ll -lli-ieeftsed-phys-ieai-thefap-ist-aee-istaftt7 !1

l:c

19

"P.T.A.," .11R,P-.'!'-.l\.,7 ll -.llE,,P,'l'TAT 7"-er-.!1PT4'T'l'T 7ll in connection

1:<

21

f£-the-eeard-deterffl-iftes-that-the-appl-ieaftt-has-ftet-paesea-stteh

18

er-"phys-ieal-therap-ist-teehft-ie-iaf17'1 -afta-he-fflay-ttse the letters

w

22

23

5.·

eKaffl-iftt1t-ieft-as-te-eftt-itie-h-iH1-te-t1-i-ieeftse-w-ithettt

5.·

pessesses-stt£ £-ieieflt-ethef-EJtta ±½ £-ieatieRs-£er-the-pfaet4ee-as

5.·

a-i±eeftsed-phys-ieal-thert1p-ist-ass-istaRt7-isstte-the-t1pplieaftt-t1

25

26 perm-it-t1'1:iew-ift'3-h-iffl-te-praetiee-as-a-iieeftsed-phys-ieal
27

therap±st-assistaftt-pttrsttaftt-te-the-terffls-e£-thie-ehaptef

ttftt-ii-the-heid±ftg-e£-the-fteKt-eKt1ffliftat-ieft-prev-iaed-£er-ey-th-is

28
29

30
31

1

1:c

with his name to denote his licensure fe43-istrat-ieft hereunder.

eKaffl4ftat4eR7-the-eeafe-fflay 7 -4£-4t-detefffl4Ree-the-applieaftt

24

1::

1::

5.·

5.·

5.'.

5. '.

ehaptefT--'l'he-pefffl-it-shaii-ee-vaiia-ttft-l!ii-fteti£-ieat-ieft-M-the

5.!

t±ffle,

5.!

resttits-e£-the-eKaffliftat-ieft7-ettt-ftet-£ef-a-ieft43er-pefied-e£
At the time of making application for licensing
15
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fegisefaeieft without examination, pursuant to the terms of

this section, the applicant shall pay to the department eeare

l:lus

no part of which shall be returned.

6.6

a fee not to exceed $125$�; as fixed annually by the board,
Section 16.

Section 486.105, Florida Statutes, is

renumbered as section 486.108 and amended to read:
486.108 48&T±95

Physical therapist assistant; fees

aftfttta±-fegisepae ieft-£ee.-(l)

A biennial renewal Aft-aftftttal-regiseraeieft fee not

101 to exceed $50 per annum as fixed annually by the board e£

111 $�T;Q shall be required of all lieeftsee physical therapist

121 assistants, the time and place of payment to be determined by

131 the d�artment eeaPe.
14

6.2

(2)

If the renewal fee £er-afty-�hysiea¼-ehera�ise

151 ass±staftt s-eerti£ieate is not paid by the end of any biennial
i

16 period Beeemeer-3±-e£-afty-year, the holder of the license
1
17 theree£ may be reinstated as a ±ieeftsee physical therapist

6.5

6.7

6.8

6.10
6.12

6.13

6.15

6.16
6.17

6.18

l:los

6.21

181 assistant only upon payment of a delinquency fee not to exceed 16.22

191 $25 per year$§, as fixed annually by the board, and all

201 lapsed fees, and upon submitting proof satisfactory to the

16.23
16.24

211 board of compliance with this section and all other provisions 16.25
221 of this chapter.
23

(3)

If any license eerti£±eate is not reinstated as

6.27

241 provided in subsection (2) and remains delinquent for a period 16.29
25 \ exceeding ! 3 years, the license eePei£ieaee shall be

11: lus

261, automatically canceled and the board shall notify the physical 16.31
211 therapist assistant of the same.

The license eerti£ieaee may

n! not be reinstated or renewed until the physical therapist
NI assistant:

�·1
31

(a)

Provides evidence satisfactory to the board that

he has actively engaged in the practice of physical therapy in
16
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good standing in another state for the 4 years immediately

Ereceding the filing of an application for reinstatement; or

ill..

Makes application for, and passes, the examination

41 as provided by s. 486.104 and pays the fee therefor as
provided in s. 486.103.

Prior to issuance of a license

61 reinstated pursuant to this subsection, the licensee shall be

11

13

14

15

1

1:lt
6. 4(

1:lt
6. 4:

renumbered as section 486.115 and amended to read:

6. 4,

Section 486.072, Florida Statutes, is

486.115 486r8��

Disposition of fees.--All moneys

6. 4:
l: ll

collected -reee-iyee by the department sea-re under this chapter

1:1(

s. 215.37.

1:l<

shall be deposited and expended pursuant to the provisions of

12

6.31

required to remit all fees provided for in subsection (2).
Section 17.

10

6. 3·

A!!-stteh-expefteiettres-sha!!-be-paid-ttpeft

presefteatieft-ef-Yettehers-appreved-by-ehe-presideftt-aftd

6. 41

6.5:

seeretary-treasttrer-of-said-board�

6.5:

17

renumbered as section 486.125 and amended to read:

6.5•

19

of-re"!-i:st-rat-i:oft.--The board may refuse to license '!'eg-iste'I' any

16

18

Section 18.

Section 486.091, Florida Statutes, is

486.125 48�789!

Refusal, revocation,� afte suspension

201 applicant and may, after notice and a hearing as required by

law, suspend or revoke the license reEJistra-1!-ieft of any
1
n physical therapist or physical therapist assistant 'l'e"liste'l'ea

21

23 I )"e'l'SOft:
24

25

26

27
28

(1)

Who is unable to practice physical therapy with

reasonable skill and safety to patients by reason of illness

or use of alcohol, drugs, narcotics, chemicals, or any other

6.5:

1:1<

6. 51
6.5•

6.6:
6.6:
6.6:
6. 6:
6. 6,

type of material or as a result of any mental or physical
condition.

In entorcing this subsection, the department shall 16.6'

29 have, upon probable cause, authority to compel a physical
1
30 therapist or physical therapist assistant to submit to a

6.61

311 mental or physical examination by physicians designated by the 16.6'
17
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department.

Failure of a physical therapist or physical

therapist assistant to submit to such examination when so

directed shall constitute an admission of the allegations

6.70

evidence unless the failure was due to circumstances beyond

6.71

assistant whose license is suspended or revoked pursuant to

6.73

his control.

A physical therapist or physical therapist

9 this subsection shall at reasonable intervals be given the
1
10 opportunity to demonstrate that he can resume the competent

11 practice of physical therapy with reasonable skill and safety

12 to patients.

Neither the record of proceedings nor the orders

13 entered by the board in any proceedings under this subsection
141 shall be used against a physical therapist or physical

151 therapist assistant in any other proceeding.

Whe-is-aeeietee

16 to-the-haeitttal-ttse-e£-inteHieatin�-li�tters7-ftareeties7-er
1
17 stimttlants-te-stteh-aft-eHtent-as-te-iftea�aeitate-hiffl-fer-the
18I performanee-e£-his-�re£eseieHal-etttiesT
(2)

21 phy ical therapist or re�ist�atieft as a physical therapist
�
1
22 ass1st_<!_nt.
(3)

who has pleaded guilty or nQlo cont��dere to, or

24 has been found guilty of, a felony. eeftvietee-in-a-eettrt-ef

25 competent-1tt�iseietieH-e£-a-£eleHyT--�he-eeftvietieH-e£-a
26

£elony-shall-ee-the-eeHvietieH-ef-aHy-e££eftse-whieh7-i£

27 ! committee--iH-the-state7 -wettle-eeHstitttte-a-£elefty-ttfteer-the
nl laws-e£-this-stateT

29

(4)

6.72

6.75
6.76
6.77

l:los
6.80

6.81

Who is guilty of fraud in the practice of physical 16.82

201 therapy or guilty of deceit in obtaining his license as a

23

6.69

against him, consequent upon which a default and final order

may be entered without taking of testimony or presentation of

19

6.68

Who has treated human ailments without having a

301 written prescription of a physician licensed by the state

311 pursuant to chapters 458, 459, 461, or 466.
18
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7.6
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l2l_�4t

Who has treated or undertaken is-,ttilty-ef

treet±l'lg-er-ttftaertakil'I, to treat human ailments by means other
0£-httfflft!'l-beil'lgs-etherwise than by physical therapy, as defined

l:los

l:lus

l:lus

41 in etttheri2ea-by this chapter.

17.15

6I standards of !'raetiee physical therapy practice as set forth

7.17

l§l�5t

Who fails has-ttftaertakeft to maintain acceptable 17.16

by the board and Physical Therapy Council in rules adopted

pursuant to this chapter il'lae!'eftae!'ltly-e£-the-!'reseri!'tie1'1-ef

9 e-!'erse1'1-iiee!'lsea-ey-the-state-te-!'faetiee-ffleaiei!'le7-sttrgery
1
10 or-de!'ltistry.
11 I

�6t--Who-hes-beeft--£ett!'la-ey-a-eettrt-e£-eeffl!'ete!'lt

121 jttr±sd±et±o!'l-te-ee-a-ffle!'ltally-ill-!'erse!'l-afta-has-!'let

13I theree£ter-bee!'l-resterea-te-le,al-ea!'aeityT
14

(7)

Who engages, directly or indirectly, in the

7.18

7.20
7.21
7.22

7.22

15I division, transferring, assigning, rebating, or refunding of

7.23

18I unearned commission, discount,_�� gratuity with any person

7.25

fees received for professional services, or who profits by
1
17 means of a credit or other valuable consideration, such as an
16

19I referring a patient or with any relative or business associate

20I of the referring person.

Nothing in this chapter shall be

21 construed to prohibit the members of any regularly and
1
properly organized business entity which is comprised of

22

n physical therapists and which is recognized under the laws of
l
24 this state from making any division of their total fees among

251 themselves as they determine necessary.

is-,ttilty-e£-ee!'lattet

26I ttnbeeomi!'lg-a-!'erse!'l-re,isterea-as-a-!'flYsieal-thera!'ist-er
27I detrime!'ltel-te-the-eest-iftterest-e-£-the-!'ttelieT

28

(8)

Who has had his license revoked or suspended, has

29 had other disciplinary action taken against him, or has had
1
30 his application for a license refused, revoked, or suspended
31

19
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7.24

7.26
1
7.27
17.28
17.29

l:los

7.32

7.33

l:lus

7.35
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by the licensing authority of another state, territory, or
countrY:._

Section 19.

Section 486.101, Florida Statutes, is

4 renumbered as section 486.135 and amended to read:
\
486.135 48�TlQl False representation e£-re�ie�ra�iet\
prohibited.--

�

It is ehal¼-ee unlawful for any person who is

not licensed re�ie�ered under this chapter as a physical

therapist or whose license re�ie�ra�ieft has been suspended or

10 revoked, to use in connection with his name or place of

7.36
7.37
7.37
7.38
7.40
7.41
7.42
7.44
7.45
7.46

business the words er-¼e�eepe "physical therapist,•

7.47

13 "registered physical therapist,• "licensed physical

7.50

11

12 "physiotherapist,• "physical therapy," "physiotherapy,•

141 therapist,• or the letters "P.T.," "Ph.T.," er "R.P.T.," or

l:lus

l:qq

15

"L.P.T.," or any other words, letters, abbreviationsL or

7.53

17

therapistL or to represent himself as a physical therapist whe

l:los

directly or by implication, unless physical therapy services

7.56

insignia indicating or implying that he is a physical

16

in any other way, orally, in writing, in printL or by sign,

18

19

are provided or supplied by a physical therapist licensed in

w

accordance with this chapter re�PeBeftee-hiffleel@-ae-a-�hye¼ea¼
1
n ehePa�iee.
21

(b l

23

It is unlawful for any person who is not licensed

7.57
7.58
7.59
l:lus

241 under this chapter as a physical therapist assistant, or whose

7.61

261 with his name the words "physical therapist assistant,•

7.62

251 license has been suspended or revoked, to use in connection

Vi "licensed physical therapist assistant,• "registered physical
I

n! therapist assistant,• or "physical therapy technician,• or the
N

letters "P.T.A.," "L.P.T.A.," "R.P.T.A.," or "P.T.T.," or any

31

implying that he is a physical therapist assistant or to

30

7.63
7.65

other words, letters, abbreviations, or insignia indicating or 17.66
20
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represent himself as a physical therapist assistant in any

other�way, orally, in writing, in print, or by sign, directly

41

7.6

to obtain a license under this chapter by any willful

7.7

(2)

It is unlawful for any person to obtain or attempt

61 misrepresentation or any fraudulent representation.
Section 20.

81 amended to read:
486.151

10

11

12
13

14

ill

Section 486.151, Florida Statutes, is

Penalties and remedies for violations.--

17

18
19
20
21 I
22
23

1:1

7.7
7.7

Any person who violates any of the provisions of

1:1

7.7

this chapter is Bhaii-ee guilty of a misdemeanor of the _!:irst

7.7

:!leeond degree, punishable as provided in s. 775. 082 or s.
775.083.

(2)

The department or any other person may, in the

151 name of the state, apply for injunctive relief in any court of
16

7.6

or by implication.

competent jurisdiction to enjoin any person from committing

any act in violation of this chapter.

Such proceedings shall

be in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other penalty or
remedy under this chapter.
Section 21.

amended to read:
486.161

ill

Section 486.161, Florida Statutes, is

1

1:1
7.8

7.8
7.8

7.8

7 8

Exemptions.--

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to 18.3
-

241 prohibit �he-feiiewin� persons licensed in this state from

8.4

M

practice of their profession, when-they-pr�ettee-thetr

8.6

chiropractors, podiatrists, doctors of medicine, masseurs,

8.8

�
27

a

using physical agents as a part of or incidental to the lawful
prefess�en under the statutes applicable to their profession:

29

nurses, osteopathic physicians and surgeons, and naturopaths.

31

prohibit students who are enrolled in schools or courses of

30

(2)

No provision of this chapter shall be construed to
21
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8.5

8.7
8.9

1:1

8.1
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physical therapy approved by the board from performing such
acts of physical therapy as are incidental to their respective

8.12

courses of study, or to prohibit any physical therapist from

8.13

another state from performing physical therapy incidental to a
course of study when taking or giving a postgraduate course or
61 other course of study in this state, provided such physical

8.14
8.15

th�rapist is licensed in another jurisdiction or holds an

10

appointment on the faculty of a school approved for training

8.16

physical therapists or physical therapist assistants.

8.17

Section 22.

111 amended to read:
12

486.171

Section 486.171, Florida Statutes, is

Current valid licenses eeP�i{iea�ee

131 effective.-14

(1)

8.18
8.19
8.20

Any person holding a license eep�iriea�e-ef

151 Peg±e�Pa�ieA to practice physical therapy issued by the board
l6I or department which license is valid when this act ¼aw takes

8.21
8.22
8.24

17\ effect shall be deemed to be licensed as a Pe!ie�ePea physical
181 therapist under �He-�PeYieieAe-ef this chapter.
19

(2)

Any person employed by or assisting the physical

8.25
8.26

201 therapist as an aide shall be considered eligible to continue

8.27

21\ to perform his duties, provided he was so employed prior to

8.28

221 the 1973 amendments to this chapter ae�.

8.29

He shall not be

231 eligible for licensure as a physical therapist assistant or to 18.30

241 call himself an assistant until he meets the requirements of

18.31

�I this chapter.
26

Section 23.

Section 486.141, Florida Statutes, is

8.32

Chapter 486, Florida Statutes, as amended

8.33

VI hereby repealed.
28

Section 24.

291 uy this act, is repealed on October 1, 1986, and shall be
reviewed by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.61, Florida
31 I
30
22
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Statutes, and the Physical Therapy Council shall be reviewed

8.35

by the Legislature pursuant to s. 11.611, Florida Statutes.

8.36

Section 25.

This act shall take effect July 1, 1983.

*****************************************

HOUSE SUMMARY
Revises chapter 486, F.S., relating to the regulation of
the practice of physical therapy. Provides legislative
intent. Revises definitions. Provides duties of the
Board of Medical Examiners and provides for a Physical
Therapy Council. Provides grounds for refusal,
revocation, or suspension of licenses. Prohibits false
representation and prohibits misrepresentation in
obtaining a license. Revises penalties and provides for
injunction. Provides exemptions for certain students and
teachers.

10
11
12

with respect to physical therapists and physical
therapist assistants:
1. Provides requirements for licensure and procedures
therefor. Provides for temporary permits.
2. Provides for licensure examinations to be
administered by the Department of Professional Regulation
and for the board, upon the council's certification, to
cause the issuance of licenses through the department.
3. Provides licensure fees, biennial renewal fees, and
delinquency fees. Provides conditions for reinstatement of
a license.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

1

301

31
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BILL SUMMARY
COMMITTEE ON REGULATORY REFORM

House Bill 879 by Representative R.M. Johnson
relating to Physical Therapy

Other Committees of Reference:
Subcommittee:
Committee:
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The purpose of HB 879 is to revise Chapter 486, F.S.,
relating to the practice of physical therapy. Specifically,
HB 879 provides for the licensure of persons as physical
therapists and assistant physical therapists, including the
requirements for licensure and the procedures by which one
becomes licensed. In addition, HB 879 provides for the
creation of a Physical Therapy Council and revises and
clarifies the duties of the Board of Medical Examiners.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

'.

·Gerton _, .....
· _, -�

Current Law

Presently Chapter 486, F.S., requires persons
seeking to offer services as a physical therapist or a
physical therapist assistant to be registered as such with
the Board of Medical Examiners. The board authorized to
give examinations for registration as a physical therapist
or a physical therapist assistant and to receive annual
registration fees from all registered persons. Chapter 486,
F.S., allows for registration without taking the examination
under certain circumstances and authorizes the board to
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refuse to register or to suspend or revoke the registration
of any registered person and provides the grounds upon which
such action may be leased. In addition, Chapter 486, F.S.,
contains penalties for violations, exemptions for certain
persons and a prohibition against fraudulent representation.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes

The effect of the changes proposed by HB 879 are
discussed and analyzed on a section by section basis:
Section 1. - This section creates a new section
and contains a statement of legislative intent and
identifies the purpose for enacting HB 879.
Section 2. This section contains definitions of
the key terms and phrases used throughout this act.
Section 3. This section is a revised and
renumbered version of what is now s. 486.121, F.S.
Specifically, this section identifies the powers and duties
of the Board of Medical Examiners under this act. In
addition, this section provides for the creation of Physical
Therapy Council which will be comprised of three physical
therapists. The function of the Council is to primarily
assist the board and the department in carrying out the
provisions of this act.
Section 4. This section is a revised and
renumbered version of s. 486.071, and reauires that a person
holding himself out as a physical therapist must be licensed
pursuant to the terms of this act.
Section 5. This section identifies the minimum
requirements a person must meet to be eligible for licensure
as a physical therapist.
Section 6. This section contains the procedure
one must follow 1n order to apply for licensure. In
addition, a new subsection is added which allows a person
who seeks to practice physical therapy prior to being
licensed to apply to the department for a temporary permit.
Section 7. This section requires the department
to hold a licensing examination at least once a year. The
board is authorized to prescribe additional examinations, at
a time and place to be determined by the department.
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Section 8. This section authorizes the board,
through the department, upon certification by the Physical
Therapy Council to issue licenses to persons who
successfully establish his or her eligibility.
Section 9. This section authorizes the board,
through the department, upon certification by the Council,
to issue a license to persons without examination. To be
eligible, a person must present satisfactory evidence of
having passed a physical therapy examination in another
jurisdiction of the United States. The standards in the
other jurisdiction must be as high as those established by
the board.
Section 10. This section provides for the
biennial license renewal and identifies the requirements the
licensee must meet in order to be eligible for license
renewal.
Section 11. This section establishes the minimum
requirements which must be met by persons in order to be
eligible for licensure by the board as a physical therapist
assistant. Among the requirements are a specific level of
educational achievement and satisfactory completion of an
examination administered by the department.
Section 12. Requires that persons seeking
licensure as a physical therapist assistant apply to the
department in writing on the prescribed form. In addition,
a provision is provided to allow for certain applicants to
receive a temporary permit.
Section 13. This section requires the board to
hold at least one licensing examination per year (more at
the discretion of the board) at a time and place to be
determined by the department. The board is required to
adopt rules relating to the examination, including requiring
a written examination.
Section 14. This section authorizes the board,
after certification by the Physical Therapy Council, to
issue a license to applicants who successfully establish
their eligibility under this act.
Section 15. Authorizes the issuance of a license
without examination to persons who can demonstrate licensure
in another state, territory, or the District of Columbia, if
the standards for registering or licensing are as high as
those required by the state.
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Section 16. Authorizes biennial renewal of the
license as a physical therapist assistant and establishes
fees for such renewal. In addition, a procedure is
established for the reinstatement of licenses which are not
renewed within the prescribed timeframe.
Section 17. This section provides that all monies
collected by the department pursuant to this act shall be
deposited and expended in accordance with s. 215.37.
Section 18. Authorizes the board to refuse to
license or to revoke or suspend the license of any licensee
and specifies the grounds upon which such actions may be
taken.
Section 19. This section contains a prohibition
against false representation and prohibits the use of
certain words or letters unless one is licensed as a
physical therapist or a physical therapist assistant.
Section 20. This section provides penalties for
violations of this act and also provides remedies, including
injunctive relief.
Section 21. Authorizes certain exemptions from
the provisions of this act including students enrolled in
schools or courses of physical therapy approved by the
board.
Section 22. This section authorizes persons
currently holding a license to continue to hold such license
notwithstanding this act. Also allows a person currently
working as an aide to a physical therapist to continue in
that role but prohibits him from being licensed as a
physical therapist assistant unless he meets the
requirements of this act.
Section 23. Repeals s. 486.141, F.S., relating to
fraudulent representation to obtain registration unlawful.
Section 24. This section repeals Chapter 486,
F.S., on October 1, 1986 and subject to sunset review by the
Legislature.
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III.

FISCAL DATA

It is anticipated that the changes imposed
will increase the cost of regulation. This bill
fee maximums to be assessed for certain services
allow the board to set fees to insure that those
pay the costs of regulation.
IV.

by HB 879
establishes
which will
regulated

COMMENTS

The department reports that there are currently 2,738
active registered physical therapist and physical therapist
assistants. In addition, the department indicates that
approximately 500 new physical therapist or physical
therapist assistants are registered by the State.
Staff would also like to point out the apparent
confusion contained in Chapter 486, F.S. In some instances,
reference is made to "registration" and in others reference
is made to "licensure." This inconsistency should be
addressed. Finally staff must point out that HB 879 as
currently drafted contains similar types of inconsistencies
which should be addressed.
V.

AMENDMENTS

The Human Services Subcommittee adopted several
amendments designed to clarify HB 879. The amendments are
as follows:
Amendment 1: This amendment clarifies from whom the
physical therapist may receive written referrals and adds
persons licensed under Chapter 460, Chiropractic, to this
list of persons who may make referrals.
Amendment 2: This amendment deletes "or mental" from
the range of conditions which physical therapist deal with.
Amendment 3:
Clarifies that certain procedures are
not to be included in the term "physical therapy" as used in
Chapter 486, F.S.
Amendment 4: Clarifies that Chapter 486, F.S., do�s
not authorize persons licensed under Chapter 486, F.S�, to
practice as a chiropractic physician.
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Amendment 5: This amendment is the same as No. 2 and
clarifies that persons licensed under Chapter 460, F.S., may
make written referrals.

In addition, staff has determined that in order to
provide conformity in HB 879, the following amendment should
be adopted:

Amendment 6: This amendment clarifies that with
respect to physical therapist assistants, the board shall
cause through the department the issuance of a license.
Prepared by:

i

(\ . }

J

]'

Davis

c,¢'

Staff Director:(_chris Holland, Ph.D
._;

CH/kc

·AMENDMENT -- FOR

DRAFr �,G - ONLY

(MUST BE TYPED ON FORM

H-29 OR H-39 BEFORE PRESENTATION)

Representative yThe Committee on

------------REDDICK

HB
SB

offered the following amendment:

On page __,.______,

line

5 & 6

, strike

"prescription of a physician licensed by this state
pursuant to chapters 458, 459, 461, or 466"

and insert:

written instructional referral of a physjc:_i� l:i,cen_sed by this
state pursuant to chapters 458, 459, 460, 461, or 466

Mr. ________________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which w��,
Fonn H-62

which failed of adoption.

879
----

·AMENDMENT -- FOR

DRAFr ·s . ONLY
H-29 OR H-39 BEFORE PRESENTATION)

(MUST BE TYPED ON FORM

Representative y"The Committee on

--------DANI'ZLER

HB----819.
SB _____

offered the following amendment:
On page ___,4,___� line

13

strike

"or rrental"

and insert:

Mr. ________________ moved the adoption of the amendment,

�;'

whichwa�9
Fonn H-62

which failed of adoption.

AMENDMENT -- FOR

DRAFT' ·5 . ONLY

H-29

(MusT BE TYPED ON FORM

OR

H-39

BEFORE PRESENTATION)

Representative yTh e Committee on �-----=-'RED=-=D"°I:.:::
CK
::..:...._ _____________ _____

HB 879
SB ____

offered the following amendment:

On pag,,_5____- line

3

, strike

and insert:

The use of roentgen rays and raditnn for diagnostic and therapeutic
purp:,ses, and the use of electricity for surgical purp:,ses, including
cauderization are not authorized under the tenn "physical therapy" as used in
this chapter.

Mr. _______________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
whichwa�
Fann H-62

which failed of adoption.

_

·AMENDMENT -- FOR

DRAFT� ·g

ONLY

H-29 OR H-39 BEFORE PRESENTATION)

(MUST BE TYPED ON FORM

Representative yThe Committee on

----------REDDICK

HB 879
SB _____

offered the following amendment:
5

On pag� _______, line

6

.�

after the period

and insert:

Nothing in this chapter shall authorize a person licensed pursuant to this
chapter to practice chiropractic as defined in chapter 460.

M r. ________________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
which�
form H-62

which failed of adoption.

AMENDMENT -- FOR

r

DRAFT ·,

(MUST BE TYPED ON FORM

H-29

OR

ONLY
H-39

BEFORE PRESENTATION)

k
Representative yThe Committee on ___Red_.c.d
.c.1.·= c.:;.;.:�----------------------

879

HB _____
SB _____

offered the foJ!owing amendment:
On pag-e __l::..:8:.___� line 30 & 31

strike

all of said lines

and insert:

written instructional refe=al of a physician licensed by the state
pursuant to chapters 458, 459, 460, 461, or 466

Mr. _______________ moved the adoption of the amendment,
whi�h�
Form H-62

which failed of adoption.

AMENDMENT -- FOR DRAFTING ONLY
H-29

(MUST BE TYPED ON FORM

OR

H-39

BEFORE PRESENTATION)

Representative yThe Committee on ·-----------------------------

RB

.

TITI E

SB

offered the follow mg arnenclrnent:

On page ______, line_

and insert:

__

ANY APPROPRIATE TITLE AMENDMENT_s_As NEEDED

adopted
H-62(1980)

__ _ , strike

failed of adoption
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BILL SUMMARY
COMMITTEE ON REGULATORY REFORM

House Bill 879 by Representative R.M. Johnson
relating to Physical Therapy

Other Committees of Reference:
Subcommittee:
Committee:
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE

The purpose of HB 879 is to revise Chapter 486, F.S.,
relating to the practice of physical therapy. Specifically,
HB 879 provides for the licensure of persons as physical
therapists and assistant physical therapists, including the
requirements for licensure and the procedures by which one
becomes licensed. In addition, HB 879 provides for the
creation of a Physical Therapy Council and revises and
clarifies the duties of the Board of Medical Examiners.
II.

CURRENT LAW AND EFFECT OF CHANGES
A.

Current Law

Presently Chapter 486, F.S., requires persons
seeking to offer services as a physical therapist or a
physical therapist assistant to be registered as such with
the Board of Medical E xaminers. The board authorized to
give examinations for registration as a physical therapist
or a physical therapist assistant and to receive annual
registration fees from all registered persons. Chapter 486,
F.S., allows for reqistration without taking the examination
under certain circumstances and authorizes the board to
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refuse to register or to suspend or revoke the registration
of any registered person and provides the grounds upon which
such action may be leased. In addition, Chapter 486, F.S.,
contains penalties for violations, exemptions for certain
persons and a prohibition against fraudulent representation.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes

The effect of the changes proposed by HB 879 are
discussed and analyzed on a section by section basis:
Section 1. - This section creates a new section
and contains a statement of legislative intent and
identifies the purpose for enacting HB 879.
Section 2. This section contains definitions of
the key terms and phrases used throughout this act.
Section 3. This section is a revised and
renumbered version of what is now s. 486.121, F.S.
Specifically, this section identifies the powers and duties
of the Board of Medical Examiners under this act. In
addition, this section provides for the creation of Physical
Therapy Council which will be comprised of three physical
therapists. The function of the Council is to primarily
assist the board and the department in carryinq out the
provisions of this act.
Section 4. This section is a revised and
renumbered version of s. 486.071, ana reauires that a person
holding himself out as a physical therapist must be licensed
pursuant to the terms of this act.
Section 5. This section identifies the minimum
requirements a person must meet to be eligible for licensure
as a physical therapist.
Section 6. This section contains the procedure
one must follow 1n order to apply for licensure. In
addition, a new subsection is added which allows a person
who seeks to practice physical therapy prior to being
licensed to apply to the department for a temporary permit.
Section 7. This section requires the department
to hold a licensing examination at least once a year. The
board is authorized to prescribe additional examinations, at
a time and place to be determined by the department.
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Section 8. This section authorizes the board,
through the department, upon certification by the Physical
Therapy Council to issue licenses to persons who
successfully establish his or her eligibility.
Section 9. This section authorizes the board,
through the department, upon certification by the Council,
to issue a license to persons without examination. To be
eligible, a person must present satisfactory evidence of
having passed a physical therapy examination in another
jurisdiction of the United States. The standards in the
other jurisdiction must be as high as those established by
the board.
Section 10. This section provides for the
biennial license renewal and identifies the requirements the
licensee must meet in order to be eligible for-license
renewal.
Section 11. This section establishes the minimum
requirements which must be met by persons in order to be
eligible for licensure by the board as a physical therapist
assistant. Among the requirements are a specific level of
educational achievement and satisfactory completion of an
examination administered by the department.
Section 12. Requires that persons seeking
licensure as a physical therapist assistant apply to the
department in writing on the prescribed form. In addition,
a provision is provided to allow for certain applicants to
receive a temporary permit.
Section 13. This section requires the board to
hold at least one licensing examination per year (more at
the discretion of the board) at a time and place to be
determined by the department. The board is required to
adopt rules relating to the examination, including requiring
a written examination.
Section 14. This section authorizes the board,
after certification by the Physical Therapy Council, to
issue a license to applicants who successfully establish
their eligibility under this act.
Section 15. Authorizes the issuance of a license
without examination to persons who can demonstrate licensure
in another state, territory, or the District of Columbia, if
the standards for registering or licensing are as high as
those required by the state.
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Section 16. Authorizes biennial renewal of the
license as a physical therapist assistant and establishes
fees for such renewal. In addition, a procedure is
established for the reinstatement of licenses which are not
renewed within the prescribed timeframe.
Section 17. This section provides that all monies
collected by the department pursuant to this act shall be
deposited and expended in accordance with s. 215.37.
Section 18. Authorizes the board to refuse to
license or to revoke or suspend the license of any licensee
and specifies the grounds upon which such actions may be
taken.
Section 19. This section contains a prohibition
against false representation and prohibits the use of
certain words or letters unless one is licensed as a
physical therapist or a physical therapist assistant.
Section 20. This section provides penalties for
violations of this act and also provides remedies, including
injunctive relief.
Section 21. Authorizes certain exemptions from
the provisions of this act including students enrolled in
schools or courses of physical therapy approved by the
board.
Section 22. This section authorizes persons
currently holding a license to continue to hold such license
notwithstanding this act. Also allows a person currently
working as an aide to a physical therapist to continue in
that role but prohibits him from being licensed as a
physical therapist assistant unless he meets the
requirements of this act.
Section 23. Repeals s. 486.141, F.S., relating to
fraudulent representation to obtain registration unlawful.
Section 24. This section repeals Chapter 486,
F.S., on October 1, 1986 and subject to sunset review by the
Legislature.
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III.

FISCAL DATA

It is anticipated that the changes imposed
will increase the cost of regulation. This bill
fee maximums to be assessed for certain services
allow the board to set fees to insure that those
pay the costs of regulation.
IV.

by HB 879
establishes
which will
regulated

COMMENTS

The department reports that there are currently 2,738
active registered physical therapist and physical therapist
assistants. In addition, the department indicates that
approximately 500 new physical therapist or physical
therapist assistants are registered by the State.
Staff would also like to point out the apparent
confusion contained in Chapter 486, F.S. In some instances,
reference is made to "registration" and in others reference
is made to "licensure." This inconsistency should be
addressed.
V.

AMENDMENTS

The Regulatory Reform Committee adopted the following
amendments designed to clarify HB 879:
Amendment 1: This amendment clarifies from whom the
physical therapists may receive oral or written referrals
and adds persons licensed under Chapter 460, Chiropractic,
to the list of persons who may make referrals.
Amendment 2: This amendment deletes "or mental" from
the range of conditions with which physical therapists
deals.
Amendment 3:
Clarifies that certain procedures are
not to be included in the term "physical therapy" as used in
Chapter 486, F.S.
Amendment 4: Clarifies that Chapter 486, F.S., does
not authorize persons licensed thereunder to practice as a
chiropractic physician.
Amendment 5: This amendment is the same as No. 1 and
clarifies that oral or written referrals may be made by
persons licensed under Chapter 460, F.S.
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Amendment 6: Clarifies that DPR will administer the
examination rather than just provide it.
Amendment 7.: This amendment is necessary to conform
the issuance of license process for physical therapist
assistants with the rest of the Act.
Amendment 8.:
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